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Abstract

Purpose - This thesis empirically examines the rôle of purchasing in Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) by investigating purchasing practices mentioned in the CSR reports

of 35 Canadian companies in 10 différent sectors listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index (DJSI) World of 2015. The objectives of this study are to 1) identify and describe
the current purchasing practices of firms mentioned in their CSR reports, 2) measure the
importance of purchasing in firms' CSR, and 3) investigate the impact of the industrial
sector on the rôle of purchasing in CSR. Design/Methodology/Approach - A mixed
content analysis (qualitative and quantitative) was performed using firms' CSR reports.

To use this method, a coding scheme was devised hased on previous literature and on the
CSR reports analyzed. By performing a qualitative textual content analysis, we identified
the purchasing practices mentioned in the CSR reports. The quantitative content analysis
was conducted hy calculating the frequencies of occurrence of these procurement
activities in the CSR reports. These analyses were performed using the 35 CSR reports
and per industrial sector.

Findings - AU the firms analyzed mentioned purchasing practices in their CSR reports.
The results indicate that purchasing activities related to diversity, community, ethics,

human rights, safety, and environmental responsihilities are more often mentioned than
eeonomic, légal, animal welfare, and philanthropy responsihilities. Also, we find that the
rôle of purchasing differs per industrial sector. We suggest some factors that could
explain the différences ohserved.
Implications/Contributions- This study is, in our knowledge, the first systematic and
comprehensive review of the status quo of the rôle of purchasing in CSR in the private
sector in Canada. Our DP Pair matrix contrihutes to académies hy providing a coding
scheme for future research in this field; and contrihutes to management hy providing a
systematic framework for practitioners to implement sustainability into the purchasing
process.

Key words; corporate social responsibility (CSR), purchasing and supply management,
purchasing

social

responsibility

(PSR),

content

analysis

(CA)

Sommaire

L'objectif de ce mémoire est d'examiner le rôle de l'approvisionnement dans la
responsabilité sociale des entreprises (RSE). Ce mémoire prend pour éehantillon 35
entreprises canadiennes de dix industries cotées de la liste de l'indice de durabilité Dow
Jones (DJSI).

Les problématiques de recherche faisant sujet de ce mémoire sont : 1) compréhension et
l'identifieation des activités d'approvisionnement des entreprises telles que mentionnées

dans leurs rapports RSE, 2) la mesure de l'importance de l'approvisionnement dans la
RSE, et 3) l'enquête de l'impact du secteur industriel sur le rôle de l'approvisionnement
en RSE. Nous avons alors eonduit une analyse de contenue mixte à l'aide des rapports

RSE. Un système catégoriel a été confronté avec les littératures précédentes et est

refondu pour être adapté au contenu des rapports. En effectuant une analyse qualitative
du contenu textuel, nous avons identifié et décrit les aetivités d'approvisionnement

mentionnées dans les rapports RSE. L'analyse quantitative du contenu a été effectuée en

calculant les fréquences d'occurrence de ees activités d'approvisionnement dans ces

rapports. Les résultats indiquent que les activités d'approvisionnement liées à la diversité
et la communauté, à l'éthique, les droits de l'homme et la séeurité, et à l'environnement

sont plus souvent mentionnées que les aetivités économiques, juridiques, ainsi que
portant au bienêtre animal et à la philanthropie. En outre, nous eonstatons que le rôle de
l'achat diffère selon le secteur industriel. Nous suggérons certains faeteurs qui pourraient
expliquer les différences observées.

Ce mémoire est, à notre connaissance, le premier examen systématique et eomplet du

statu quo du rôle de l'approvisionnement dans la RSE dans le secteur privé au Canada. Sa
contribution mène à la création d'une matrice multidimensionnelle combinant

responsabilité sociale d'achat avec une approche d'approvisionnement responsable. Ceei
contribue au domaine

de la gestion grâce au eadre systématique permettant aux

praticiens à mettre en œuvre un processus d'achat durable. Plusieurs voies de recherches
futures sont proposées.

Mots-clés : responsabilité sociale des entreprises (RSE), gestion des aehats et de l'offre,
achat de responsabilité sociale, analyse de contenu
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1. Introduction

l.I Background

Globalized compétition, outsourcing of non-core activities, shorter product life cycles,
and complex demand from customers resuit in very complex supply management.
The driving forces behind outsourcing can be a combination of fmancial problems,
need for clear focus on core competencies, and cost efficiency considérations
(Brandes et al., 1997). Extending the supply chain globally into developing countries

places new responsibilities on purchasing and supply management, not only to
monitor environmental, social, political, and security concerns but also to influence
them. To keep a favorable brand image, firms are increasingly garnering attention to

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). CSR issues broadly cover économie, social,
and environmental dimensions. In particular, the issues of labor, human rights, local
community

communications,

management

structure

and

business

ethics,

environmental policy and management, site environment, and product environment
are considered as factors having a certain level of impact on supply chain CSR efforts
(Lee et al., 2009).

Researchers have constantly advocated that the rôle of supply chain management

(SCM) must expand to encompass social responsibility, and suggested that purchasing

plays a key rôle in a fïrm's SCM System (Carter et al., 2004). Because purchasing and
supply management influences operational, financial and réputation risk of companies
(Johnson et al., 2011). Sustainable procurement or Socially and Environmentally

Responsible Procurement (SERF) is an important issue for firms and practitioners
because it impacts a firm's réputation and its compétitive performance (Hoejmose et
al., 2012). There are numerous published papers focusing on CSR in SCM, but

research

specializing

in

purchasing

CSR

(PSR)

or

sustainable

purchasing/procurement is a burgeoning topic that needs to be addressed by scholars
(Walker et al., 2012) and practitioners. Our research intends to fdl this gap and shed
light on the research of the rôle of purchasing in CSR.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

The objectives of this study are to: 1) identify and describe the carrent purchasing
practices of firms, according to their CSR reports, and 2) to measure the importance
of purchasing in firms' CSR by counting the frequency of purchasing practices that
appeared in the CSR reports. We fïrst define purchasing social responsibility (PSR)
and purchasing activities related to CSR (also refers to PSR activities) by referring to
previous literature. Second, we compare these activities to activities mentioned in
firms' CSR reports. Third, after comparing and adjusting the preliminary findings, we
obtain the list of the purchasing activities that are most relevant for CSR. By

performing a content analysis of CSR reports, we will assess the importance of
purchasing in firms' CSR activities.

1.3 Research questions

With the research objective mentioned above, this thesis addresses three questions:
RQl : What are the purchasing activities mentioned in CSR reports?

RQ2: How important is purchasing in CSR?
RQ3: How does the importance of purchasing in CSR vary from sector to sector?

1.4 Suminaiy

In général, with this background, the purpose of this paper is to shed light on the rôle
of purchasing in CSR. This paper is structured as follows: we first established the
theoretical basis of this study, which builds on available literature. The literature
review serves as a road map to explore the rôle purchasing plays in CSR by
examining purchasing practices in CSR literature. These activities were classified into
a purchasing social responsibility (PSR) dimension catégories. Then, using these
deriving catégories we identify purchasing activities in CSR/sustainabilify reports of
35 listed companies representing ten différent sectors chosen by DJSI 2016 for the
financial year 2015 using content analysis, which provides this study with a practical
perspective. We later adjusted the theoretical framework into eight catégories (Légal,
Economie, Diversify & Community, Environment, Ethics, Human Rights & Safety,
Général, Animal Welfare, and Philanthropy) based on the results we obtained and

conducted a frequency analysis with this data. In the results and analysis section, we
describe and summarize the purchasing activities in CSR reports by calculating the
percentage of the différent catégories. We analyzed the results by comparing these
firms based on internai and external factors. The fînding indicates that 30 companies

(80%) provide PSR information in their CSR reports, and the level of such disclosure
varies across industries. This paper finally concluded by diseussing implieations,
limitations, and future research opportunities.

The contribution of this study is three-fold. First, although CSR is advocated by more

and more organizations, little is known about how and what rôle purehasing plays in
CSR. This thesis provides insight and theoretical support for research in this field.
Second, this thesis contributes to purchasing literature by testing Carter et al. (2004)'s

eonceptual PSR model using CSR reports. Some PSR dimensions bave been modified
and updated according to the content of CSR reports. It is also the first study to
eombine PSR Dimensions with Purchasing Process to devise a PSR implementation
matrix. Furthermore, from a methodology perspeetive, this thesis extends Carter's

model by using a completely différent method. Unlike other research that uses survey
or interviews, the method we are using in this study is content analysis. Finally, this

study provides a systematic Framework for companies and practitioners to fully
implement PSR practices in the purchasing process.

2. Literature Review

This chapter examines important studies related to our research questions. First, we
define and describe the concept of CSR. Second, we review purchasing literature and

devised the purchasing process model. Third, we connect CSR and purchasing
function to introduce the définition of PSR and its dimensions: Diversity,

Environment, Ethics, Human Rights & Safety, and Philanthropy, and the

eorresponding aetivities. Next, a PSR implementation matrix is determined by
combining PSR dimensions with the steps of the purchasing process. Finally, CSR
reporting literature is discussed to guide the sélection of samples in the methodology
section.

2.1 Corporate Social Responsibility

There is no unanimous agreement on the définition of CSR due to its changing
conceptualization in différent contexts and schools of thought. An accepted notion
often cited by researchers nevertheless is proposed by the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development (WBCSD) as "the commitment of business to contribute to
sustainable économie development, working with employées, their familles and the
local communities" (WBCSD, 2001). In other instances, CSR is defined as "actions
that appear to further some social good, beyond the interests of the firm and which is
required by law" (McWilliams et al., 2001, p. 117). Rodriguez et al. (2006) describe
CSR as "instances where the company goes beyond compliance and engages in
actions that appear to advance a social cause." Varying outlooks of what constitutes
CSR are results of différent assumptions and logic applied to the notion (Godfrey et

al., 2007). Différent approaches utilized to define the term include the shareholder
approach, the stakeholder approach, and the political-societal-ethical approach.

The shareholder approach assumes that firms' suprême criterion of performance is to
maximize shareholder value. Accordingly, CSR is an instrument to help realize this

goal and should be aligned with one's corporate strategy (McWilliams and Siegel,
2001). For example, most papers examining the relationship between CSR and
Corporate Financial Performance (CFP) suggest that CSR aetivities generate CFP

which proved "fortune at the bottom of the pyramid" by Prahalad (2006), such as the

improvement of relationships with customers/employees, or the enhancement of
future revenue growth (Godfret et al., 2009). Moreover, fïrms could generate cost
advantages by shifting certain activities prohibited or unweleome in home countries to

emerging ones thereby supporting the 'race to the bottom' hypothesis (Javorcik and
Wei, 2004), which results in socially irresponsible practices (Surroca and Zahra,
2013).

The stakeholder approach does not view the maximization of shareholder value as a
firm's sole purpose. Instead, it proposes that organizations should balance the
interests of multiple concerned parties (Freeman, 2010). For instance, whilst a decade

ago Nike claimed that it was not responsible for sweatshops in its supply chain, today
with the pervasive présence of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), aetivists and
local communities, the firm was pressured into assuming accountability for its actions

(Harrison and Scorse, 2010). To date, consensus has been achieved on the faet that
CSR eneompasses environmental, légal, ethical, and philanthropie responsibilities
(Carroll, 1991). Measurements of CSR performance are based on such catégories that
many frameworks acknowledged, including CarrolFs 'pyramid of CSR,' and are
widely applied in both académie and praetical fîelds (Carroll, 1991; Sehwartz and
Carroll, 2003).

The politieal-societal-ethieal approach views firms as citizens with responsibilities for
the local community, in other words, companies are responsible to society as a whole,
of whieh they are an intégral part (Van Marrewijk, 2003). With globalization and
internationalization of firms, such responsibilities must be applied in a global context

(Logsdon et al., 2002; Matten and Crâne, 2005). More specifically, it requires
organizations to adjust and respond in the dynamic and complex soeietal context
whieh they are a part of, in which their soeietal missions are likely beyond that of
their old ones. This view is still relatively recent since issues like poverty alleviation

are often negleeted by traditional CSR advocates, who still address environmental
and/or labor affairs (Jenkins, 2005).

CSR and sustainability are somewhat synonyms- CSR relates to phenomena such as
stakeholder dialogue and sustainability reporting, whereas eorporate sustainability
focuses on value création and environmental management (Ciliberti et al., 2008).

Although the terni "CSR" is used in this paper, other labels can also describe the

relationship between corporations and society: corporate sustainability, citizenship
and stewardship, responsible business, and the "triple bottom line" (TEL) of
économie, social, and environmental performance (Greenall, 2004)

Figure 1 is the conceptual pyramid of Carroll (1991), which is adopted here to

provide a working définition of CSR as: "meeting the économie, légal, ethical, and
discretionary responsibilities expected by society." Thus, this définition encompasses

activities relating to diversity, the environment, human rights, philanthropy, and
safety, as well as activities relating to business ethics. Although économie
responsibilities and légal responsibilities are fundamental for others to build upon,
CSR literature tends to focus more on the ethical and discretionary dimensions of
Carroll's model, as there is much less debate among managers regarding the need to

meet the économie and légal dimensions of the model (Carter and Jennings., 2004),
therefore the main focus of our study is on the voluntary responsibilities.

Figure 1The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility
The Pjramid of Corporate Social Responsibility
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2.2 Purchasing and Supply Management

2.2.1 Purchasing, Process, and Activities

In our study, we use the terminology purchasing, supply management, and

procurement interchangeably. The purchasing function is the intégration of related
functions to provide effective and efficient materials and sériés to the organizations.
We adopt a working définition given by Van Weele (2009) to develop our research:
"Purchasing is the management of the company's external resources in such way
that the supply of ail goods, services, capabilities, and knowledge which are
necessary for running, maintaining and managing the company 's primary and
support activities is secured at the most favorable conditions. "

Although corporations can purchase goods or services and the purchased materials
may vary across firms including raw materials, supplementary materials, semimanufactured products, components, finished goods or trade items, investment goods
or capital equipment, and finally maintenance, repair and operating materials (MRO
items) (Leenders et al., 2001), the général purchasing process is somewhat similar. To
have a better understanding of purchasing, it is important to understand its process.

A procurement process is a complicated process that can be defined as activities
necessary to acquire goods and services to meet user requirements (Novack and
Simco, 1991). To understand this process, the procédure and activities associated
must be identified. Therefore, we first détermine the stages in this process, which

includes defining the purchasing spécification, selecting suppliers, achieving contract

agreement with vendors, placing orders with the supplier, expediting and finally,
follow-up and évaluation. We summarized and combined the process provided by
Van Weele (2009) and Leenders et al. (2001), and the combined process shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 Purchasing Process Model
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The process and activities identifled are applicable to the purchase of both goods and
services in industrial markets.,and this process cuts across both functional (intrafirm)
and organizational boundaries (interfirm).

1. Determining the purchasing spécifications means estimating and setting the
quantity and quality of the goods and services that are needed for the user
(Van Weele, 2009). Usually, the user is an individual or department within the
buyer's firm. In some instances, existing needs must be re-evaluated because
they change. Once the need and its measurement (quantity and quality) are
identifled, the purchasing process can begin with purchasing réquisitions to
communicate between users (Novack and Simco, 1991; Leenders et al., 2001).

2. Selecting the best possible supplier and developing procédures and routines
to be able to do this. Under this stage, we first have to identify potential
sources, that's to say, we need to make three décisions: (1) the make option or

doing it in-house; (2) use current suppliers or look for new suppliers; (3) when
we have to buy and présent suppliers can not meet needs, we identify new
qualified suppliers by looking for sources using tools including online
searches, e-catalogs, and Company websites. Additional information can be
obtained by directly soliciting potential suppliers to facilitate the sélection
process: (1) Issue a request for information (RFI)- this is optional; (2) request
for quotation (RFQ); (3) request for proposai (RFP) and (4) request for bld.
Buyers have to notice that certain types of input from outside suppliers have to
be purchased even with a make décision.
3. Under the contract agreement stage, negotiations with suppliers are prepared
and conducted to establish an agreement and arrive at a written légal contract.

It includes analyzing the costs, negotiating the price, selecting the

8

transportation mode and Incoterms, as well as légal and ethical agreements
including CSR initiatives established with suppliers.

4. Ordering refers to preparing and placing an order and/or te establish routines
for ordering and handling of a purchase.

5. Expediting includes ensuring suppliers meet delivery promises, conducting
inspections such as expédition routines, troubleshooting, field expediting and
acceptance testing, assessing risks, benefits and costs of doing business with
suppliers, and clearing invoices and fmishing payment.

6. Evaluation, this stage involves updating records, including supplier

performance scorecards, and managing supplier relationships (Van Weele,
2009; Leenders et al., 2001).

These purchasing activities provide basis for this study to identify purchasing
activities in firms' CSR reports and help to defme the concept of purchasing social
responsibility (PSR) in the following section.

2.2.2 Décision Making in the Purchasing Process

Usually, organizational buying involves many people in the décision process with
complex interactions hetween their goals and criteria. This is an extremely
complicated process because it otlen takes place over an extended period of time,
requires information from many sources, and encompasses many internal/external
organizational relationships (Van Weele, 2009). Ail of the activities identified during
the procurement process are subject to influences. These influences can affect how
effectively each activity is performed. These influences referred to environmental,
organizational, interpersonal, and individual influences (Webster and Wind, 1972).

The environment influences the impact of the buying process by providing
information as well as constraints and opportunities. It includes physical (géographie,

climate, or ecological), technological, économie, political, légal, and cultural factors.
Environmental influence is exerted through institutions including suppliers,

competitors, customers, governments, trade units, political parties, educational and
médical institutions, trade associations, and professional groups.

Organizational déterminants are directed by the organization's goals and constraints,
such as financial, technological, and human resources. Organizational déterminants
cause individual decision-making.

Interpersonal influences involve several decision-making groups; members who use
the purchased products and services; Buyers who have contracts with suppliers;
Influencers who provide information or criteria for evaluating alternative buying
actions; Deciders who have authority to décidé the purchasing actions. These

décisions are affected by their goals and tasks, personal characteristics and the
leadership within the group. The structure of the group includes commutation
authority status, rewards and workflow, and problem-solving inventions used by the
firms.

Finally, individual influences are the center of buying decision-making. They are
affected by buyer's psychological processes including personality, perception,

cognition, motivation, and learning. Figure 3 shows the interrelationships of a buying
decision-making process (Webster and Wind, 1972).

Figure 3 Decision-Making in the Purchasing Process
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2.2.3 The Rôle ofPurchasing in Supply Chain and Corporations

During the last 20 years, purchasing bas shifted from a clérical fiinction with the
ultimate purpose of buying as cheaply as possible to today's major stratégie fimction.
This shift is not surprising, as purchasing is responsible for more than half of the total
costs in many companies (Gadde and Hâkansson, 1994).

In the early 1970s, purchasing was viewed as having a passive role/administrative rôle
in the business organization (Ellram and Carr, 1994). The importance of purchasing
first became heavily stressed by the mid-seventies oil crisis where the raw materials
shortage drew attention to purchasing.

Later, Porter underlined the importance of two critical forces - buyer and supplier
(Hanghoj, 2014). Also, from a supply chain point of view, he also acknowledged the

importance of procurement by listing it as a supportive activity and an intégration
tool. A support activity is one that spans ail of the primary activities and supports
their completion. He also stated in his research that effective procurement of goods
and services contributes tremendously to the compétitive advantage of an

organization. The procurement process serves as a critical link between members of
the supply chain: the quality of material and service input impacts fmished product
quality and hence customer satisfaction and revenue (Novack and Simco, 1991).

Purchasing is also viewed as having a supporting rôle in a fïrm's strategy. More

specifically, some scholars focus on purchasing's rôle in supporting décisions
concerning the breadth of a product line, the geographical area to be served, and the

compétitive action pursued to achieve a compétitive advantage. Some studies show
that purchasing facilitâtes companies to develop stratégies to allocate resources

efficiently in the long term. Others believe that purchasing can link day-to-day
opérations to long-term strategy, from the firm's daily opérations to its compétitive
goals (Ellram and Carr, 1994).

Johnson moved a step further by combining purchasing's operational task with its
stratégie responsibility (Johnson et al., 2011) as:
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" The responsibility ofpurchasing is not only concerned with the standard steps
of procurement process, such as translation the needs into a commercially

équivalent description, the sélection of a suitable source, and the payment of
suppliers. Further responsibilities may involve in other logistics activities and
other components ofsupply chain, such as inbound and outbound transportation,

andfirm's suppliers' suppliers. Apart from operational responsibilities that are
part of day-to-day activities of the supply organization, there are stratégie

responsibilities that focus on long-term supplier relation and commodity plans
with the objective of identifying market trends. "

In général, procurement plays a critical rôle in organizations, because it déterminés
the revenues, costs, and supply chain relationships. It also contributes to a
corporation's strategy (Novack and Simco., 1991; Ellram and Carr, 1994).

2.3 The Rôle of Purchasing in Corporate Social Responsibility

Owing to globalization and growing interest in outsourcing in developing countries,
procurement aspects of CSR bave recently attracted the attention of académie and
international organizations such as the European Union (EU) and International
Labour Organization (ILO) (Antonio, 2011). Purchasing's involvement with the
firm's corporate responsibility efforts bas been coined as Purchasing Social
Responsibility, PSR (Carter et al., 2004). Other scholars call it Socially
Responsible/Sustainable Buying or Purchasing, SRB/SRP (Drumwright, 1994;
Maignan

et

al., 2002), Purchasing/Procurement

and

Supply

Management

Sustainability, P/SMS (Giunipero et al., 2012), Socially and Environmentally
Responsible Procurement, SERP (Hoejmose and Adrien-Kirby, 2012).

Maigan et al. (2002) claimed that purchasing professionals were unaware of how they
could embrace the growing expectations of social responsibility from their customers.
Since then, focus bas largely been to establish the research field by defming the
concept, dimensions and drivers that comprise PSR (Mork, 2014).

Walker et al. (2012) suggest that unlike CSR, Social Purchasing (SP) or PSR is a
burgeoning and current research topic. Table 1 summarizes the key académie articles
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pertaining to PSR. The first two articles discussing PSR covered environmental and
social purchasing sustainability are published in 1994 and 1997. From 2010 onwards,
we see a marked increase in papers on multiple aspects of sustainability, such as
conflicts of interest issues and social equity. Although the définitions of PSR provided
by différent studies are similar, we would like to give it a more systematic account.
Below, we discuss the relationship between CSR and PSR as well as provide a
working définition for PSR.
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Examine empirically how a
multinational buying office Implements
social responsiblilty and codes of
conduct In purchasing activitles In Hong
Kong and Pearl River Delta région.

Antonio,
2011

Is just starting to appear In major business journals.

current activitles, suggest research.

Investigate to whIch extent TBL Impacts
sustainable procurement practices.

Explore current environmental
purchasing literature and supplier
management In order to understand

Tate et al..
2012

Meehan et
al., 2011

Most of the environmental purchasing literature Is not grounded In theory.
Due to the relatively early stage the research fleld Is In, there Is a significant
opportunlty to develop theory and Influence practitloner behavlor. Research

Examine research In the fleld of soclally
and environmentally responsible
procurement (SERP).

Hoejmose et
al., 2012

Associations.

practices have been establlshed, only the environmental element of the TBL

Reports a case study. The case study covered the
experlences of three sourcing projects of a
multinational buying office that had implemented
PSR wIth success.

costs, enhanced brand Image, and réputation, Increased sales and customer

différent standards.
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loyalty, Increased productivity and quailty, Increased the ablilty to attract
and retaIn employées and risk management. Challenges Include the cost of
compllance, communication wIth uneducated workers, and conflicts among

FInds that environment, ethics, heaith and safety, and human rights are

more Important than diversity, communlty, and financlal responsiblilty for
PSR practices In the HK/PRD région. PSR benefits Include reduced operating

Is considered.

Survey methodology of sustainable procurement
practices In 44 Engllsh-based UK Housing

reports. Content analyses.

Literature review and analysis of corporate

A literature review of the sustainablilty literature.
Multl-method approach consisting of review,
DelphI analysis wIth a panel of 21 P/SM executives.
Interviews wIth 19 additlonal P/SM executives.
Literature review 2000-2010. Incorporâtes both
quantitative and qualitative techniques In a
comprehensive, systematic analysis.

Exploratory, empirical study. Collects and analyzes
a dataset of 479 manufacturing, retall, and service
fIrms In the US, China, and United Arab Emirates.

findings.

A systematic literature review methodology is used
to identify 1899 papers that are gradually reduced
through a filtering process to 276 papers. The
theoretical perspective of each paper Is Identified
and recorded In a database along with
methodology, unit of analysis and reported

Method

FInds out that the previous literature 1) fall to overcome the Inertia In
relation to sustainable procurement, and 2) In the few examples where

literature.

FInds that SERP literature Is at a critical point In Its development. Warns that
researchers should be aware of the shortcomings and potentlal
defragmented areas In the literature. This Is especlally Important In order for
the fleld to become an establlshed and prominent part of the management

sustainablilty (SSM) and Its components.

Identify drivers and barriers currently
facing P/SM sustainablilty
Implementatlon efforts.

Purchasing and supply management sustainablilty efforts are driven by top
management Initiatives and government régulations, while Investment costs
and économie uncertainty are barriers to P/SM. Defines supply management

FIrms that consider PSR aspects during the supplier sélection process enjoy
financlal performance advantages versus rivais, however wIth différent
outcomes depending on the région. FIrms doing business In developing
countries should Implement PSR as a hedge against future changes.

Key findings
A significant proportion of sustainable purchasing and supply management
papers adopt stakeholder theory, Institutlonal theory and resource-based
perspectives, however, relatively few papers rely on an IMP Interaction
Approach.

Glunipero et
al., 2012

économie réglons.

performance In three Important

to customer firms' financlal

Investigate to whIch extent soclally
responsible supplier sélection Is linked

gulded by an iMP perspective.

Interaction Approaches used to
underpin or Influence the focus of
existing research and exploring the
opportunitles for further research Info
sustainable purchasing and supply

al., 2016

Thornton et
al., 2013

Purpose

Evaluate the extent to which the IMP

Source

Johnsen et

Table 1 Summary of Key PSR

PSR.

Examines purchasing social
responslbility (PSR) across a large
sample of manufacturing and service
organizations.
Examine the potentiel Impact that PSR
might have on supply chain
relatlonships.
Shed light on the nature of PSR and
suggest how firms can Implement CSR
criterla In purchasing décisions.

2004

Carter, 2004

Maignan et
al., 2002

2002

Carter et al.,

Identify the activitles and drivers of

Carter et al.,

A llterature revIew of CSR and purchasing and
supply management. Tests hypothèses through a
mail questionnaire sent to purchasers In over 1000
US B2Cflrms.

Develops and defines the concept of PSR. Activitles of PSR: the environment,
diversity, human rights, phllanthropy, safety. Drivers of PSR: people-orlented
organizatlonal culture, top management leadership, Individual values of
purchasing employées, employée Initiatives.
Présent strong evidence that PSR Is a second-order construct that Includes
activitles surrounding the areas of diversity, the environment, human rights,
phllanthropy and communlty, and safety.

Case studies and theory development.
Practitloner-focused paper.

Assesses PSR stratégies and practice. Argues that sélection of PSR strategy is
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based on a trade-off between costs and the underlying motivations. Présents
a framework for PSR Implementatlon.

A mail survey sent to 1000 purchasing managers
and executives In consumer products
manufacturing Industries.

PSR has a direct and positive Impact on supplier performance as well as an
Indirect mediated effect through Improved trust and coopération.

A Web-based questionnaire was employed to test
the hypothèses.

modeling. Implementsthe resource-based vIew of
the firm.

organizatlonal learning.

Survey methodology and structural équation

A mail survey of 197 respondents from Thalland.

A llterature analysis Is complemented wIth
empirical data from Interviews wIth 20 private and
public Swedish organizations.

Llterature RevIew and analysis of empirical and
secondary data on Implementatlon of soclally
responsible purchasing practices.

FInds no direct relatlonship between PSR and cost. PSR leads to Improved
supplier performance and reduced costs through the mediating variable of

Purchasing Social Responslbility.

difficultles to ensure that ail suppllers fulflll the code of conduct, différences
In culture and management style, low levels of social standards and high
levels of corruption In some countries of supply, ail of which makes
assurance practices a very costly enterprise.

concern. The main barriers are a lack of resources for supplier audits,

The findings from the llterature analysis are compared with findings from
Swedish organizations. The study finds that In Swedish organizations, the
main drivers for soclally responsible purchasing Include stakeholder Influence
and organizatlonal values, média and NGOs' attention and employées'

responslbility In purchasing (PSR).

Examine how PSR affects firm's costs.

Carter, 2005

Salam, 2009

2009

the process and their assoclated challenges.

The study contributes to the nomological valldlty of concept of PSR or

Explore the factors that drive or hinder
organizations to Implement soclally
responsible purchasing.

Mont et al.,

The model reveals the flve elementary steps that are necessary In the
Implementatlon ofsystematic soclally responsible purchasing practices:
developing Internai pollcles; setting purchasing criterla that regard social
Issues; applying assurance practices; managing supplier relations; and
building Internai capacity. The model aiso points to the différent activitles In

Understand the drivers of social

Bulld a model to systematically
implement soclally responsible
purchasing practices.

2010

Leire et al.,

The involvement of the purchasing function in CSR has been labeled as Purchasing
Social Responsibility (PSR). Although somewhat similar to CSR whose relevant
stakeholders are involved in the supply chain, namely employées, customers, suppliers,

the community, the environment, and shareholders (CIPS, 2013), PSR tends to interrelate
with these elements. However, due to the particular position of purchasing function

within a firm: purchasing (purchasing managers) spans the boundary between the
company's internai functions and its external stakeholders, its distinct rôle in garnering
support from and coordinating with other groups for socially responsible conduct in the
company's relationship with suppliers (Carter and Jennings, 2004).

The Chartered Institute of Procurement & Supply (CIPS) has defined "Socially
Responsible Procurement (SRP)"/ PSR as the CSR practices pertaining to procurement,
where it emphasizes how to achieve good social and environmental performance in the

supply chain. Similar to CSR in a firm context, in the procurement context, it means that
the purchasing professionals must take SRP into account while balancing the interests of
stakeholders, such as low-cost sourcing and customer expectations of low prices, as well
as compel the législation. Moreover, it is sometimes beyond the légal boundaries, which
requires "voluntary engagement" (CIPS, 2013).

The working définition of PSR we adopted in our study follows Carroll's définition of
CSR (Salam, 2007), and the focus is more on the top two layers of the pyramid, thus, it is
described as: "purchasing activities that meet the ethical and discretionary
responsibility", therefore, PSR encompasses purchasing and supply management
activities relating to environment, diversity, ethics and human rights issues, and safety
and philanthropy.

The rôle of purchasing within the firm has changed drastically and still keeps changing:
from price bargainers to a more stratégie function. Buying at the lowest price and
assuring and securing the material is not enough. Purchasing affects a firm's make-or-buy

décision, design of supplier-base (number of suppliers needed, vendor sélection)
structure, and the nature of customer supplier relationship (Gadde, 1994). Also,
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purchasing plays a key rôle in a firm's overall logistics System, such as product design
and sélection, procurement of transportation and third-party logistics services, and
inventory management (Carter and Jennings, 2004).

Consequently, it is crucial to address the rôle of purchasing. Carter recently examined
how PSR activities contribute to the réduction of costs; also it brings benefits to customer

satisfaction (Salam, 2007). PSR brings more opportunities, for example, it brings the
potential possibilities for companies to work with their suppliers such as in the field of
new energy resources. Also, it helps companies to gain more confidence to move to
riskier areas such as low-cost offshore sourcing, where key SRP issues (labor conditions,

etc.) are raised. Addressing SRP is not just about réputation, régulation, risk or
opportunity; CIPSA (CIPS Australia) believes that SRP is important and valuable for the
firm's sake (CIPS, 2013). PSR also bas a direct and positive impact on supplier
performance, as well as an indirect, mediated impact through improved trust, coopération
(Carter and Jennings, 2002) and cost (Carter, 2005). Inereasing involvement of socially

responsible activities conducted by purchasing managers will positively affect the
supplier performance measured by lead times, quality and efficiency (Carter and
Jennings, 2002).

2.3.1 Dimensions and Activities of Purchasing Social Responsibility

By combining multiple points of view from académie literature, as well as purchasing
standards established by NGOs and governments, we identified several dimensions of
PSR. Since économie responsibility to shareholders and légal responsibilities imposed by
governments are the basic responsibilities in Carroll's (1991) hierarchy, and they are not

voluntary practices for organizations, we will not list them in our PSR model in this
study. Therefore, we will mainly focus on five dimensions (in accordance with our
définition of CSR and Carter's PSR model): Environment, Diversity, Ethics, Hnman

rights & Safety, and Philanthropy. More specifically, these dimensions include
purchasing activities related to sourcing from minority/women-owned business

enterprises (MWBEs), environmental and green purchasing, and human rights and safety
as well as philanthropy issues at supplier plants.
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The Environmental Purchasing Responsibility

Ellram and Carr (1994) suggest that one way in which the purchasing function can
contribute to a firm's SRP is through environmental initiatives. Purchasing literature in

the area of environmental management includes the use of case studies of environmental
supply management (Handfield et al. 1997; Narasimhan et al., 1998), along with survey
research employed to study environmental purchasing (Min and Galle 1997), including
its antécédents (Carter et al., 1998) and économie conséquences (Carter et al., 2000).
Zsidisin and Siferd (2001) define environmental purchasing, or so-called green

procurement from three perspectives: environmental management, environmental
management Systems, and environmental posture. Klassen and Mclaughlin (1996,

p.1199) defme environmental management as "ail efforts to minimize the négative
environmental impact of the firm's products throughout their life cycle, which brings
together product and production technologies that are designed to reduce their
environmental impact." An environmental management system prevents adverse
environmental effects and improves environmental performance by institutionalizing
varions environmental programs and practices such as initiating environment-related
performance measures and developing green technologies, processes, and products.

Examples of management system programs include employée training and éducation,
internai environmental audits, and continuons monitoring of production processes;

From a synthesis of prior research, Klassen et al. (1996, p. 185) define environmental

management posture as "the set of objectives, plans, and management Systems that
détermine manufacturing position and responsiveness to environmental issues and
régulations. The postures range from reactive to proactive.

Thus, our définition of environmental purchasing can be summarized as purchasing
initiatives encompassing ail efforts to minimize the négative environmental impact of the
firm's products, services, and the corresponding technologies through a product/service
life cycle. The firm should establish a management system to support the implementation
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of such initiatives and finally build a responsive posture towards environmental
purchasing.

Environmental Purchasing Activities:

Below, we eategorize these activities into the three aspects we mentioned above:

environmental management, environmental management system, and environmental
postures.

Environment management

Environment management centers upon purchasing activities that mainly foeus on
products that firms produce or buy. Suggested by Carter et al. (2000), these activities are

purchasing activities that facilitate recycling, reuse, and resource réduction. Similarly,
Min and Galle (2001) defme environmentally conscious purchasing praetice are
initiatives that reduee sources of waste and promote recycling and réclamation of
purchased materials without adversely affecting performance requirements of such
materials. Resouree réduction is the minimization of waste which results in more efficient

forward and reverse distribution processes; recycling includes waste source séparation to

make recycling casier through separating waste materials by source, such as recyclable,
non-polluting materials versus non-recyclable, and bazardons materials; reusing is
another strategy crucial for source réduction, more specifically, using the same products
or parts for the same purpose more than once.

More specifically, purchasing activities related to environmental management suggested
by Carter et al. (2000) ean be concluded as follows: 1. Purchases reeycled packaging; 2.
Purchases packaging that is of lighter weight; 3. Uses a life cycle analysis to evaluate the
environmental friendliness of products and packaging; 4. Participâtes in the design of

products for disassembly; 5. Participâtes in the design of products for recycling or reuse.
Supplemented by CIPS (2002), green proeurement activities ean be divided into six
product eharacteristies; 1. Material composition: uses of reeycled, renewable, non-toxic
materials; 2. Transport: uses short distance transportation to reduce transportation waste,
and use more environmentally friendly means of transport; 3. Manufaeturing: taking into
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account the environmental impact while executing manufacturing processes; 4.
Packaging: réduction of packaging, uses recyclable, easily returnable or no packaging; 5.

Product-use: manufacturing/choosing/using products that bave durability, repairability/
upgradeability, compatibility with equipment/user habits, low energy requirements, and
safety for users; 6. End of life: produce products that have reusable potential, their
components can be dismantled and disposed, for instance, use biodégradable synthetic
vegetable-based hydraulic oil for fleet maintenance.

Environment management svstem

As described above, environment management system improves environment

performances by focusing on written or non-written policies and programs.

Tate et al. (2012) categorize environmental purchasing activities into five catégories and

they have been re-classified to suit the purpose of this study as follows: (1) Général
Practices and Philosophy include practices that suggest concern for environmental issues
but lack specificity as to what actions are being taken. These include mentions in the
reports to incorporate environmental issues into a supplier code of conduct and to allow
suppliers to access environmental data online. (2) Supplier involvement captures

practices in which a supplier is mentioned as being involved in helping the buying firm
improve its own environmental practices. This includes institutionalizing supplier
involvement in design, in réduction of commodity use, in increased recycled materials
use, and in environmental sustainability risk analysis. (3) Supplier development captures

practices in which the buyer provides support to the supplier to help the supplier improve
its environmental performance, such as providing training and advice, developing
supplier environmental sustainability improvement. (4) Supplier sélection criteria should
be modified to incorporate environmental criteria. (5) And lastly, supplier performance
summarized those instances where the buying firm's performance on the main
sustainability metrics is linked directly to supplier sustainability outcomes.

According to Zsidisin and Siferd (2001), organizations can select and grade their
suppliers according to certain environmental policies. Buying firms can also ask their
suppliers to commit to waste réduction goals. These policies can help purchasing
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departments to enforce appropriate environmental management Systems on suppliers
which include: whether organizations make written environmental claims for the

packaging; whether the direct suppliers of the organizations audit/review their own
suppliers; whether companies facilitate polieies pertaining to the use of hazardous
chemicals in their products or processes; whether they audit and develop suppliers that
follow régulations and standards, such as ISO 14001 and ISO 26000; whether they

educate suppliers and make them environmentally commit in these polieies. Melnyk et al.
(2003) fmd that environmental management Systems are positively related to
environmental régulations.

Environmental postures:

Under the pressure of strict laws and régulations, buying firms are increasingly attentive
to environmental régulations. For instance, they have begun to perform an environmental

compliance audit to review applicable environmental régulations, identify new
restrictions, and evaluate how their environmental initiatives help them conform to

evolving regulatory guidelines. They are gradually transferring from reactive to proactive.
Table 2 is the summary of environmental purchasing aetivities mentioned above:
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Catégories

Postures

Environmental

System

Environment Management

Management

Environment

Short distance buying such as Local buying

Transportatlon

End of llfe

Product use

Buying products/materlals that use recyclable, easily returnable or no packaging

Packaging
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FIrms have a proactive posture towards environmental sourcing régulations

Companles have environmental pollcies towards theIr suppllers

Buying fIrms Incorporate environmental Issues Into a supplier code of conduct

Buying firms should Incorporate environmental criterla Into supplier sélection criterla

Companles facllltate supplier green program, Including éducation and tralning

Choosing suppllers that follow régulations and standards, such as IS014001 and IS026000

Asks suppllers to commit to waste réduction goals

Organizatlons audit/review their suppllers

Uses a llfe cycle analysis to evaluate the environmental friendilness of products and packaging

Uses/buyIng products that are easily disposai

Uses/buying products that are recyclable

Uses/buying products that have re-use potentlal

Participâtes In the design of products for recycling or reuse

Purchasing/uses articles that are safe for users

Buying products that have low energy requirements

Buying products/materlals that have compatiblilty with equipment/user habits

Buying products/materlal that have Repalrablllty/Upgradablilty

Buying products/materlal that have long-term durablilty

Purchases packaging that Is of lighter welght

Buying products that are taking Into account the environment Including émissions and waste

Manufacturing

Using environmental means to buy products/materlal/services, e.g. using rail and boat Instead of trucks

Purchasing Activitles
Purchase materlals that recyclable, non-polluting, reusable

Materiai

Product Characteristics

Table 2 Summary of Environniental Purchasing Practices

Drivers for Environmental Purchasing

Earlier research examined the forces driving environmental management, identifying the

major factors such as compliance with régulation and législation, and cost savings

(Green et al., 1998). Anecdotal evidence also suggests that environmental purchasing can
improve a fîrm's économie position by reducing disposai and liability costs, conserving
resources, and improving an organization's public image (Min and Galle, 2001;Carter et
al., 2000).

Purchasing and supply management plays an important rôle to help eliminate waste and
realize lean supply. For instance, purchasing can identify packaging that can be more

easily recycled or reused which is highly significant since packaging materials are
considered the largest portion of the municipal waste stream (Carter et al., 2000); and in
turn, for upstream members of the supply chain, purchasing managers can help to identify
products and their packaging with the materials and components through the design for
disassembly and life-cycle analysis, thus contributing to the environmental performance

of organizations. Also, several scholars have discussed the green opérations of suppliers
and its impact on firm performance, while Hollos et al. (2012) show that sustainable
supplier coopération positively affects ail three aspects of the triple bottom line (TEL).
The consensus of current research is that in général, environmental purchasing and

supply management helps improve the organization's performance (Tate et al., 2012).

The Ethical Purchasing Responsibility

The first study that focused on ethics in purchasing was conducted in 1966 by Carlton
Guertler, in which he indicated that companies had written standards of ethics for

purchasing personnel, such as prohibitions on the acceptance of gifls, requirements for
buyers to report any offers of gratuities, and ethical sourcing codes of conduct. Another
study, directed by Emst & Whinney (E&W) in 1975 showed that the periodical audition
of the behavior pattern of purchasing personnel could help to enforce the written ethics
policies; and it sheds light on buyer-supplier relationships, such as buying from certain
suppliers on the basis of reciprocal purchasing arrangements between their firms and
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selected suppliers. However, a 1988 study found that although written ethics policies
helped to reduce the unethical behaviors of the purchasing personnel, it could be
questionable. The reason is that companies appeared to be ambivalent about their ethics
policies. There are mainly two reasons resulting in this uncertainty: (1) written policies
do not always restrain behaviors of purchasing personnel because the policy can be too

général to be applied to each individual buyer; (2) companies were not willing to bave a
third party to investigate and act upon the ethical problems, for instance, buyers accepting
favors from vendors (Forker and Janson, 1990).

Several studies in the 20th century suggested that the ongoing changes in the purchasing
function increased the complexity of being ethically responsible, for instance, the

increased rôle of global activities such as outsourcing from cheap labor countries, is
likely to add to the ethical dilemmas faced by those in the field of purchasing and supply
management in the future. Literature also suggested that the ethical behaviors of

purchasing professionals could also be affected by the business environment they are in
(Cooper et al., 1997).

Ethical practices are extremely difficult to define, it is often posited that ethics is relative
and should be defmed by personal option, society's tradition, or the spécial circumstances

of the moment. Différent scholars defmed ethics in many ways. One way to defme

purchasing ethics, as is used in this study, is an extension of the trade practices and rules
which people in a society regard as important to maintain good relationships (Razzaque
and Hwee, 2002).

Ethical Purchasing Activities:

A survey conducted in 1978 reported ethical problems or purchasing practices that might
be considered questionable; and two studies conducted separately in 1979 and 1981
revealed some important ethical problems that are particularly troubling for purchasing
personnel (Forker and Janson, 1990):

(1) Exaggerating a buyer's or a supplier's problem to achieve the desired action;
(2) Giving preferential treatment to purchasers or suppliers that upper management
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prefer;

(3) Allowing personalities to influence buying/selling transactions;
(4) Engaging in the practice of reciprocity;

(5) Offering/accepting ffee gifts, meals, and trips;
(6) Seeking/ giving information on competitors' quotes;
(7) Gaining compétitive information unfairly;

(8) Showing bias against salespeople who circumvent the purchasing department.

Some key ethical issues are revealed by the study of Cooper et al. (1997), in which they
surveyed 1,500 CIPS:

(1) Failure to provide products and services of the highest quality in the eyes of the
internai customers;

(2) Failure to provide products and services of the highest quality in the eyes of the
extemal customers (supply chain);

(3) Failure to provide prompt, honest responses to customer inquiries and requests;

(4) False or misleading représentation of supply requirements or interest in
discussions with suppliers or others ("sharp practices");

(5) Allowing personalities to improperly influence the buying décision;
(6) Showing partiality toward suppliers preferred by upper management.

Similarly, Razzaque and Hwee (2002) identified some unethical purchasing practices in
previous studies:

(1) It is unethical for purchasers to offer and accept gifts, however, on the other hand,
purchasers opinions about the ethicality of gift-giving depended on the value of
the gift. For instance, treating a purchaser to a business lunch is commonly
viewed by both purchasers and suppliers as an acceptable business conduct and a
cost of doing business;

(2) Revealing confidential bids and allowing the supplier to re-quote are practices
perceived as deceiving and unethical;

(3) Preferential treatment to suppliers preferred by upper management bas also been
viewed as unethical;
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(4) Reciprocity, or buying from suppliers who in turn buy from the purchaser's

Company, which tended to disrupt efficient purchasing procédures and increased
purchasing cost bas also been viewed as unethical. However, reciprocity appeared
to bave some culture specificity across différent countries;

(5) Exaggerations of situations to get better deals by purcbasers bave also been

perceived as a disbonest praetice, a déniai to tbe person involved in tbe
knowledge of trutb.

In addition to wbat bas been mentioned above, Wells (2004) suggested tbat fair trade
issues sbould also be addressed in tbis category. Fair trade issues related to purchasing
include fair trade codes tbat can cover tbe purcbase of internationally traded
commodities. Tbese eodes ensure tbese commodities meet standards set by international

certification agencies, including a minimum "fair trade" price tbat exceeds tbe world
market price wben purcbasers are buying internationally. In général, tbese activities are
summarized in Table 3 below:

Table 3 Ethical Purchasing Practices
Purchasing Activities
Exaggerating a buyer's or a supplier's problem to achieve the desired action is prohibited
Not gift/meai/trip is allowed from suppliers to buyers or vice versa
Buyers must not toierate corruption in any form
Personaiities are not aiiowed to influence buying/seiiing transactions

Organizations have poiicies on ethical buying/seiiing
No practice of reciprocity is aiiowed

Provide products and services of the highest quaiity in the eyes of the internai/externai customers
No preferred suppliers, suppliers shouid not have to pay to be inciuded on an approved supplier iist
Suppliers shouid be seiected based on fair criteria

Companies shouid faciiitate suppliers to provide prompt, honest responses to customer inquiries
it is not ethical to reveai confidentiai bids and to aiiow suppliers to re-quote by the purcbasers
Exaggerations of situations to get better deai by purcbasers are not aiiowed
Companies foiiow the fair trade codes
Ail suppliers shouid be treated fairiy at ail stages of the procurement process
Buyers shouid discourage the arbitrary or unfair use of purchasing power or influence
Suppiy relations shouid foiiow régulations

Firms shouid reach agreement with suppliers about the payment terms
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Drivers for Ethical Purchasing

According to Carter (2004), ethical behavior can bave a positive effect on a firm's image
and réputation. Purchasing managers, in particular, can significantly affect a firm's

réputation. Their behavior influences how the firm is viewed by suppliers and other
outside organizations due to their rôle sitting at the boundary of externality and
internality. Further, unethical practices by purchasing managers might influence
production performance and ultimately a firm's overall competitiveness if, for instance,
buyers purchase sub-standard inputs from suppliers in exchange for kickbacks. Similarly,
if suppliers perceive buyers to be acting unethically, such conduct might negatively affect
supplier performance. There are also costs associated with unethical activities, including
fines, liability and négative publicity.

Diversity Purchasing

In the case of CSR, the literature pertaining to diversity bas largely focused on human

resource management, including recruitment and workforce diversity which can leverage
a firm's compétitive advantages (Worthington, 2009).

Diversity issues in the purchasing management literature center upon purchasing from
MWBEs, with the focus tending towards questions of program development,
implementation, and opération. Such topics are covered by various scholars, for instance,
Giunipero (1981) observes the methods to develop effective minority purchasing

programs. Also, drivers, challenges, as well as success factors are addressed separately by
Dolinger et al. (1991), Pearson et al. (1993) and Carter et al. (1999) in their studies
(Worthington, 2009). Sourcing from some non-profit and social enterprises, whose
purpose is to advance a social cause, can directly enhance local social and financial
conditions. Sourcing from régions where there is an Aboriginal (in a Canadian context:
First Nations, Inuit, Métis) population may wish to find ways to support Aboriginal
économie development and job création by sourcing directly from Aboriginal-owned
firms. Local purchasing, "buy-local", means a business gives preference to a certain
degree to local suppliers, which can help to increase local tax revenues and civic
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infrastructure, local jobs, local économie diversification and enhance community
resilience while reducing the environmental burden of shipping goods long distance
(Government of Canada, 2016). Faeilitators and tools are reeurrent thèmes in much of the

literature. More reeently, the purchasing diversity literature inereasingly appeared on lists
of diversity motivators, such as Worthington (2009) and Min (2009) which identify some
motivators for supplier diversity (Supplier Diversity in Canada, CCDI, 2016)

The définition provided hy Industry Canada will he deployed in this study: diversity
purchasing, or supplier diversity, is a form of social purchasing that encourages
purchasing from minority-and women-owned husinesses, as well as promoting
purchasing from a greater variety of husinesses, including small husinesses, socially and
economically disadvantaged husinesses, or husinesses located in underutilized business
zones and inner-cities.

Diversity Purchasing Activities

Employment diversity practiees through the supply chain, such as formai supplier
diversity purchase programs, may inelude some firms setting up goals of spécifie
percentages of spending going toward minority-owned husinesses. Soureing from inner
city and disahled-owned enterprises is another primary practice, one of the results is to
ineite these supplying firms to hire people who have employment harriers (Worthington,
2009). And as mentioned in the previous section, companies ought to source from social
husinesses and NGOs, as well as Ahoriginal enterprises.

CAPS Research (2012) uses some criteria to standardize diversity initiatives, such as the
percent of organizations with sueh policies posted on their website; percent of
organizations with polieies and procédures to promote supplier diversity; and the numher
of employées assigned to the diversity program. Additional praetiees to advance supplier
diversity inelude supplier development and mentoring, internai communieation and
training, targeted advertising, and diversity organizational culture building (Supplier
Diversity in Canada, CCDI, 2016). Table 4 summarizes these diversity related purchasing
activities:
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Table 4 Diversity Related Purchasing Practices
Purchasing Activities

Companies follow formai supplier diversity purchase program
Companies monitor the process and implementation of such program

Companies source from minority/women-owned business enterprises (MWBEs)
Companies source from small businesses

Companies source from socially and economically disadvantaged businesses

Companies source from businesses iocated in underutilized business zones/inner cities
Companies source from disabled-owned enterprises
Companies source from sociai businesses and NGOs
Companies source from Aboriginal businesses

Companies source from local enterprises

Drivers for Diversity Purchasing

Researchers have found that upper management support and policies are positively
related to the extent of purchases from MWBEs suppliers. Additionally, some studies

suggest that the adoption of purchasing diversity practices is driven not only by social
concerns but also by customer considérations as minorities can represent large and

growing market segments for many customer organizations (Carter and Jennings, 2004).
Supplemented by research from the Canadian Centre for Diversity & Inclusion (CCDI),
we identified the following drivers of having a supplier diversity policy or strategy
(Supplier Diversity in Canada, CCDI, 2016):
(1) To attract the best employées;

(2) Part of corporate social responsibility or sustainability initiatives;

(3) Organizations that established social responsibility mandates are more likely to be
engaged with supplier diversity;
(4) For social benefits;
(5) To improve corporate image;

(6) Compliance with légal requirements;
(7) For a compétitive advantage;

(8) For économie benefits, such as the opportunity to realize significant cost savings
from working with smaller firms in the supply chain (Worthington, 2009);
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(9) Pressure from customers to meet their expectations for diversity.

Human rights, Safety, and Philanthropy
Studies pertaining to purchasing management in the areas of human rights, philanthropy
and safety are rare, which only séant focus on subjects such as human rights issues at

suppliers' plants and more général philanthropie issues including volunteering at local
charities. More specifically, human rights issues center upon selecting suppliers that pay
a living wage and that avoid the use of inhumane working conditions in their factories. It
also includes safety issues such as ensuring safety opérations at suppliers' plants.

Therefore, we combine human rights purchasing issues with safety issues due to their
similar nature. Philanthropy practices are voluntary acts a firm engages in, and are not
expected by the society to the same extent as its other activities. Purchasing relates to
philanthropy through purchasing departments buying from firms that focus on a
philanthropie business, such as creating training and employment for people with spécial
needs (Mork, 2014). Human rights, safety and philanthropy purchasing issues are
sometimes repeatedly accentuated as ethical purchasing issues, as a définition given by
Innovation, Science and Economie Development Canada (Government of Canada, 2016),
ethical sourcing is the process by which businesses seek to improve the working
conditions of the people who make the products they buy, which can be attributed to
ethical purchasing issues.

Human Rights, Safety and Philanthropy Activities

More and more organizations try to promote purchasing policies and practices related to
Human rights & Safety. Typically, a business committed to ethical sourcing will adopt
a "Supplier Code of Conduct" which sets out their minimum expectations of suppliers
regarding wages of work, health and safety, and environmental conditions (Government

of Canada, 2016). These policies require suppliers or buying plants to affirm the presence
of minimum labor rights and standards, such as the right to unionize and to bargain
collectively, enhancement of "anti-sweatshop" purchasing policies, prohibition of forced

and child labor, nondiscrimination in employment, limits on hours of work, workplace
health and safety provision, minimum wages, and other basic rights and standards
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including monitoring the enforcing employer compliance with these codes. Currently,
sweatshops have been growing and labor abuses are pervasive (Wells, 2004). Such
abuses inelude threats, beatings, sexual abuse, and killing of workers; failure to meet

minimum wage and other pay provisions; forced and excessive overtime; hazardous
working conditions; the firing and blacklisting of union activists; and other abuses.
Particularly critical is the problem of wages that are so low that it is difficult for many
workers to survive, much less support their families. This problem is growing worse as

many firms move to China, Vietnam and other extremely low labor cost countries where
manufacturing wages are typically 20 or 30 cents an hour.

Certain labor rights and standards can be understood and executed differently due to

country spécifie or cultural différence, some, however, widely espoused in international
human rights déclarations including the United Nations' Universal Déclaration of Human
Rights, are universal human rights. The International Labor Organization (ILO), a UNaffiliated agency with labor, business and government représentation from 175 nations,
bas identified four universal labor rights binding on ail ILO members, irrespective of
their level of development. These are:

(1) Freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively;
(2) Elimination of forced labor;

(3) Equal opportunity and nondiscrimination in employment;
(4) Abolition of child labor (ILO, 2002a).

CIPS bas published its Ethical Purchasing Practices (CIPS, 20I3,p2-6), in which relevant
législation, codes, and guidelines are distilled, including:
-

The Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) Base Code;
The Core Conventions of the ILO;

-

The UN Déclaration on Human Rights;

-

SA8000 (a standard relating to social accountability developed by the Council on
Economie Priorities Accréditation Agency in New York - now known as Social
Accountability International (SAI))
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-

The Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises developed by the organization for
Economie Co-operation and Development (OECD)

Also, CIPS lists some guidance and codes of practice for buyers and suppliers. The
issues related to human rights, safety, and philanthropy are summarized as follows:
Suppliers should not use forced labor;

-

Buyers should ensure that suppliers' employées are free to choose to work for the
suppliers and free to leave the supplier after reasonable notice is served;

Suppliers should have légal contracts with their employées that in accordance with
their national law and good practice;

Suppliers should faeilitate freedom of association and collective bargaining at the
buyer's side;

The wages paid to suppliers' employées should meet their basic needs; working
house should also comply with national laws or industry benehmarks, and overtime
should be voluntary and not be demanded on a regular basis;

-

Under no eircumstanees should suppliers treat their employées harshly and
inhumanely;
Suppliers should always work within the laws of their country;

In suppliers' plants, working conditions should be safe and hygienic: buyers should
work with suppliers to introduce appropriate health and safety policies;
Child labor should not be used in any circumstance;

Any form of diserimination is not allowed: suppliers should have a policy of equality

for ail in the workplace, with no discrimination on the basis of raee, caste, religion,
nationality, âge, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, disability, union
membership or political affiliation.

In addition to adopting "anti-inhumane" practices, numerous organizations have also
adopted "fair trade" codes covering the purchase of intemationally traded commodities.
Pair trade commodities meet standards set by international certification agencies,

including a minimum "fair trade" price that exceeds the world market price.
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These issues need to be supported by sustainable training programs that build
communication and negotiation capacity among workers and managers, and by

educating and training of people who are responsible for purchasing and supply
management in an organization.

In Carroll (1991), philanthropie responsibility is placed at the top of the pyramid and
defined as "the corporate actions that are in response to society's expectations that
businesses be good corporate citizens" (Idowu et al., 2013, p.1824). It requires
companies to "actively engage in acts or programs to promote human welfare or
goodwill" (Carroll 1991, p.42). The topic pertaining to philanthropy purchasing is
relatively vacant (Porter and Kramer, 2002). Purchasing relates to philanthropy in the
sense that the purchasing department can buy from firms that focus on a philanthropie
business, creating training and employment for people with spécial needs (Bedey et al.,
2009). According to Brammer and Millington (2005), philanthropie activities can
include helping to develop local suppliers and auctioning or donating gifts which might
be accepted on the pan of the firm from foreign suppliers.

Carter and Jennings (2004) advocated that purchasing involvement in philanthropy

includes général corporate philanthropie practices that center upon donation and
volunteering at charities. For instance, corporations give donations to aid local civic

causes or provide général operating support to universities and national charities in the
hope of generating goodwill among employées, customers, and the local community
(Porter and Kramer, 2002). It has been discussed in previous literature that such général
donation activities are purchasing philanthropie issues, however in our study, we only
take activities that purchasing fonction has philanthropie impacts into considération.
Purchasing activities related to Human Rights & Safety and Philanthropy are
summarized as follows in Table 5 below:
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Firms enforce employer compliance with these codes

& Safety

Philanthropy

Suppllers/Buying firms adopt a "Code of Conduct" or an ethical policy

Human rights
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Buying from suppliers have philanthropy program. In any forms

Buying from suppliers who have voiuntary involvement at local charities

Buying companies shouid faciiitate supplier sustainable training program

Suppliers shouid aiways work wlthin the Iaw of their country

Buyers shouid work with suppliers to introduce appropriate heaith and safety policies

Working conditions are safe and hygienic at Suppliers' side

Under no circumstances shouid suppliers treat their employées harshiy and inhumaneiy

Overtime shouid be voiuntary and not be demanded on reguiar basis

Working house shouid comply with national iaws or industry benchmarks

Suppliers shouid have légal contracts with their employées that in accordante with their national iaw and good practice

Buyers shouid ensure that suppliers' employées are free to ieave after reasonabie notice is served

Buyers shouid ensure that suppliers' employées are free to choose to work for the suppliers

Companies work with suppliers who foliow human rights program, e.g. ETI base code, UN Déclaration on Human Rights, SAi

Companies cooperate with suppliers adopting fair trade to guarantee minimum price of commodities

Companies monitor suppliers compliance with these codes

Companies faciiitate suppliers to enforce minimum wages

Suppliers have iimits on hours of work, workpiace heaith and safety provision

Prohibition of discrimination empioyment

Prohibition of forced and chiid labor

Enhancing anti-sweatshop purchasing policies

Policies require suppliers to guarantee the labor rights, such as unionizatlon and bargain

Purchasing Activitles

Catégories

Table 5 Human Rights, Safety and Philanthropy Related Purcliasing Practices

Drivers for Human Rights, Safety and Philanthropy Purchasing

The increase in global sourcing opportunities bas addressed some serions issues in
procurement. For many organizations, highlighting the needs of human rights and
safety in purchasing is now an économie and reputational imperative, and in some
eontexts a légal requirement (CIPS, 2013). Many enterprises are implementing

procurement policies in the area of human rights, safety and philanthropy because
they are beeoming aware that corporate responsibility and improved complianee with
corporate codes, national laws, and international standards eould be harnessed as a
compétitive advantage, especially in some highly compétitive sectors.

Ignorance of human rights and safety in purchasing is not only harmful to employées
but also harms the wellbeing of the eompany itself. For instance, the 2013 Rana Plaza
Collapse in Bangladesh, the world' worst garment industry accident, caused the death

of 1,100 faetory workers due to the poor working conditions. The 29 brands identified
as having source products firom it have had to face finaneial compensation and severe
public critieism.

Philanthropy is used as a form of public relations or advertising, promoting a
eompany's image or brand. It also intends to increase eompany visibility and improve
employée morale as to create social impact. Although companies get no spécial tax
advantage for spending on philanthropy, they are able to use their charitable efforts to
improve their compétitive advantage regarding the quality of the business
environment in the location or locations where they operate (Porter and Kramer,

2002). Also these companies are able to aehieve both social and économie gains. We
can assume the same when the corporations work with suppliers who take

philanthropie measures. For instance, let's say, the supplier bas invested on a talent
pool edueational program for its local graduâtes, and these graduâtes in turn are
attracted by the job opportunities provided by this supplying eompany, the recruiting
eost will be alleviated, and quality of work eould be guaranteed. One step fiirther, for

the buying companies, when they sponsor or work with suppliers who devote

themselves into philanthropie practices, they are also able to aehieve both social and
économie benefits.
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Overall Assess

Our literature review which is built upon Carter and Jennings (2004)'s five
dimensions of PSR mode! (Environment, Diversity, Human Rights & Safety, Ethics,

and Philanthropy), could also be called purchasing sustainabiiity. From previous
studies, we aeknowledge that these dimensions are interrelated. However, for viabiiity
purposes of our study method (will be discussed in the following chapter), a clear
classification is required. Therefore, we classify ail activities based on their main
funetion and related impact to firms and society into these dimensions, which might
be somewhat subjective for the activities that can be classified into two or more

catégories. Table 6 below shows the classification of PSR activities, which provides
the basis for our code scheme (Refer to Appendix 1 for more detailed purchasing
activities pertaining to these five dimensions).

We classify purchasing activities ineluding environmental factors in décisions on the
purchase of products and/or services into our Environmental Purchasing eategory. For

instance, environmental purchasing activities could be using reeycled materials,
buying products from local suppliers to eliminate transport waste, and choosing

suppliers/producers that have environmental management Systems; For ethical
proeurement, we focus on ethical issues in buyer-supplier relationships, such as using

obscure contract terms and showing favoritism when selecting suppliers; Diversity
issues in purchasing center upon sourcing from MWBEs, social businesses, NGOs, as
well as Aboriginal businesses, which would bring benefits to society as a whole. For
purchasing management in the areas of human rights & safety, our researeh focuses
on human rights and safety issues at suppliers' plants, such as minimum wage,

inhumane working conditions, and discrimination. More général philanthropie issues

include purchasing funetion volunteering at local charities (Carter and Jennings,
2004).
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Philanthropy

Human Rights & Safety

Diversity

Ethics

Environment

PSR Dimensions

et al., 2008)
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with spécial needs in order to inciude them in the workforce (Bedey

concerns in their business, such as training and empioying peopie

Buying firms shouid work with suppliers that incorporate philanthropy

and safety code (Bedey et al., 2008)

Suppliers must give their workers a decent wage in addition to a safe
working environment, and follow the basic principles of human rights

retentate of a diverse supply base.

Purchasing professionais have the responsibility of attraction and

Buying firms work with suppliers to donate food to local charities.

human rights and safety standards.

Buying firms audit and visit suppliers' plants to ensure that they are foilowing basic

Buying from minority or women-owned suppliers (Carter et al., 2004)

conduct in purchasing and supply chain management. Buying
organizations shouid not use obscure contract terms to disadvantage
their suppliers or show favouritism in supplier sélection.

Bribery, corruption, gift giving, reciprocity and preferentiai treatment issues reiated
to suppliers and buyers {Lau, 2011).

Suppliers and their employées shouid abide by international codes of

2012).

Green supplier sélection and management; buying product that are environment-

Supply management that promûtes protection, préservation, and
vitailty of the natural environment (ISM Principles); Suppliers shouid
be seeking to reduce Its émissions and environmentai footprint
reiated to product, processes, production, and logistics (Tate et ai.,
friendiy.

Example of Purchasing Activities

Définition of Corresponding PSR

Table 6 Summary of Purchasing Activities by Dimension

2.3.2 Implementing CSR into Purchasing and Supply Management
Environmental and social standards are integrated into purchasing and supply
management by amending the purehasing processes (Koplin et al., 2007). In order to

bave a better look at how purchasing is engaged in corporation's CSR reports and
obtain more systematical implications for companies, we are focusing on how to
incorporate sustainability into purchasing processes. Leire and Mont (2010) suggests
there are five steps to implement CSR into the purchasing process: 1) developing
internai policies, 2) setting purchasing criteria, 3) applying assurance practices, 4)

managing supplier relations, and 5) building internai capacity. To render the
purchasing function sustainable, buying firms are prone to ensure every segment of
the purchasing process sustainable.

2.4 CSR Reporting

There is a dramatic increase (See Figure 4) in the number of eompanies publishing

CSR reports due to public interrogation, including national governments, stoek
exchanges, and customers (CorporateRegister.com, 2016).

Figure 4 CSR Reports Global Issues from 2011 to 2015
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The literature on corporate sustainability reporting is vast and there is no universally
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accepted définition of a corporate sustainability report (Roca and Searcy, 2012). The
définition given by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development

(WBCSD) is used as working définition in our study: "Sustainable development
reports are defined as public reports by companies to provide internai and extemal
stakeholders with a picture of the corporate position and activities on économie,
environmental and social dimensions" (Fletcher, 2013, p.92). Also, CSR reports can

be defined as reports that go beyond the financial facts and figures of interest to
investors to describe a company's relations with the full range of its stakeholders. A

good CSR report identifies for each major stakeholder group the most important CSR
issues, the stakeholders include: investors, environment, employées, customers,

suppliers, communities, and governments (Lydenberg and Wood, 2010).
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cycle design;
Identify industryspecific
environmental issues;
Other key

oversight of CSR;

CSR culture of

transparency.

inciuding water,
ciean-up iiabiiities,
fines and spiiis, green
procurement poiicies.

environmental issues

Environmental life

Board-level

honesty and

Wastes and toxic

émissions réduction;

integrated with CSR;

communicate on CSR.

satisfaction;
Customer private data
protection;
innovative programs to

Reports on customer

reports on product
quaiity and safety;

Measurements and

Customers

CSR programs.

standards at suppiiers;
Suppiiers implement

Monitor iabor

Suppllers
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Source: Lydenberg and Wood (2010)

capital inciuding
training and
mentoring.

invest in human

Heaith and safety;
Union relations;
Wages, profit sharing
and benefits;
Diversity: Promotion
of MWBES;
Work/iife balance;

Energy efficiency and
cllmate change;

Business mode! and

CSR Issues

strategy are

Employées

Environment

Investors

Stakeholders

provide feedback and
suggestions.

communities to

Promote

improve
infrustructure;

communities to

Coiiaborate with

skiiis with the spécifie
commnunity needs;

Match voiunteers'

communities;

Giving to

Communitles

Table 7 Suniniary of CSR Issues Conceriied by Major Stakeholder Groups

Human rights;
Support government
by paying taxes and
iobbying others.

Governments

The names used to refer to these reports vary widely, including, "sustainability,"

"sustainable development," "corporate social responsibility," "corporate responsibiiity,"
"stewardship," "accountability" reports, among many others (Roca and Searcy, 2012). A
sustainability report is also an intrinsic element of integrated reporting (GRI, 2016).
However, integrated reporting, ont of considération for its complicated characteristics,

combines the analysis of financial and non-financial performance, in which the financial
side is not the objective of this study. However, there is no doubt, integrated reporting bas
become a more recent development trend.

Sustainability reports are released by companies and organizations of ail types, sizes, and
sectors from every corner of the world (GRI, 2016). Sustainability or CSR reporting lies
in the overarching concepts of sustainability and CSR, wbich based on TBL focusing on

"short-, long- and longer-term perspectives from the perspective of direct and indirect
stakeholders (Hahn and Kiihnen, 2013). Also, sustainability reporting présents the
organization's values and governance model as well as demonstrates the link between its
strategy and its commitment to sustainable global economy (GRI, 2016).

Sustainability reporting bas in recent years been dominated by large multinational

enterprises. There bas also been an increase in the scope of the reports, a broadening of
potential target audiences, and an increase in intégration with financial reports (Roca and
Searcy, 2012). It helps the company to communicate the benefits that the company
créâtes for society and the sustainability effects to secure its social acceptance, and in
turn, enhances company's participation (Herzig and Scbaltegger, 2011).

2.4.1 Reliability of CSR Reporting

Since there is no standard process for writing sustainability reports, many corporations

rely on guidelines for corporate sustainability reporting to structure tbeir reports (Roca
and Searcy, 2012). In most jurisdictions, corporate sustainability reporting remains

voluntary. Major providers of sustainability reporting guidance include The Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), The Organization for Economie Co-operation and
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Development (OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises), The United Nations

Global Compact (the Communication on Progress), The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO 26000, International Standard for social responsibility).

The GRl is the most widely known set of voluntary guidelines for corporate sustainability
reporting. The aim of the GRI is to mainstream "disclosure on environmental, social and
governance performance (GRI, 201 la). As of 2015, 7,500 organizations used GRI
Guidelines for the sustainability reports (GRI, 2016). These guidelines organized
sustainability into six major areas: économie, environmental, human rights, labor,
Society, and product responsibility. GRI produces the world's most comprehensive
Sustainability Framework that enables greater organizational transparency (Dekker,
2013). Thus, CSR reports from GRI's database are deemed to be reliable. Besides,

reports from acknowledged sources such as consulting firms including AccountAbility,
SustainAbility, and agencies comprising ACCA-CERES and CorporateRegister.com are
deemed to be a good source.

The content of CSR reports demonstrates reliable sources to obtain data from
organizations for their following characteristics: (1) go beyond documenting community
relations activities (2) provide détails on both policies and actual practices (3) report data
that is company-wide and systematic, accompanied by illustrative anecdotes, (4) set goals
for fiiture social and environmental performance, (5) confront failures as well as promote
successes, (6) address the most difficult issues a Company faces, particularly those
relating to business models (Lydenberg and Wood, 2010).

In général, sustainability reports facilitate transparency, enhance brand value, réputation,
and legitimacy, enable benchmarking against competitors, signal competitiveness,
motivate employées, support corporate information and control processes, and contribute
to corporate sustainability (Hahn and Kiihnen, 2013).
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3. Methodology

This study is exploratory and its purpose is to understand the rôle of purchasing in CSR.
The main research questions used to guide this study are:

1) What are the purchasing activities mentioned in CSR reports?
2) How important is purchasing in CSR?

To address these questions, content analysis (CA) was used as our research method. First,
we begin by introducing the concept of CA and the reasoning behind its usage. Next, we
focus on the procédure to conduct such a method, including our sample collection and
coding method. Finally, the coding category is presented and the quantification method is
shown to provide the basis for the subséquent chapters.

3.1 Research Method

In this study, CA was employed to collect and analyze the data. Différent methods to
analyze data are available, for instance, a case study. However, our study uses a relatively
large number (compared to the case study) of samples to explore the général portion and
trend of purchasing in a firm's CSR, the efficacy of using other methods rather than CA
cannot be guaranteed. Besides, a case/field interviews approach is unlikely to be adopted
due to the fact that the time required to conduct a sufficient amount is prohibitive.

CA is a method of analyzing written, verbal, or visual communication messages. It was
first used as a method for analyzing hymns, newspapers and magazines, articles,

advertisements, and political speeches in the 19^*^ century. Indeed, it has long been used in
communication, journalism, sociology, psychology, and business. During the last few
décades, its use has shown steady growth.

Abbott et al. (1979) defined CA as "a technique for gathering data that consists of
codifying qualitative information in anecdotal and literary form into catégories in order to
dérivé quantitative scales of varying levels of complexity" (Milne and Adler, 1999). Also,
it has been described as a research method that is a systematic and objective means of
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describing and quantifying phenomena (Berelson, 1952; Krippendorff, 2004). Typically,
pre-established procédures and coding schemes are used to systematically classify or
categorize the eommunication content before eommencing the analytical procédure
(Tangpong, 2011).

CA could be either qualitative or quantitative or both (mixed CA). Researchers who use a
qualitative CA normally focus on the eharacteristics of the language as a communication
method with attention to the contextual meaning of the text (McTavish and Pirro, 1990;
Tesch, 1990; Morris, 1994). It permits researchers to eonvert qualitative/textual content
into a quantitative body, thus making statistical analyses feasible (Tangpong, 2011). This
study will eombine a quantitative CA method with qualitative text interprétation.
Therefore, this thesis begins by identifying certain words related to PSR activities in
order to gain a better understanding of the use of those words. The words will be counted
to identify patterns in the collected data and to contextualize the codes that have been
used. If the CA were terminated aliter quantifying the data, the analysis performed would
be strictly quantitative, because it would primarily focus on the frequency of words
(Dekker, 2013). In our study, our focus is not only limited to the frequency of these
words but also the eontent in which these words appear, as well as to what extent these
words are being used.

CA is the most commonly used method to assess organizations' social and environmental
disclosures and has been widely used in these domains (Milne et al., 1999; José et al.,
2007). Examples of studies that use CA in social and environmental studies include
Guthrie et al. (1989, 1990), Mathews (1993), Gray et al. (1995), Nieminen et al. (2001),
Maignan et al. (2002), Sen et al. (2011) and Jariya (2015). Also, CA has been well used
in varions fields of business and social science research. However, it has rarely been used

as a methodologieal tool in Opérations and SCM (OSCM). A methodology review of
publications from years 2002 to 2007 in the field of OSCM in leading OSCM journals
(2011) revealed that only three ont of 900 used CA as a tool to collect and analyze
secondary textual/qualitative data (Tangpong, 2011).
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Despite CA having rarely been used in OSCM, using CA in this fïeld bas varions
advantages: (1) Data can be sourced from a variety of forms, such as websites, reports,
interviews, or even images; (2) Using CA enables researchers to convert

qualitative/textual content into quantitative/statistical analysis; (3) CA can be conducted
with a small set of samples when the research is exploratory, the size can range ffom 1 to

10s of units; (4) CA allows researchers to use extensive data and conduct longitudinal
research over an extended period of time; (5) CA can be used in concert with other

empirical methods, such as surveys, case studies, and secondary research méthodologies
(Tangpong, 2011).

We need to also note that CA is a research technique for making replicable and valid

inferences ffom texts (or other meaningful matter) to contexts of their use (Krippendorff,
2004). It, therefore, has spécial requirements of reliability and validity.

3.2 Saniple Sélection

In this section, we introduce the concept of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI),

on which our samples are based. We also présent a list of the selected companies and
why they are selected in this study.

3.2.1 Dow Jones Sustainability Index

The Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) was introduced in 1999 as the first global
sustainable benchmark. The DJSI family tracks the stock performance of the worlds'

leading companies in terms of économie, environmental and social criteria (DJSI, 2016).
The indices are the longest-running global sustainability benchmarks worldwide and bave
become the key reference in sustainability investing for investors and companies alike.
The DJSI family contains one main global index, the DJSI World, and varions indices

based on géographie régions such as Europe, North America, Asia Pacifie, Emerging
Markets, etc. Each year, over 3,400 publicly traded companies are invited to participate
in RobecoSAM's Corporate Sustainability Assessment (CSA), also referred as the DJSI
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Invited Universe. CSA is considered as the starting point of DJSI. Of these, the largest
companies by market capitalization are eligible for inclusion in the flagship of DJSI
World.

The DJSI uses Global Industry Classification Standards (GICS) and RobecoSAM
Industries to classify companies into différent industries. GICS is a standardized
classification System developed jointly by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI)
and Standard and Poor's. In our study, we use GICS instead of RobecoSAM Industries
because RobecoSAM industries is derived from GICS and GICS is more broadiy
accepted.

3.2.2 Sample Collection
The DJSI Invited Universe 2016 as of December 2015 was used to form the basis for

finding and analyzing CSR reports. The data for this study pertaining to the reporting of
CSR has been collected from Canadian firms that were listed on the DJSI Universe pool.
We could choose firms listed in the DJSI Invited Universe, in the DJSI World, or in the

DJSI North America. Companies listed in DJSI World or DJSI North America are usually
top leaders in terms of sustainability performance. In order to have a more comprehensive
overlook of ail companies, we chose companies that were listed in the DJSI Invited
Universe. Moreover, we chose these public listed companies because they are relatively
large and are more likely to disclose information about their social and environmental
impacts than smaller companies.

Although CSR disclosure and reporting is currently a voluntary process, Canadian
corporations have been active in corporate sustainability. They have already recognized
the impact of CSR pertaining in their business and are willing to know what the scope of
their societal footprint is. Also, the government of Canada is committed to encouraging
responsible business practices (Government of Canada et al., 2017). Therefore, we expect
that there will be an abondance of CSR reports from Canadian firms. In addition, the

Conférence Board of Canada detailed its analysis of CSR practices in Canada in its
report, and the key findings of the report are; CSR will continue to be a key business
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issue; CSR is being formally integrated into business conduct; two-thirds of the
corporations issue a CSR report in Canada; public disciosures tend to focus on processes,
not outcomes; there is opportunity for more corporations to understand the benefits of
systematically managing human rights issues; new pressures will redefme the relationship
between Canada's largest corporations and society (Greenall, 2004).

Despite there being abundant research available on the topic of CSR in Canadian
corporations, and sustainable purchasing becoming a global trend, we know little about
PSR in Canadian firms. We hope this research can shed light on what rôle purchasing

plays in CSR in a Canadian context, and for future research on a bigger scale.
Furthermore, companies were selected from only one given country in order to control
for législation and culture, two variables that are relevant to PSR practices
implementation according to the literature review.

84 Canadian companies in 21 différent industrial sectors are listed on the DJSI Invited
Universe 2016 (See Appendixl). For this study, 35 of these 84 firms were selected. The
sélection criteria are: 1) full English language versions of their reports can be found, 2)
companies bave stand-alone reports in terms of CSR or sustainability rather than fmancial
or annual reports, pdf version only, 3) their reports and accounts are available for either
2014 or 2015, and 4) if subsidiaries and their parent companies are listed at the same
time, only the parent company will be considered for a more complété picture. No
spécifie size or industrial criteria were employed. As mentioned in the literature review
chapter, the GRI database is reliable to provide CSR reports, therefore, we downloaded
these reports from the GRI database to ensure the reliability of our data source. This
sample seleetion criteria resulted in a sample of 35 companies in 10 différent industries,
of which six are banks, three in capital goods, six in energy, two are food and staples

retailers, four in insurance, eight in materials, one in retailing and one in média, fmally
three are télécommunication service providers and one in utilities. Table 9 depicts the

name of the firms, industrial catégories and the number of the firms in each category.

Although it has been recognized in some studies that a small sample size (35 in our
study) and an analysis of only one year (we only downloaded reports of the year 2015)
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may not provide conclusive results, the outcome of this study shall présent useful insight
for carrying out further studies on the same topic (Jariya, 2015). Moreover, the présent

study is in the form of a pilot work and therefore uses a small sample. This is in
accordance with Sen et al. (2011) that claim that the usage of a small sample in research
work is justified if it is used to provide an indication for further research. In addition, as
previously discussed, CA can be conducted with a small sample, therefore, we believe
our sample size is justified using CA as methodology and the results are sound.

Table 8 CSR Reports of 35 Companies of the Year 2015
Company Name

GICS

Bank af Mantreal

Banks

Number of Companies

Bank of Nova Scotia Halifax

Canadian Impariai 8ank of Commerce
National Bank of Canada

Royal Bankof Canada
Toranto-Oominion Bank

Bombardier Inc. Class B SV

Capital Goods

CAS Inc

SNC - Lavalin Group Inc
Cameco Corp

Energy

Canadien Natural Resounces

Cennvus Enengy Inc
Enbrtdge Inc
Impérial Oii Ltd
TransCanada Corp
Loblaw Companies Ltd

Food & Btaples Retailing

2

Insurance

4

Ivlaterials

8

Métro Inc.

Indostrla! Alliance Insurance

Intact Financial Corporation

Manulife Financial Corp
&jn Life Financial Serv Canada

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited
Barrick Gold Corp

Goldcorp Inc
Hodbay Minerais
KInross Gold Corp
Mettra nex Corp
Teck Resources Limited Class 3 SV
WesC Fraser Tim ber Co Ltd

Tfiomson Reuters Corporation
Media
Canadien Tire Corporation Umtted NV Retailing

1

BCE Inc

3

Télécommunication Services

1

Rogers Communications Inc B NV
TELUSCorp
Canadien Utilities Ltd A NV

Utilities

Grand Total

1
35
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Information pertaining to sustainability may be disclosed in a variety of média, such as
newsletters, annuai reports, etc. However, we believe certain types of information may be
disclosed in ad hoc/special interest reports rather than corporate annuai reports (Zeghal et

al., 1990), and traditional annuai reporting or financial accounting does not adequately
provide for the measurement of social and environmental impact. Also, sustainability
accounting and reporting means that the corporation is able to meet the needs of
stakeholders, who are no longer restricted to "traditional" stakeholders, such as customers
and shareholders in annuai or financial reports, but can include workers,

environmentalists, and other stakeholder groups (Farneti et al., 2009). The importance of

using a separate sustainability report is substantiated by Holland et al. (2003, p.8) as:

"By producing a separate report, the organization may signal (andpossibly believe)
that it considers CSR as important as financial reporting. Hence, a focus on the
annuai report may lead to incomplète or incorrect conclusions."

For this stand, the single most important source in our study is CSR/sustainability reports,

although the exclusion of other information sources, such as corporate annuai reports and
codes of conduct, may resuit in an incomplète picture of disclosure practices.
As discussed in the literature review chapter, because the high degree of credibility GRI

lends to information reported within it, most of the reports used in our study are
downloaded from the GRI Sustainability Disclosure Database, which provides aceess to

ail types of sustainability reports both GRTbased and otherwise (Sustainability
Disclosure Database, 2016). For those we were not able to find in the database, we
downloaded from the company's officiai website.

After downloading the firms' CSR reports from the GRI Database, we would like to

investigate if companies mention their purchasing function in these reports. We use the
Word search function in a CA software (Nvivo 10) to filter companies that do not have a

purchasing function. By searching for the words "procure", "purchase", "buy", "supply",
"sourcing", and " vendor" including their stemmed words (such as procurement,

purchasing, buyer, etc.), no report was eliminated because at least one of these words
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does appear in each of the reports. However, we first focused on the reports with the
lowest frequency of target words (lowest reference in the table below), namely, we

picked the reports in whieh these words only appeared once or twice (e.g. Canadian
Utilities). We then manually scanned these reports to see if the presence of purchasing
flinction is relevant to our study (See Table 9).

Table 9 Word Search Results of Purchasing Function in CSR Reports
Company Name

Reference

Coverage

157

0.13%

Bankof Montréal

40

0.07%

Bam'ckGoldCorp

287

0.26%

BCE Inc

100

0.21%

Bombardier Inc.

51

0.21%

CAEIrsc

46

0.14%

Cameco Corp

40

0.23%

Canadian Impérial Bank of Commerce

64

0.19%

6

0.02%

Canadian Tire Corporation Limited

31

0.22%

Canadian Utilities

1

0.03%

Cenovus Energy Inc

32

0.08%

Enbridge Inc

214

0.14%

Goldcorp Inc

125

0.13%

Hudbay Minerais

67

0.13%

Impérial Oil Ltd

8

0.09%

Industrial Alliance Insurance

7

0.09%

Intact Financiaî Corporation

7

0.05%

Kinross Gold Corp

157

0.19%

Loblaw Companies Ltd

114

0.56%

Manulife FInanclal Corp

40

0.11%

Methanex Corp

27

0.07%

Métro Inc.

39

0.40%

National Bankof Canada

14

0.07%

Rogers Communications Inc

87

0.23%

Royal Bankof Canada

84

0.23%

Scotlabank

75

0.13%

SNC - Lavalln Group Inc

71

0.30%

Sun Life FInanclal Serv Canada

24

0.10%

Teck Resources Limited Class B SV

145

0.14%

TE LUS Corp

Agfiico Eagle Mines Limited

Canadian Natura! Resources

167

0.17%

Thomson Reuters Corporation

30

0.18%

Toronto-Dominlon Bank

81

0.21%

TransCanada Corp

58

0.07%

West Fraser Timber Co Ltd

22

0.05%
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To summarize, when it cornes to choosing the companies we are going to use te perform
a further analysis, we ask ourselves two questions: Do these companies have CSR

reports? And do ail the eompanies have a purchasing fimction? Following these two
guidelines in the previous section, no companies were excluded, and a total of 35
companies and their CSR reports were obtained to investigate sustainable purchasing
activities. The sample encompassed spans aeross industries and régions (in terms of
provinces in Canada). Table 10 présents the overall information about the companies and
their reports. These reports are usuaily named as Corporate Responsibilities,
sustainability or related terms with a maximum length of 236 pages, a minimum length of
7 pages and an average length of 74 pages (See Table 10).

We only selected big companies given that small and medium-sized firms have a smaller
scale of opérations, resouree access eonstraints, and lower visibility, and thus are less
likely to participate in CSR initiatives (Udayasankar, 2008). One step further, we assume
that small and medium-sized firms are less likely to pursue PSR initiatives. In our

selected sample, although ail the eompanies are publiely listed and are ail big
multinational companies, the headcount can vary from 1,300 employées to 13,6000
employées, with 31638 employées on average (See also Table 10).
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2015 Sustainabiiity Report
2015 Public Accountability Statement

Sun Life Financiai Serv Canada

Manuiife Financiai Corp

52

12

201S Public Accountability Statement

Industriel Alliance insurance

2015 Social Responsibility Report

Insurance

18

intact Financiai Corporation

Métro Inc.

146

2015 Corporate Responsibility update

2015 CSR Report

Enbridge Inc

27

36

2015 GRI Update

Cameco Corp

106

76

14

2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Food & Stapies
Retailing

2015 Corporate Responsibility Report

Cenovus Energy Inc

TransCanada Corp

Loblaw Companies Ltd

2015 Corporate Citizenship Summary Report

Impérial Oii Ltd

28

44

2015 Activity report

Bombardier Inc.

Canadian Natural Resources

2015 5tewardship Report to Stakehoiders

2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Energy

60

2015 Sustainabiiity Report

SNC - Lavalin Group Inc

CAE Inc

30

2015 Corporate Responsibility Report

Royal Bank of Canada

53

70

2015 Environmentai, Social and Governance Report and Public Accountability

Bank of Montréal

Capital Goods

64

2015 Corporate Responsibility Report

Toronto-Dominion Bank

Statement

109

2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Bank of Nova Scotia Halifax

38

Total Length

83

Dur Social Responsibility 2015

Title of Report

CIBC 2015 Corporate Responsibility Report and Public Accountability Statement

Banks

National Bank of Canada

Canadian Impérial Bank of Commerce

GICS

Company Name

Table 10 CSR Reports Overall Information

34000

30000

12000

5019

65000

136000

11000

3300

6059

3500

5263

6621

65698

8000

37000

72839

46778

85000

89214

44424

21731

Company Size

5000
1860
15800
13500
9000
5500
25000
53000
58000
26000

47700
49968
7263

24
160
176
134

146
236
155
33
16
66

169
75
7

2015 Responsibility Report
2015 Annuai and CSR Report
2015 5ustainability Report
2015 Sustainabiiity Report

2015 Corporate Responsibility Report
2015 Sustainable Development Report

2015 Responsibility Report

2015 Corporate Responsibility & inclusion Report
2015 Environmental Performance and Footprint Report

2015 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
2015 Sustainabiiity Report

2015 Corporate Responsibility Report

2015 Sustainabiiity Performance Update

Media

Retailing
Télécommunication
Services

West Fraser Timber Co Ltd

Hudbay Minerais

Goldcorp Inc

Teck Resources LImIted Class B SV

Kinross Gold Corp

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

Barrick Goid Corp

Thomson Reuters Corporation

Canadian Tire Corporation Limited NV

Rogers Communications Inc B NV

TELUSCorp

Canadian Utilities Ltd A NV

BCE Inc
Utilities

7
236

74

Min
Max

Average

53

31638

13600

13G0

Report length (PagM) Compa ny Slre(EmpIayecs »)

1300
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Matériels

2015 Responsible Care & Sustainabiiity Report

Methanex Corp

3.3 Content Analysis Process
In order to décidé what data to collect and to analyze, spécifie processes and steps for

conducting CA should be stated. Cavanagh (1997) bas outlined a spécifie process for
conducting CA. We modified his process and suggest the following steps: (1)
Selecting the unit of analysis; (2) Defining catégories and coding rules; (3) Assessing

reliability and validity; (4) Quantifying coded data; (5) Revising code rules and the
coding scheme; (6) Coding and quantifying ail the data. In this section, we only
describe the results of the first four steps, and the remaining steps will be discussed in
the following chapter as our findings.

3.3.1 Selecting the Unit of Analysis

Although there are no universal rules about how to use CA, selecting the unit of
analysis is one of the issues researchers should consider when conducting CA
(Cavanagh, 1997). The majority of the studies dealing with the disclosures of social

performance in annual reports have used the presence and absence of information
regarding a subject area as the unit of analysis. However, this does not indicate how
much emphasis is given to a particular subject. According to GAO (1982), there are
several choices with regards to determining the unit of analysis, such as a word, a
group of words, a sentence, a graph, or an entire document (Jariya, 2015). We could
use words as the unit of analysis, however, Milne et al. (1998) discredited the coding

of single words on reliability grounds as they have no meaning to provide a sound
basis for coding without a sentence or sentences for context (Beattie et al., 2007).
Using areas of a page as the basis to dérivé measures of social and environmental

disclosures adds unnecessary unreliability (Milne et al., 1999). We could also use a
sentence as the unit of analysis. However, it was not adopted because one sentence
can convey more than one idea. Consequently, we adopted here a mixed usage of the

unit of analysis by using the combinations of words or/and logical sentences (Holsti,
1969).

Because we use mixed CA, once the qualitative content has been coded, we need to
quantify it. The quantification may be done in a number of ways (Milne et al., 1999).

To quantify the coded content, we need to count them in the reports. Although we use
words to count the coded content, it is suggested that the measurement error between
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various quantification techniques is likely to be quite negligibie: using words,
sentences, and proportions of pages would yield the same subséquent analysis and

précision of understanding (Milne et al., 1999). Some argue that using sentences as
the unit of analysis to quantify coded content seems to ignore the possibility that
différences in use of grammar might resuit in two différent writers conveying the

same message by using a similar number of words and taking up a similar amount of

space but using a différent number of sentences. Whaf s more, studies have justified
that the measurement of volume in terms of words can record the coded content in

greater détail (Unerman, 2000). Also, the computer-aided software we used in our
study can only count words, and therefore, we adopted words as our unit of analysis.

We believe using words for coding and for measurement are likely to provide
complété, reliable, and meaningful data for further analysis.

3.3.2 Defining Catégories and Coding Rules
In order to décidé what content to code, a review of the literature was carried ont with

the aim of gathering the category of sustainable purchasing disclosure items found by

previous researchers (Holland et al., 2003, p. 10). Hence, in this section, we would
like to illustrate how our coding frame/matrix was developed and formed. Also, rules

for devising a coding frame will be discussed. In short, since the aim of our study is to
explore the disclosures pertaining to purchasing and to measure its importance in CSR

reports, the volume of disclosures (in terms of the number of words) bas been
collected and categorized into différent thèmes.

Creating and Defining Coding Catégories
We formulated a criterion of définition, derived from a theoretical background and

research question, which determined the aspects of the textual material taken into
account (Mayring, 2000). In our study, we decided how many concepts to code for by
developing a predefmed set of concepts and catégories obtained from the PSR
literature. As suggested by the previous literature, buying firms are prone to ensure

every segment of their purchasing process is sustainable in order to render the
purchasing function sustainable. Thus, to serve this objective, we combine purchasing
processes that we obtained from our Purchasing Process literature chapter with PSR
dimensions into a matrix to guide our coding process. This matrix is presented in
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Table 11 with purchasing practices examples. We followed the mies for developing a
Sound coding frame (Schreier, 2012). Coding frames are supposed to meet a number

of requirements. A first requirement states that each dimension in the coding frame
should capture only one aspect of the material, therefore, a coding frame should be set
up so as to avoid "mixing" dimensions. This has also been mentioned by Weber
(1990), the content catégories of the coding scheme should be mutually exclusive to
prevent the violation of the basic statistical assumptions. Another requirement of the
coding frame is to be exhaustive if we are able to assign each unit of coding to at least

one subcategory in the coding frame. Saturation is a very important criterion that
requires the coding frame to be constructed in such a way that the coding frequency

for ail catégories and sub catégories equals 1 or higher (Schreier, 2012).

For coding flexibility, we are relatively strict with our existing catégories, meaning
that no new category other than the pre-defmed ones can be introduced during our
coding process. This is because using the determined set of catégories allows us to
examine text for very spécifie things and keep on our task.
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Phiianthropy

Human rights & Safety

Diversity

Ethics

their needs.

Purchasing department
shouid not accept gifts from
inner buyers to prioritize

Firms facilitate and monitor

policies conducted at suppliers'

program.
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performance.

suppliers based on their
philanthropie

Firms facilitate philanthropie

their suppliers.

plants.

Firms evaluate their

site visit.

rights and safety of

Firms buy from
suppliers who support
phiianthropy

Conduct, and they execute on-

regarding to human

program.

Firms have written
terms in the contract

criteria.

Firms evaluate and train
their suppliers based on
their employée diversity

Buying firms evaluate the
performance of their
suppliers taking into
account human rights and
safety standards.

their suppliers hiring disabled
employées.

Buying firms ensure that their
suppliers foiiow the Code of

pertaining to supplier
diversity.

Placing contract that
specify the terms

agreement.

suppliers regarding to
anti-corruption policies.

Firms evaluate and train

Buying firms source
from suppliers who
have a human rights

from WMBEs.

Focal firms source

process.

written in the

Buying firms do not
accept any forms of
bribery from suppliers
during the bid

Third party monitors the buying
process to ensure no gift
receiving in the process.

Hâve policies such as
no gift receiving

régulations.
paper.

agreement.

environmentai standards.

environmentai policies in the

friendly PO

that foiiow

buying firms are prone to
buy environment-friendly
products.
environment-

environmentai

policies in their

Purchasing
department uses

Companies list

Selecting thesuppiiers

inner customers of the

Environment

contract.

Firms evaluate and train

suppliers in terms of

Buying firms monitor their
suppliers foiiowing the

environmentai

Supplier Evaluation

Expediting

Ordering

Contract Agreement

Supplier Sélection

Spécification Détermination

PSR Dimensions

Table 11 The Original PSR aiid Purchasing Process Matrix

Defining Coding Ruies

After having a sound coding category scheme, two requirements need to be applied to
guide the coding process. First, we categorize each activity to one and only one
dimension even though an activity can be classified into one or more dimensions, which
may have an impact on the resuit. The same principle is applied to classify activities into

the purchasing process. An activity may have involvement in the whole procurement
process, however, due to this exclusion principle, we only categorize each activity into
one and only one corresponding purchasing process. In other words, we place each

activity in only one PSR-Purchasing process dyad. Therefore, although some purchasing
activities can be categorized into more than one category, we set up a manual rule to
assign each activity to one category only. As our study is preliminary in applying this
methodology, future studies could be designed to retest and modify the assignment. Also,
seeing as there exists a subjectivity character in such a method, more coders are
suggested to be of use to reduce such bias in future studies.

Another rule, is that we allowed broadening the synonyms of concepts under each
category along with our analytical process. This is because that différent reports of

différent companies use différent words to describe similar or identical concepts, and it is
not necessary to code the concepts exactly as they appeared in the predetermined set.
Therefore, we allow for the coding of différent things that are similar enough to be coded
as the same thing under the same category. Specifically, this is for more than subtle

différences in tense or spelling but for words that imply the same meaning. We develop
our rules for the synonyms for these predetermined PSR activities to ensure a crucial
level of consistency and cohérence.

3.3.3 Assessing Reliability and Validity

A number of authors have addressed reliability and validity questions in CA (Krippndorff
1980; Holsti, 1969; Weber, 1983; Andren 1981). CA is expected to be reliable, one ofthe
most important characteristics of reliability is replicability, which means the results

should be identical when applying the same technique to the same data regardless of the
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circumstances or timelines; Another important characteristic is stability or the tendency

for coders to consistently recode the same data in the same way over a period of time.

A number of stratégies bave been devised for assessing these issues and two methods are
used very often; (1) conducting the research with multiple coders by ensuring no

significant différences between the coding done by différent coders; (2) by using a
reliable coding instrument and defining specified coding and décision guidelines, the
need for multiple coders is reduced (ibid) (Dekker, 2013). In other words, although in our

study, unlike in other research, the author is the only person performing the CA
procédure, this does not mean that our method is not reliable. Because the author was
instructed to read each sentence/statement in the CSR reports by referring to relevant

existing studies. And ail ambiguous statements were checked out with the superviser of
this study. Also, applying a reliable coding scheme increases the reliability of the

procédure, which means that we are supposed to articulate the définition of their codes in
such a way that any person following the coding procédure will consistently apply the
given codes of ail documents in a corpus. Computational tools help eliminate many issues
associated with human coding (Chuang et al., 2014), and also reinforce face validity
(Albertini, 2014).

The validity of a CA study refers to the correspondence of the catégories to the
conclusions, and the generalizability of results to a theory (CSU, 2016). The validity of

catégories can be achieved, again, by multiple classifiers to arrive at an agreed upon
définition of the category. In our case, this problem can be solved by the generalization of

synonyms, which allowed us to broaden the concepts included in catégories; it is also
solved by our detailed and specified classification that comes from a flill range of

previous studies. For the validity of the conclusions, it is still sought by scholars to reach
a universal standard for it. In our research, we will only draw conclusions from the

original data or make sure the conclusions can be explained by analyzing our data.
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3.3.4 Quantifying Coded Data

As mentioned earlier, we use a mixed CA method. We first describe what purchasing
activities were listed in firms' CSR reports. Then a quantitative analysis is conducted.

After the catégories are set for coding, we would iike to code for the frequency of
purchasing activities in our coding matrix in order to obtain the significance of
purchasing in these CSR/sustainability reports. Specifically, the quantitative analysis is
performed by comparing the frequencies of purchasing activities mentioned in CSR
reports. The frequency is measured by the total number of words per activity. Because

the total number of pages of reports varies significantly, only looking at the total number
of words is not a good comparison. Therefore, we compare the ratio of purchasing
flmction presence for each company, regardless of the total length of the reports.

An example of combining qualitative and quantitative CA is illustrated in the following
statement, "we purchased nearly $1.2 billion in goods and services from local suppliers",

was counted as 12 words, diversity, and supplier sélection. Another statement, "we have
green procurement policies", was counted as five words, environment, and internai
intégration and governance.
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3.4 Modifications of PSR Dimensions

In the previous section, the first four steps of content analysis (CA) process have been
flilly described. Here, we discuss the remaining two steps as the results of this study. To
be spécifie, the rules and the coding scheme have been revised according to the
preliminary fmdings from the reports. The new matrix of combining revised purchasing

social responsibility (PSR) dimensions and the responsible procurement approach
(Responsible procurement, n.d.) is presented to provide a framework for coding.
During the coding procesS, we found that our initial matrix obtained from literature could
not provide an efficient coding framework for what we were investigating in firms' CSR
reports. Based on the critical information in the CSR reports, we identified eight PSR
dimensions, Economie, Environmental, Légal, Diversity & Community, Ethics, Human
Rights & Safety, Général, Animal Welfare, and Philanthropy.

3.4.1 Economie Responsibility

We did not include Economie responsibility into our original matrix because it is not

considered to be voluntary. However, we found that a signifieant number of companies
discussed their économie responsibilities in their CSR reports. Therefore, we decided to
add Economie dimension into our PSR model.

In CSR, Economie responsibility is the basis in which other responsibilities being built

upon (Harwood and Humby, 2008). Similarly, économie performance in sourcing is the
prerequisite of ail other purchasing responsibilities (Schneider et al., 2012).
In purchasing management, the goal of Economie responsibility is to fmd the best source

at the best price (Cook, 2007). Overall, the objective of the Economie responsibility of
the purchasing function is that it should obtain the right materials (meeting quality
requirements), in the right quantity, for delivery at the right time and right place, from the
right source (a supplier who is reliable and will meet its commitments in a timely
fashion), with the right service (both before and after the sale), and at the right price in
the short and long term (Leenders et al., 2001). The quantity, quality, and the price of
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purchased items are important criteria to consider beeause they can affeet the quality of
the firm's produet, the ability to produee it, productivity, and the company's profitability.

One critical activity in purchasing Eeonomie responsibility is selecting suppliers. When
eomes to supplier seleetion, the first and primary responsibly (Economie) of the triple

bottom line (TEL) should always be considered in the first place, which requires sourcing
to ensure the sélection of suppliers that provide good économie value at compétitive costs
(Schneider and Wallenburg, 2012). In this study, we are using Lee's supplier sélection

criteria to illustrate the eeonomie requirements of the purehasing function and it is
structured as a hierarchy in Figure 5. Notice that not only traditional criteria such as post,
quality, and delivery are considered, but there are other eonsiderations include suppliers'
financial stability, teehnology and design eapability, the compatibility of the top
management, and location of production facilities, Firms tend to invest their resourees as
effieiently as possible and one way is to cooperate with more effieient suppliers (Lee and
Kim, 2009). Similarly, Reuter et al. (2012) deemed the eeonomie criteria in purchasing
regarding suppliers is designed to aceount for traditional compétitive priorities of certain
suppliers, such as price, quality, flexibility, delivery, and service. Non-economic criteria
such as social and environmental may have conflicting objectives compared to économie
measures such as purchasing managers only concentrate on selecting the eheapest
suppliers.

Apart from the supplier aspeet, there are more perspeetives that buying firms should
focus on, such as their internai management. From an organizational point of view,
development or optimization of the sustainable purchasing function in the business is
signifieantly more important ineluding purehasing staff awareness and skills development
and training (Walker et al., 2012). Those have an impact on the Economie responsibility
with regards to costs and efficiency of the purchasing function. Décisions by purchasing

professionals have huge impacts on the purehasing profitability, and hence, the qualities
and eharacteristics of these individual members should also be addressed.
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Figure 5 Supplier Sélection Criteria
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3.4.2 Légal Responsibility
As discussed earlier in the literature review, the CSR Pyramid (Carroll, 1991) has four

levels. The bottom foundation is built-on Economie responsibility. We will now discuss

the second level, which is the Légal responsibility for the businesses to comply with
laws and régulations.
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Non-compliance with laws and régulations resuit in penalties, therefore Légal
responsibility is important for the firms. Purchasing funetion bas the responsibility to
make purchasing activities in aeeordanee with applicable laws and régulations. To
conclude, Légal responsibility eoncerning purchasing can be expressed as purchasing
funetion that fulfills économie mission within the boundaries of the law.

Légal requirements also cover environmental and social responsibilities. Concerning the
environment, there is a variety of légal requirements, such as restriction on hazardous

substances (RoHS)/ the waste electrical and eleetronic equipment (WEEE) directives and
hydrofluorocarbons/ chlorofluorocarbons (HFC/CFC) standards. Social problems bave
also been addressed by légal standards and requirements. Human rights and safety issues
such as child labor and overtime work bave been incorporated to the extent permitted by

law. In some countries, corruption ean be viewed as a légal problem rather than an ethical
one (ISM, 2012).

Buying firms enforee légal requirements and standards through varions ways. This
includes buying products from légal sources, ensuring suppliers eomply with health and
labor laws, establishing guidelines according to the légal requirements to suppliers, and
arranging a PSR factory audit (Antonio, 2011).

3.4.3 Diversity & Community Responsibility

During the coding process, we noticed that several companies mentioned their
contribution to the local economy by their purchasing décisions. We decided to add
Community responsibility as a new dimension of PSR. Research about the Community
dimension of PSR is scarce because différent scholars and institutions categorize

purchasing social responsibility differently. In this study, we adopt the définition
proposed by Antonio (2011, p. 20) as: "suppliers shouldprovide support and add value
to their communities and supply chain partners and motivate the partners to increase the
value to their communities. " Many CSR reports states that simply by buying, firms are
eontributing to the community economically and socially. Their buying helps to create
job opportunities and thus boost the economy of their communities.
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The meaning of Diversity is twofold: workforce diversity and supply base diversity
(ISM, 2012). Workforce diversity is the attraction and rétention of a diversified labor
force. For example, many firms will ask their suppliers to hire employées equally

regardless of their genders. Supply base diversity is the attraction and rétention of a
diversified pool of suppliers. An example of such diversity is that buying firms source

from minority/women-owned business enterprises (MWBEs). By promoting workforce

diversity in suppliers' plants and purchasing from WMBEs, firms help to create job
opportunities for those particular communities.

Since the Diversity dimension of the purchasing function also contributes to creating
value for communities, we combined it with the Community dimension. The related
activities between two dimensions are similar and sometimes overlapped under many

circumstances. Moreover, both dimensions intend to describe how purchasing function of

the buying firms contribute to their communities, which among them, is to buy from
diversified suppliers. Therefore, we modified our coding scheme by combining
Community and Diversity as one dimension of PSR.

3.4.4 Ethics, Human rights & Safety Responsibility

Although Carter (2005) have defmed Ethics as a stand-alone aspect of PSR -which
mainly focuses on bribery and gift receiving in the buyer-supplier dyad - we found
during the coding process that firms combine ethics and business conduct in their CSR
reports. Business conduct also addresses issues such as human rights and safety. Most

companies view unethical gift giving practice is part of business conduct. An example of
such combination of practice from the reports is that the supply management

professionals have the responsibility to promote ethical conduct and make sure that their
suppliers comply with the Code of Ethics.

Likewise, human rights and safety issues at suppliers' plants are always addressed in the

Code of Ethics and require the participation of both suppliers and buyers. An example of
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combining Ethics dimension with Human Rights responsibility is that firms strive te
cooperate with suppliers who incorporate human rights issues in their Code of Ethies.
Moreover, Safety issues ean be considered as Human Rights issues. We combine Ethics,
Human Rights, and Safety as one construct to simplify the coding proeess.

In the study, we categorized food safety issues into Ethics, Human Rights & Safety
category instead of légal responsibility group. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO, 2015), foodborne illnesses and food allergies are the two main food
safety problems. Despite heightened eoneerns, some standards are not formai and thus

may présent challenges for légal enforcement. Eurthermore, food safety standards can be
applied voluntarily. Due to tbis point, we consider obeying certain food safety criteria as
an ethical behavior rather than the légal act.

3.4.5 Animal Welfare Responsibility

Although Human Rights and Safety issues are addressed in most of the reports, many

CSR reports found that food companies also hold responsibilities for Animal Welfare.
The CSR focuses on the lives and wellbeing of farm animais. It is concluded that, in the

year of 2012 and 2013, approximately 70% of companies show leadership in this field.

These companies have published policies and commitments that lead to actions that
improve Animal Welfare on farms (Sullivan et al., 2017). Régulations and programs have
revolutionized livestock eoneerns. For example, World Trade Organizations have

established international standards pertaining to Animal Welfare to be incorporated into
agreements (Fraser, 2008). The Business Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW)
eonduets an annual évaluation of welfare-related policies of food companies (Sullivan et

al., 2017). Also, consumers' eoneerns and perceptions about Animal Welfare may affect
their inclination of livestock consomption (Bennett, 1995).

However, only 34% (2012) and 44% (2013) of companies had published comprehensive
Animal Welfare policies. This suggests that Animal Welfare reporting is still a business
issue (Sullivan et al., 2017). Fraser (2008) brought forward ways to improve Animal
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Welfare including: 1) leverage of économie incentive to reduce losses caused by injury,
stress, and malnutrition, and 2) appiying Animal Welfare standards. From a purchasing

perspective, companies can source from suppliers that comply with Animal Welfare, and
companies are encouraged to buy products that were fed in a humane way (Loblaw,
2015).

3.4.6 Général Responsibility

We add the Général dimension denoting purchasing activities that are related to more

than one dimension. We also group purchasing activities that are too général to be

categorized into any spécifie PSR dimension to this dimension. Examples of such
category are; 1) companies source products from suppliers who meet spécifie
environmental, social and économie standards (Loblaw, 2015), and 2) we seek suppliers
that commit to sustainability (BCE, 2015).

Our final comprehensive analytical framework is refined and displayed in Figure 6. Eight
dimensions - Eegal, Economie, Diversity & Community, Environmental, Ethics, Human
Rights & Safety, Général, Animal Welfare, and Philanthropy - are created by combining
the proposed dimensions derived from previous literature and purchasing activities in
firms' CSR reports.
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Figure 6 PSR Analytical Framework
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3.5 Responsible Procurement Approach

Since environmental and social standards are integrated into supply management by
amending the purchasing processes (Koplin et ai., 2007), our original matrix (See page 57

Table 11) combined PSR dimensions with a detailed purchasing process. During the
coding process, however, we found that we were unable to categorize ail the purchasing
related activities in the CSR reports using our predefmed matrix. One reason is that
companies do not list their purchasing activities as detailed as what we assumed shown in

the previous matrix. This is possibly because CSR reports focus on corporations'
initiatives on économie, environmental, and social wellbeing of ail aspects, and
purchasing is merely a lunction of their entire supply chain. As suggested by Responsible
proeurement (n.d.), a responsible procurement process involves two distinct but
complementary approaches: 1) supplier approach: mobilizing and selecting suppliers to

foster sustainable development, and 2) product approach: selecting the products that post
the best sustainability performances throughout their life cycle. In addition to these two

approaches, we identified two more complementary approaches in the CSR reports-

internal management and général practices - to integrate sustainability into purchasing
function. To sum up, the four complementary approaches for firms to implement
sustainability into their purchasing process are: 1) products they purchase, 2) suppliers

whom they are sourcing from, 3) the management standards and polieies they are asking
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their purchasing professionals to follow, and 4) varions miscelianeous général purchasing
initiatives. Below, a more detailed classification is discussed to identify ail the purchasing
activities in the CSR reports.

3.5.1 Product

The intégration of sustainability criteria/standards into the buying product and
production-related décisions take into considération the environmental and social
conditions concerning design, ingrédients, production Systems, recycling, and disposai

(Koplin et al., 2007). The social and environmental criteria can be implemented into

purchasing function involvement in new product development (NPD) (Miemczyk et al.,
2012). Examples of implementing CSR into purchasing function are buying products that
bave environmental requirement, bave policies regarding buying restricted products; and
bave procurement improvement and promotion program for certain products. Procuring
environmentally and socially sustainable products is good for the buying organization's
brand réputation as well as efficiency, quality, and security of supply (CIPS, 2013).

3.5.2 Supplier

This category is defmed by ail the purchasing activities pertaining to suppliers. Supplier-

related purchasing process includes supplier sélection and development. More precisely,
it includes purchasing-supplier interfaces, such as supply base leveraging, supplier
relationship development, and supplier performance évaluation (Schneider et al., 2012).
According to Krause et al. (1998), supplier development includes plant visits ffom buying
firms, supplier audits, and supplier training and educating. Walker et al. (2008) suggested

supplier-related activities in terms of sustainability include sustainability criteria in
contracts, conducting vendor assessment, identifying sustainable supply risks,

investigating alternate sourcing, and working with suppliers to encourage innovative
responses sustainability in the supply market.

The increasing importance of buyer-supplier-relationship for financial criteria in business
also faces environmental and social challenges. For example, should we incorporate
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environmental, social and économie value into the sélection, évaluation, and management

of the supply base? Historically, supply managers have focused almost exclusively on the
économie value when evaluating and selecting suppliers. The primary supplier sélection

factor is who can help their sales and profits increase as well as complying légal

régulations (Park et al., 2005). However, recently, supplier sélection has taken social and
environmental considérations into the supplier management and development as well

(Giunipero et al., 2012). Buying organizations should develop and implement these
standards into opération, and formulate the criteria that are used in the buyer-supplier

relationship (Leire et al., 2010). Close supplier relationships are essential in day-to-day
businesses because poor environmental, économie, or social performance in other
organizations reflects negatively on the buying firm and will damage its réputation and
sales volume more than that of suppliers.

One related trend in terms of environmental responsibility is that the buying companies

Select their suppliers based on the suppliers adopted standardized environmental
management Systems (EMS), such as ISO 14001 (Koplin et al., 2007), and social
standards, such as basic human rights principles set by the UN. Research on social
aspects of sourcing process often deals with assuring ethically sound supplier-buyer
relationships and selecting suppliers from a diversified hase (Schneider et al., 2012).

Early détection of supply-related risks - such as identification of environmental and
social risks, and weak points at suppliers - is gaining importance. By asking suppliers to

provide environmental and social information, buying companies can evaluate their
suppliers regarding the degree of compliance is within company's code of conduct. When
placing contracts with suppliers, for instance, buying company can ask its supplier to
ensure the same requirements for sub-suppliers along the supply chain. The fulfillment of
the specified environmental and social criteria supports the overall soureing process in

terms of the quality and delivery performance of the supplier. Focal companies are also
responsible for monitoring and developing their suppliers, which can be achieved by

regular revisions and supplier training programs to meet certain sustainability
requirements (Koplin et al., 2007).
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The purchasing or sourcing functions are responsible for searching, evaluating and
monitoring suppliers so that the suppliers 1) provide good économie value at compétitive
costs, 2) meet high environmental standards, and 3) enforce the buying organization's
social values and standards (Tate et al. 2010). Such departments are also responsible for

place contracts with suppliers in a socially and environmentally way (Koplin et al., 2007).
In one example, the CSR is embedded into the purchasing process, which helps select
suppliers that can meet not only économie but also environmental and social standards.
Table 12 présents purchasing activities pertaining to the buyer-supplier dyad. The
activities span ffom supplier sélection to supplier évaluation and development. These

suggested catégories provide a framework for coding and analyzing sustainability
considérations regarding suppliers.

Table 12 Buyer-Supplier Purchasing Practices
Aspects

Activities Related to Suppliers

Supplier

Purchasing function conductvendor assessment.

Sélection

Identifying social and environmental risks of suppliers.
Investigating alternative sourcing.

Working with suppliers to facilltate sustainable innovations.

Selecting suppliers based on theIr adoption of environmental and social standards.
Placing

Focal firms include sustainability criterla into contracts with suppliers.

Contract

Asking suppliers to ensure the same sustainable requirements for sub-suppllers.

Supplier
Development

Plant visits from focal firms.

Supplier audits, training and éducation.
Focal firms evaluate and monitor their suppliers.

.5.3 Internai Intégration and Governance

It is suggested that internai supply management focused on stratégies and practices that
capture activities that constitute how the purchasing task is carried out in concert with
business objectives. These internai tasks relates to organizational design and
restructuring, the development and use of business-wide sourcing processes, and the use
of purchasing policies and their measurement.
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With the focus on internai governance activities, several pièces of literature have

suggested that internai governance has had an impact on the actual implementation of
sustainable

purchasing.

Internai

intégration

and

governance

link

corporate

responsibilities, staff, knowledge, and management Systems (AkJiayan et al., 2017).

Internai intégration and governance include the commitment of top management

executives defming goals and promoting a sustainable corporate culture. This entails the
development of internai purchasing stratégies, such as internai policy documents

including social and environmental pledges, purchasing guidelines and policy and /or a
code of conduct. Although most documents are attached to procurement contract to set up

standards to their suppliers (Leire and Mont, 2010), we only consider documents and
policies that facilitate the participation of purchasing professionals or internai employées

as components of this category. The legitimization of such policy can affect the degree of
implementation. These guidelines can be enforced through différent means, such as
manuals, websites, verbally at meetings, conférences, and seminars.

An effective

corporate governance structure and processes that can ensure top management has proper

oversight of implementing sustainable policies to protect the long-term interests of
shareholders.

Internai governance is also reflected by designating staff in charge of procurement and

supply management to support sustainable procurement. This includes involvement in
planning, coordination and goal setting in terms of sustainability (AkJiayan et al., 2017).

In particular, within the purchasing and supply profession, there is an éducation
requirement of purchasing so supply practitioners can incorporate sustainability criteria in
their buying décisions (Walker et al., 2008). A critical aspect of the internai supply
management is appointing appropriate people with the right skills, having a measurement

scheme that indicates the supply management objectives, and setting clear priorities for
supply management as a managerial concern (Day and Lichtenstein, 2006).

Purchasing professionals are supposed to know their missions as well as the norms and
standards of their organizations (Salviac et al., 2013). The responsibilities endowed to
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purchasing professionals have already gone beyond their basic économie responsibilities.
Now professionals need to have good knowledge of the profits, have excellent
negotiating skills with suppliers, and communicate well with other departments to

identify their needs (Perrotin et al., 2002). Individual values of purchasing employées
will affect the socially and environmentally responsible initiatives (Carter and Jennings,
2004).

Management Systems help to defme and measure the sustainable purchasing process.
Management system consists of standards, processes, and tools that provide guidelines

and requirements for sustainable procurement. Such Systems serve to systematically
defme, enforce and revise purchasing policies (Akhavan and Beckmann, 2017). Setting

up measurable targets and indicators regarding purchasing sustainability performance is a
more advanced step. For instance, setting up incentive Systems for employées (Leire and
Mont, 2010; Akhavan and Beckmann, 2017).

A typical example is that organizations have written policies to encourage their
purchasing professionals or employées visit seminars and courses to deepen their
understandings of CSR in the field of purchasing and supply management. In

Volkswagen, six discourse workshops were used to develop a feasible framework that
allows Volkswagen to integrate sustainability issues into its supply policy and supply
processes (Koplin et al., 2007).

The above practices related to organizational intégration and governance have four

aspects: organizational structure, purchasing stratégies, purchasing professionals'
initiatives, and internai management Systems. Ail of which have been summarized in
Table 73 to provide a conceptual framework for coding.
Table 13 Internai Intégration and Governance Purchasing Practices
Aspects

Activities Related to Internai Intégration and Governance

Organizational

Top management commitment to sustainable procurement.

Structure and
Design

Focal firms have a centralized purchasing network.
Focal firms define goals and communicate a sustainability corporate culture.
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Purchasing

Development of internai purchasing stratégies.

Stratégies

Setting sustainable purchasing goals.

Purchasing

Appointing appropriate people wlth right purchasing skills.

Professionals

Education of purchasing professionals in terms of sustainability.

Management

Setting up measurable targets and indicators regarding purchasing sustainability.

Systems

Setting up incentive Systems for purchasing employées.

Development of purchasing guidelines and code of conduct.

3.5.4 Général Procurement Approach

In our study, we categorized practices that are too général to be grouped into any
approaches into the général procurement approach category. It includes practices that
suggest concern for sustainable procurement but lack specificity as to what actions and
policies are being taken. We also categorize practices that involve more than one
complementary approach into this category. More specifically, these activities include
selecting suppliers, purchasing products for opérations, and establishing internai
organizational stratégies. One step further, it includes mentions in the reports to

incorporate sustainability criteria into Supplier Code of Conduct, to purchase sustainable
products, and to design sustainable purchasing stratégies. An example of this category is
that " local procurement generates sustainable économie growth" (Goldcorp, 2015). In
which, the phrase "local procurement" is too broad to be grouped into any

complementary responsible procurement approaches (supplier, product, and internai
management). For this reason, we categorized this practices into général approach group.

3.6 New Matrix

In this section, a newly defmed matrix is provided as a more practical coding scheme to
classify the data under study. PSR constructs have been modified, and responsible

purchasing approached has been devised according to the reports. This conceptual
category would provide a valuable framework for analyzing the occurrence of purchasing
flinction in CSR reports as well as a guidance to implement sustainability and CSR into
purchasing.
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In particular, the revised construct of PSR consists of eight dimensions: Economie, Légal,
Diversity & Community, Environmental, Ethics, Human Rights & Safety, Générai,
Animal Welfare, and Philanthropy. These dimensions constitute the vertical columns of
Table 14 below. Horizontal columns represent the responsible procurement approaeh -

the four complementary approaches to incorporate sustainability into purchasing,
involves selecting product approaeh, supplier approaeh, internai management approaeh,
and général approaeh. We assign each purchasing activity to only one - also the most
relevant seheme, as indicated by Weber (1990): coding catégories should be mutually

exclusive to prevent the violation of the basic statistical assumptions, ensuring our

following quantitative analysis is valid and sound. In this table, we list examples of
activities for each pair of PSR dimension and responsible procurement approaeh that we
have found in the CSR annual reports. For instance, for Environment and Supplier pair,

we were looking for how/what buying firms ask their suppliers to do in terms of
environment. An example is that buying firms work with suppliers who exercise green
practices.

This matrix is not solely a coding framework but also the working process of
implementing PSR practices by combining previous literature and CA findings. It
describes how eompanies integrate sustainability into their purchasing opérations and

procurement policies. It also involves many subséquent décisions to make for the
procurement professionals and other practitioners.
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Procurement managers and staff receive

CSR training regularly.
Firms have internai stratégies on
facilitating sourcing that takes into

Firms ask their suppliers to follow
codes of ethics.

Buying firms work with suppliers who
understand sustainable risks.

Firms purchase from suppliers who
have animal welfare policies.
Buying firms buy from suppliers who
have philanthropy programs.

Focal firms are prone to buy the
environmentally friendiy product.

Firms buy products that are ethically

sourced.

Firms buy sustainable products.

Firms buy animal products that fed in
a humane way.

Firms buy from products that have
philanthropy value.

Environment

Ethics, Human Rights &
Safety

Général

Animal Welfare

Philanthropv
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Firms establish hotline allowing suppliers
to report human rights violations.

Firms ask their suppliers to exercise
green practices.

Purchasing function buys product that
contributes to the local economy.

Diversity & Community

Purchasing function sets policies to
promote philanthropie practices.

animal welfare.

Firms establish inner stratégies to
facilitate the compliance of laws and
régulations.
Firms have the policy to facilitate work
with local suppliers to benefit the local
community.
Firms provide green training programs to
their purchasing professionals.

Légal

Firms work with suppliers who
comply with légal requirements and
régulations.
Firms buy from WMBEs suppliers to
help the local economy.

Internai

Firms modify procurement structure to
facilitate efficiency.

Supplier

Firms buy from suppliers who offer
the best price.

Firms purchase the best quaiity
products at the cheapest possible
price.
Firms purchase product that meets
légal requirements.

Product

Economie

Dimensions

Table 14 Revised Coding Matrix with Examples

philanthropie issues.

Procurement activities take into

Firms ensure their procurement
following animal welfare policy.

Companies are sourcing sustainably.

ethical.

Firms ensure their procurement is

procurement.

Companies ensure environmental

Purchasing function brings benefits
to Society.

Firms ensure procuring legally.

Purchasing function has économie
responsibility.

Général Approach

4. Results

In this chapter, we will présent the importance of each PSR dimension and

procurement approach pair. Also, the description of these purchasing activities is
discussed to provide a preliminary look at what procurement practices that firms bave
defmed in their CSR reports.

4.1 The Rôle of Purchasing in CSR

In this section, we answer the research questions we brought forward earlier 1) what

are the spécifie purchasing activities in the CSR reports? And 2) how important is

purchasing in CSR? We begin by describing the purchasing activities addressed in the
CSR reports. Next, we examine the frequency of occurrence of purchasing function in
the CSR reports by using our modified PSR dimensions. This is followed by the
présentation of frequencies of purchasing social responsibility (PSR) dimensions.
Subsequently, we highlight factors that contribute to these variations. Appendix 3 lists
purchasing activities of the 35 companies by PSR/responsible procurement approach
pair.

4.1.1 Purchasing Activities by PSR Dimensions in the CSR Reports

In this section, we answer our research question: what are the purchasing activities

mentioned in CSR reports? We discuss these activities by PSR dimension and

responsible procurement approach pair for further analysis. In order to do it, we list
and investigate ail purchasing activities corresponding to each PSR dimension and its
responsible procurement complementary approaches. By doing so, we are able to
identify and develop a practical framework to implement sustainability into
purchasing process for professionals in the purchasing field.

Economie Responsibility

Meeting économie responsibility is considered as a base element of PSR, and it is
expected by shareholders as well as society. This category can be understood as
companies purchasing the best source at the best price for opérations. Translating
financial concepts into procurement practices concerns supplier involvement.
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corporate internai strategy, général procurement approach and product purchased (See
Table IS).

One approach of taking économie responsibility into purchasing process is to involve
suppliers, which includes supplier sélection, évaluation, and development. Key
practices in fîrms' CSR reports are itemized as follows:
•

Firms select suppliers with the lowest price;

•

Every vendor relationship must meet the économie, logistical and
sustainability standards;

• Firm's supplier évaluation criteria include supplier strength, their service
capabilities, financial considérations, quality, technology and process
improvement;

•

Firms rely on suppliers to provide the products and goods needed to support
their opérations;

•

Firms source from suppliers that meet minimum safety, quality and cost
requirements;

•

Firms outsource many operational activities to third parties due to their costeffectiveness or technical capacities;

•

Firms seek mutually bénéficiai relationships with their suppliers;

•

Firms believe working with local suppliers can help to gain social trust;

•

Firms focus on supplier governance and relationship management to run their
businesses;

•

Firms work with suppliers to reduce the quantity of material required for their
production.

Apart from supplier involvement, firms can also integrate économie sustainability into
sourcing strategy by internai intégration and governance. For instance, firms can
prioritize économie responsibility by developing new Systems. Key practices in firms'
CSR reports are:

•

Firms have stratégie Sourcing Group works to ensure that they have qualified
suppliers;

•

Firms initiate automated procurement processes to mitigate supply shortages;

•

Firms open a global sourcing program to better run their businesses;
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•

Firms hire CPO to initiate better procurement practices;

• Firms develop a global procurement strategy to eonsolidate their supplier base
to reduce costs;

• Firms bave embedded our engineers in their procurement teams to scale up
their supply chain capacity;

•

Firms centralize procurement to reduce the overlap in spending;

•

To improve supply chain effïciency, firms improve their procurement System.

Purchasing necessary products and services for opérations is one way to implement

économie responsibility into purchasing process. Another way is to buy qualified

products to eliminate risk and improve supply chain effïciency. Purchasing activities
pertaining to purchased products are listed below:

• Firms procure goods and services to operate their business effectively;

• Firm's purchasing breakdown includes purchased goods and services in
marketing and IT & Télécommunications, etc.;

•

Firm's purchased equipment is undergoing audits;

•

Firms purchase more electricity for opérations.

Général approach category captures the firms' général purchasing activities that have
an impact on its fmancial and operational performances. Key practices can be
concluded as follows:

•

A customer checklist will be embedded into firm's purchasing process;

•

Firms assess the économie performance of their procurement practices;

•

Firms improve their effïciency through procurement;

•

Firms leverage procurement process to reduce costs;

•

Firms consider traditional criteria such as quality, freshness and product
availability in the purchasing process.
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We work with suppliers to reduce the quantity of materials required in our production.

We ask our suppliers to be certified according to Global Food Safety Initiatives.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier
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By working with sustainable suppliers, we are able to keep compliance costs down and satisfy customers with sustainability requirements.

We partner with suppliers to ensure we comply with operating efficiency.

Supplier

We focus on supplier governance and relationship management to run our business.

We endeavor to do business with suppliers who share our expectations for quality management and continuons improvement.

Supplier

Supplier

We use scorecards focused on financial and non-financial criteria in some of our supplier contracts.

Supplier

Supplier

We are working with our suppliers to plan for emergencies to guarantee our opérations.

We believe working with local suppliers can help to gain social trust.

Supplier

We seek mutually bénéficiai relationships with our suppliers.

Supplier économie hedging program is part of our business model.

Supplier

Local suppliers have to meet our standards.

Supplier

Our suppliers must meet our basic requirements.

We rely on suppliers to provide the products and goods needed to support our opérations.

Supplier

Supplier

Our supplier base relates to production opérations and capital projects.

Supplier

Supplier

Our supplier évaluation criteria include supplier strength, service capabilities, financial considérations, quality, technology, and process improvement.

Supplier

We outsource many operational activities to third parties due to their cost-effectiveness or technical capacities.

We have relationships with approximately 2,000 suppliers around the globe to operate.

Supplier belongs to our business capital Inputs to run the business.

Identify products that contain chemicals and ingrédients of concern through a vendor audit.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Engaging with suppliers to understand forecasted resource shortage that could impact the mining activities.

Supplier

Supplier

Ensure that vendors must be capable to rellably deliver the top-quailty suppliers or services.

Sourcing from suppliers that meet minimum safety, quality and cost requirements.

Supplier

Every vendor relationship must meet the économie, logistical and sustalnability standards.

Supplier

Selecting suppliers with the lowest price.

Supplier

Activities

Supplier

Procurement Approach

Table 15 Summary of Economie Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible Procurement Approach

Internai

Internai
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Our transformation initiatives impact procurement costs.

We hire CPO to initiate better procurement practices.

Internai

Internai

We centralize procurement to reduce the overlap in spending.

Internai

We have solid plan to reduce procurement costs.

To improve supply chain efficiency, we improve our procurement System.

Internai

Internai

We help to strengthen supplier governance practices to lower our costs.

Internai

Internai

We create a proactive sourcing strategy to attract candidates to lower our turnover rates.

Internai

We developed a global procurement strategy to consolidate our supplier base to reduce costs.
We have embedded our engineers in our procurement teams to scale up our supply chain capacity.

We created an online contracter and vendor management System to allow our suppliers to identify their capabilities for future work.
Our supply management bas a low impact on business.

Our stratégie sourcing can be divided into five catégories to support our opérations.

Internai

Internai

We build website and email to interact with our suppliers.

Our Stratégie Sourcing Group works to ensure that we have qualified suppliers.

Internai

We centralized sourcing process enabling to better maintain relationships with suppliers.

Internai

Automating procurement processes to mitigate supply shortages.

internai

We procure goods and services that support large-scale mining and refining opérations.

Product

Internai

Our two main products are from purchased zinc.

Product

Supply chain management team ensures each item is safely and responsibly sourced cost-effectively on time.

Parts of our products are purchased from vendors for opérations.

Product

internai

Our purchasing breakdown includes purchased goods and services in marketing and IT & Télécommunications, etc.

Product

We purchased more electricity for opérations.

We procure goods and services to operate our business effectively.

Product

Our purchased equipment is undergoing audit.

Electricity is purchased from provincial or fédéral utilities.

Product

Product

We Select suppliers based on their capabilities and qualifications before initiating a contract.

Product

Our teams regulariy monitor suppliers who have not obtained certification.

Supplier

Supplier

A customer checklist will be embedded into our purchasing process.
We procure products from suppliers for opérations.
We leverage procurement process to reduce costs.

We consider traditional criteria such as quality, freshness and product availability In the purchasing process.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Général Approach
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We improve our efficiencles through procurement.

Général Approach

We assess the économie performance of our procurement practices.

Général Approach

Général Approach

We open a global sourcing program.

Internai

Légal Responsibility

Purchasing function is expected to comply with légal obligations imposed by
governments and regulatory agencies. Légal requirements cover environmental and
social perspectives. Translating légal concepts into procurement practices bas
focused on supplier involvement, corporate internai strategy, général practices and
product purchased, and the corresponding purchasing practices in firms' CSR reports
are summarized in Table 76 below.

Supplier involvement in this category captures practices in which suppliers comply
with environmental and social régulations. They are described as follows:

• Firms expect their suppliers aligned with environmental and labor législation;

• Suppliers must comply with relevant laws, including anti-corruption
législation;

• Firms encourage suppliers to comply with laws and régulations.

Produet category in terms of légal responsibility concems buying products or services
to meet économie responsibility while complying laws and régulations. It is stated in
the CSR report as we source products from sources that comply with applicable laws
and régulations.

Général approach category describes général sourcing activities that are provided
under law. No activity pertaining to the Internai category is mentioned in the reports.
Table 16 Summarj' of Légal Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible
Procurement Approach
Procurement Approach

Activities

Supplier

We enforce légal standards to our suppliers.

Supplier

We increase regulatory scrutiny over third-party relationships.

Supplier
Supplier

Suppliers must comply with laws, including anti-corruption législations.
We expect our suppliers aligned with environmental and labor législations.

Supplier
Supplier

We work with suppliers to help them comply with régulations/ législations.
We encourage suppliers to comply with laws and régulations.

Général Approach

The company provides procurement activities under the law.
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Diversity & Community

Table 17 provides an overview of purchasing activities in terms of Diversity &
Community Dimension. Impiementing Diversity & Community responsibilities into
purchasing process makes sense for companies for many reasons, including capacity
development, business network création, local knowledge enhancement, local
employment création, and réputation leverage.

Supplier involvement received the most attention in Diversity & Community
category. There are various ways to address Diversity & Community responsibilities
including supporting supplier diversity as noted in the firms' code of conduct;

working with local and indigenous suppliers; and paying the goods and services
acquired from their suppliers. By addressing such issues, buying firms could not only
financially contribute to the suppliers but also economically and socially impact on
the Society. Key PSR activities in firms' CSR reports pertaining to supplier
involvement are itemized below:

Firms spend millions/billions in procurement to suppliers;

Firms pay suppliers for goods and services which generate social and
économie values to the community;
Firm work with suppliers ranging from multinational to small businesses;
Firms work with local firms to make an impact in the community;
We engage work with indigenous people as our suppliers.
Firms create positive économie impacts that benefit their suppliers;

Firms assess their suppliers based on their impacts on society;
Firms help their suppliers to flilfill social and environmental responsibilities;
In selecting suppliers, firms have focused on ensuring the supplier has a
diverse team to support their work;

•

Firms co-host with suppliers to host supplier diversity workshops;

Companies also adopt internai strategy in terms of Diversity & Community. This
category frequently concerns incorporating Diversity & Community elements into
corporate agenda. For instance, firms initiate local procurement program to benefit the
community they operate in. Key activities are listed below:

•

Firms complété and formalize their Supplier Diversity program;
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•

Firms initiate Local Procurement Standard;

• Firms train their procurement managers on engaging diverse suppliers;
•

Firms develop internai targets for local procurement;

• Firms adjust their local procurement based on their organizational structure;
• Firm's procurement group incorporâtes supplier diversity into their corporate
diversity and inclusion strategy.

The next sets of practices, général approach category, concern général mentions of
PSR, which capture général purchasing process contributes to the community and the
Society. Key PSR practices in the reports are summarized as;
• Local procurement générâtes sustainable économie growth;

• Local procurement initiatives bring social and économie benefits to
community;

• Sourcing locally will help to build our capacities and enhance our local
knowledge;

• Procurement brings économie impacts to communities;

Product category occurred much less frequently compared to the catégories
mentioned above. Whereas suppliers and internai involvement can be implemented in
varions forms, Product category solely focuses on buying products to contribute to the
community. Purchasing practices are listed below:

• Firms create économie impact on the value of goods and services they
purchased globally/locally;

• Firms spent millions/billions buying goods and services;

• Purchase of goods and services can generate économie, social or
environmental impacts;

• Firms purchase goods and services in the local community;

• Spending on local goods and services is one of the ways in which firms
contribute to sustainability of their host communities.
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We benefit the community from the support to indigenous suppliers.
40% of our local purchases go to Inuit companies.

We help our local suppliers to be more compétitive.
We evaluated local suppliers based on their record of safety and their capability.
We engage work with indigenous people as our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier
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We invest communities by the payment to suppliers.

Supplier

Millions of dollars spending in procurement from indigenous suppliers.

Supplier

We connected with vendors to continue generating benefits.

Our communities of Interest include suppliers and contractors.

Supplier

We engage with suppliers to mitigate social risks.

Our top 50 suppliers represented 75% of our spending in 2015.

Supplier

Supplier

We focus on our local suppliers.

Supplier

We have a certain proportion of spending on local suppliers.

We influence our suppliers to use responsible practices to strengthen our communities.
We compensate our suppliers and support local small business.

Supplier

Supplier

We spent millions/billions in procurement to our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

We sourced locally from small and mid-size producers.
Our investment in our facilities was directiy distributed to our suppliers.

Supplier

Supporting Canadian suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

Encouraging diversity of gender, âges, cultures, backgrounds and skills throughout suppliers.
In selecting vendors, we have a primary focus on ensuring that the service provider has a diverse team that supports our work.

Supplier

Manage contract with suppliers ranging from multinationals to small businesses.

Supplier

Our billions of dollars of purchases from thousands of suppliers are critical to the community.

We pay our suppliers for goods and services which generates économie value.

Supplier

Supplier

We have a positive social impact through the suppliers we buy from.

Supplier

Supplier

Activities

Procurement Approach

Table 17 Summary of Diversity & Commuuity Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible Procurement Approach

We assess our suppliers based on their impacts on society.

We provide town residents with supplier opportunities.
We work with more than 7,000 suppliers from around the world.
We invest in communities by mentoring suppliers.
We mentor and train our suppliers.
We set up procurement budget for local suppliers.

We established guidance to look way to Increase the amount of goods we purchase from diverse suppliers.
We invest in our communities by supporting local suppliers.
We work hard to maintain relationships with local Aboriginal businesses.
We invest in our suppliers.

We work closely with our suppliers to help them Improve their performance.
We heip our suppliers and contractors to maintain stable community presence.

We spent millions/billions with indigenous suppliers over the past five years.

We provide économie support to our local communities including supplier development.
We hire suppliers to create employment to society.

We support and encourage local suppllers in fulfilling their social responsibilitles.
We help our local suppliers to fulflll social and environmental responsibilities.
Purchases of goods and services in local community.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Product
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We create positive économie impacts that benefit our suppliers.
We help our suppliers diversify.

We are helping local business comply with our vendor Systems.

Supplier

Suppiier

We co-hosted supplier diversity workshop.

We provide économie opportunities to Aboriginal contractors and suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We extended our outreach to engage our suppllers to give back to the community.
We established économie growth for suppllers.

We increase our procurement from qualified local suppllers.

Supplier

Supplier

We use local suppllers to make an impact in the community.

Supplier

Supplier

We make efforts to reduce the impact of supplier contracts after a mine closes.

Supplier

One of our priorities is to focus on local procurement.

Internai
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We educate our employées to raise awareness of our Supplier Diversity Program.

Our mentorship program helps our diverse suppliers to develop their business.

Internai

Internai

Internai

We are member of diverse supplier organizations.

Our Supplier Diversity program received several awards.

Internai

Ail Procurement Managers will participate In responsible procurement tralning sessions.
We increase accessibility for diverse suppliers.

Internai

We developed performance metrics to evaluate the success of our Supplier Diversity Program.

Internai

We embedded supplier diversity processes into Procurement staff annual performance objectives.

We worked with différent organizations to facilitate Supplier Diversity program.

Internai

Internai

We completed and formalized our Supplier Diversity program.

Internai

Internai

Our procurement group incorporated supplier diversity into our corporate diversity and inclusion strategy.

Internai

Internai

We conduct consumer survey about the importance of local sourcing to them.

Adjust local procurement based on our organizatlonal structure.
Our représentatives meet local stakeholders to initiate local procurement programs.

Internai

Our vendor development managers support local growers across Canada.

We purchase electricity from local utilities in the régions where we operate.

Internai

We locally sourced pipe.

Product

Internai

We help to strengthen Canada's economy through our purchase of goods for our opérations.

Product

We spent money on the procurement of local goods.

Product

Product

Our catering buys from local bakery.

Product

We contribute to local development through the goods and services we purchase from local businesses.

Product

Buying products has économie impacts.

We create économie impact from value of goods and services we purchased globally/locally.

Product

Spending on local goods and services is one of the ways in which we contribute to sustainability of our host communitles.

Purchase of goods and services can generate économie, social or environmental impacts.

Product

Product

We spent millions/billions buylng goods and services.

Product

Product

We give priority to local and régional fresh products.

Product

Responsible procurement generates économie impact.
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Local procurement from régional and national sources accounts for more than $1 billion of spending.

Général Approach

Approach

Internai

Approach

Internai

Général

We carried out local purchasing policy.

We train our procurement manager on engaging diverse suppliers.

Internai

Général

We developed internai target for local purchases.

Internai

Local procurement generates sustainable économie growth.

We have local content frameworkto support our procurement teams.

Internai

Local procurement initiatives bring social and économie benefits to community.

We have local procurement program integrating suppliers to System.

Internai

We facilitate local procurement.

Our local content ensures stable supply base.

Internai

Approach

We launched local procurement guide.

Internai

Approach

We have frameworkthat outllnes local procurement program.

Internai

Général

We commit to assessing ways to improve the local procurement standards.

Internai

Général

We have programs to facilitate local procurement.

Our local procurement program is managed by our supply chain représentative.

Internai

Réductions in capital spending impact local procurement.

A lower proportion of our total spending on indigenous suppliers due to the challenging market conditions.

Internai

Our cost cutting strategy reduced local procurement.

We developed tools to increase local supplies.

Internai

Internai

Closure of an opération leads to décliné in local procurement.

Internai

Internai

We used différent approach to track local procurement.

Increases and decreases in local procurement are influenced by the avallability of suppliers in the local area.

Internai

Internai

We completed gap analysis for local procurement.

One of our 2015 goals was for opérations to enhance local procurement opportunitles.

We work with local community development committees to support local suppliers.

Internai

Internai

Our local purchasing is guided by several principles.

Internai

Internai

We finalized our Local Procurement and Employaient Standard.

Internai

We purchased millions/billions worth of goods and services from suppllers.
We procure goods and services from local providers whenever possible.

Local purchasing can lower costs In the long run and contribute to our social llcense to operate.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Général Approach
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We support local suppllers by sourcing local products and services to support our business.
Procurement brings économie impacts to communities.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Grievances from local sourcing were addressed.
Through local procurement, we directiy help host communitles and Individuels enjoy the rights to work, to food and property.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Général Approach

We maximize local well being through local procurement.

Général Approach

Général Approach

We procured from Indigenous sources.

Général Approach

We spent $63 million In Canada on procuring goods and services from Native American.

We establlshed criterla for local procurement.
Our persistent low commodity prices Impact our local procurement.

Général Approach

Local procurement In turn ensures our procurement sustainablllty.
Sourcing locally wlll help to bulld our capacitles and enhance our local knowledge.

We have increased engagement with local communitles through local procurement.

Général Approach

We spent millions/billions in goods purchased from local businesses.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Our responsible procurement contributes to comnnunity.

Général Approach

Général Approach

Environmental Responsibility

The table below lists purchasing activities relating to environmental responsibility in
firms' CSR reports. Translating envirorunent-related concepts into procurement

practices bas focused on supplier involvement, internai corporate strategy, général
responsible procurement approach, and product companies purchased. This category
includes mentions in the reports to purchase environmentally sound products, to

incorporate environmental criteria into supplier sélection and development, to initiate

green purchasing strategy and to implement enviroiunental elements into the
purchasing process.

The results show that there is a greater proportion of product related practices being
discussed compared to other purchasing process practices in this category. Key
practices related to products mentioned in the reports, including:
•

The electricity firms purchased generate GHG;

•

Firms purchase renewable energy;

•

Firms source paper from certified forest;

• Firms purchase high-quality voluntaiy carbon crédits to offset any remaining
émissions;

•

Firms achieve GHG réductions from green power purchases;

•

Most of the product firms purchased are recyclable;

•

Firms purchase paper that contained recycled content;

• Firms' Recycled materials are sourced internally;
• Firm's indirect GHG émissions produced from electricity and steam
purchases;

•

Firms purchased biological products;

•

Firms reduce their purchased energy intensity.

The second category, supplier, captures practices in which suppliers are mentioned as
being involved in supporting buying firms incorporate environmental initiatives. Key
practices are displayed below;
•

Firms are committed to using paper from suppliers certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC);
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• Firms are vigilant to suppliers that operate in countries cited for environmental
violations;

•

Firms track environmental incidents related to transportation between our

operating locations and suppliers;

• Firm's Supplier Code of Conduct addressed the way that suppliers manage the
environment;

•

Firms help to manage the environmental impact of our suppliers;

•

Firms partner with suppliers on investment in new energy-efficient
technology;

•

Firms have supplier environmental assessment;

•

Firms consider the environmental performance of suppliers and contractors;

•

Suppliers are asked to minimize environmental impacts;

•

Firms analyze their suppliers based on their environmental impact and
disclosures.

The third category, internai governance, and structure, summarizes those mentions
where the buying firms integrate environmental responsibility into their corporate
agenda and opérations, including:

•

Firms have green/environmental procurement policies to guide their
purchasing;

•

Firms are mindful of environmental considérations when we make décisions

about our purchasing;

•

Firms re-engineered the supply process to improve green traceability;

•

Firms' responsibilities for managing environmental footprints are shared by
leaders in procurement.

Finally, the fourth category of practices, général approach, captures général

purchasing process that involves environmental éléments. Key practices in the reports
are:

•

Firms commit to removing chemicals of concerns ffom sourcing;

•

Firms consider the environmental impacts in their procurement process.
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We work with suppiiers to tackie environmental challenges.

We have environmental requirements in procurement activities for our suppiiers.

Supplier

Supplier

Suppiiers are asked to minimize environmental Impacts.

Supplier

We partner with suppiiers to ensure we compiy with environmental standards.

We have projects to build relationships with suppiiers to expand our interests in green power.

Supplier

Our waste contractors are managed through a rigorous procurement, full life cycle management process.

We partner with suppiiers on investment in new energy-efficlent technology.

Supplier

Supplier

We ask our suppiiers to provide vehicles that use greener fuel.

Supplier

Supplier

We seek out opportunities to educate our suppiiers to reduce émissions.

Supplier

We will oniy engage with suppiiers who meet or exceed the requirements inciuding environmental care

We partnered with suppiiers to détermine environmental impacts.

Supplier

We seek suppiiers who can demonstrate energy efficiency and an environmental management System.

We prioritized suppiiers to work with our environmental program.

Supplier

Supplier

Our Supplier Code of Conduct addressed the way that suppiiers manage the environment.

Supplier

Supplier

We tracked environmental incidents related to transportation between our operating locations and suppiiers.

A certain percentage of our new suppiiers that were screened using environmental criteria.

Supplier

We took into account the energy use of our suppiiers.

We have supplier environmental assessment.

Supplier

Supplier

We consider the environmental performance of suppiiers and contractors.

Supplier

Supplier

We collaborate with our food vendors to use environmentally responsible containers.

We will help to manage the environmental impact of our suppiiers.

We monitor waste through our waste management vendors.

Supplier

Paper réduction and waste/recycling at supplier's side.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier responsibllities on energy use and cllmate change.

Supplier

Be vigilant to suppiiers that operate in countries cited for environmental violations.

Supplier

Supplier

Activilles

Procurement Approach

Table 18 Summary of Environmental Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible Procurement Approach

We purchased biological product.

Our electricity was purchased from national/régional grid.

Product

Product

Product

Most of the steel we purchased was recyclabie.

We reduced the number of cardboard boxes purchased.

Product

17.6% of our electrical power was sourced from renewables.

We purchase paper that contains recyclabie components.

Product

Product

We purchase renewable energy.

Product

Product

We purchase electricity from external suppiiers.
Our indirect émissions are from purchased lime.

Product
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Product

We procure alternative source with fewer pollutions.

We purchased hydro electricity.

Product

We purchased seeds to heip biodiversity.

Our indirect GHG émissions produced from electricity and steam purchases.

Product

Product

The fuel we purchased generates GHG.

Product

Product

We purchase RECs and Offsets équivalent to our electricity use and GHG émissions.
We purchase renewable energy crédits.

Product

We achieve GHG réductions from green power purchases.
We purchased Ecology-certified green electricity.

Product

We are one of the largest purchasers of renewable energy.

Product

Product

Sourcing paper from certified forest.

Product

We are committed to using paper from suppiiers certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).

Supplier

Recycled materiais are sourced internally.

We use approved vendors to dispose of or recycie eiectronic equipment responsibly.

Supplier

Managing the sourcing of water including recycling and tailing management.

We analyzed our suppiiers based on their environmental impact and disciosures.

Supplier

Product

We partner with our vendors to reaiize annual energy and waste save.

Supplier

Product

We encourage our suppliers to use environmentally friendiy packaging materiai

Supplier

We consider the environmental impacts of products and services in our procurement process.

Général Approach
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We have green/environmental procurement policies.

We plan water sourcing to minimize our impact on the environment.

Internai

We committed to removing chemicals of concerns from sourcing.

Our procurement standards describe the procurement of goods and services that may have adverse environmental impacts.

Internai

Général Approach

We re-engineered the supply process to improve green traceability.

Internai

Internai

We defined our green supply chain management including material sourcing and sélection.

Internai

Internai

Internai

We bave developed Eco-strategic sourcing.

Internai

We make efforts to reduce our paper purchases.

Our Publishing Paper Procurement Practices aiso guide our purchasing décisions for paper used for publishing.

Internai

Responsibilities for managing environmental footprint are shared by leaders in procurement.

Our Paper Réduction and Sourcing sub-committee oversees our paper performance and responsible paper-sourcing initiatives.

Internai

Internai

We developed packaging guldelines.
We are mindfui of environmental considérations when we make décisions about our purchasing.

Internai

We reduce our purchased energy intensity.

We purchased energy with bioenergy from wood waste.

We incorporate the émissions with respect to electriclty purchases into our CSR report.

Product

Product

We only purchase paper that contains recycled content.

Product

Product

We measure the energy use and GHG émissions from transporting product from vendors.

Product

We purchased paper that contained recycled content.

Product

We purchased high-quailty voluntary carbon crédits to offset any remaining émissions.

We source renewable energy where technically and economically feaslble.

Product

The electriclty we purchased generated GHG.

We purchase green power.

Product

Product

We take environmental criteria Into considération when purchasing technology equipment.

Product

Product

Our consumables are bought new and are not able to be recyclable.

Product

Ethics, Human Rights & Safety

Table 19 below lists purchasing activities relating to Ethics, Human Rights & Safety
in fîrms' CSR reports. Translating ethical and human rights related concepts into
procurement practices has focused on supplier involvement, internai corporate

strategy, and général approach. The results show that supplier involvement practices
occurred much more frequently than other purchasing process practices in this
category. Key purchasing practices pertaining to suppliers mentioned in the reports,
including;

• Firms ask suppliers to adhéré to the Code of Supplier Conduct;
•

Firms ask suppliers not to use children/forced labor;

•

Firms ask suppliers to have policies on conflict minerais and not to support
unethical authorities;

•

Firms allow suppliers to enjoy the freedom of association and collective
bargaining;

•

Suppliers should uphold the human rights of their workers;

•

Firms should screen and remove suppliers or contractors are in violation of
human rights compliance;

•

Firms ensure ethics and corporate responsibility among suppliers;

Internai purchasing strategy practices had been discussed second commonly in Fthics,

Human Rights & Safety dimension, which captures corporate involvement in ethical

purchasing strategy and in organizational structure design that facilitâtes ethical
procurement performance. Key practices are listed as follows:
•

Firms initiate and update Supplier Code of Conduct;

•

Firms establish applicable policies and standards regarding suppliers in terms
of ethics;

•

Our procurement staff receive procurement training regarding suppliers' ethics
and safety issues;

•

We have policies and programs to restrict the bribery of suppliers;

Général approach category concerns général mentions of PSR, which tends to be less
prédominant. It includes more général purchasing activities such as firms encourage
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ethical sourcing. No practice summarizing mentions product was observed in Ethics,
Human Rights & Safety dimension.
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Our suppllers do not employ chlld/forced labors.
Our safety and ethics standards are extended to suppllers.
Supplier Standards of Conduct are formalized as contractuel obligations In contracts.

We Introduced additlonal guldelines on human rights of suppllers.
We want to do business wIth suppllers that share our commitment to corporate responsibility and ethical conduct.
Human rights and safety are our number one prioritles among suppllers.
Contractors must be pre-quallfled In terms of safety to do work.

We ask our suppllers to have pollcies on conflict minerais and do not support unethical authoritles.

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Supp ier

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Supp ier
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We conduct a risk-based screening of our transportation providers based on the volume and commodity transported.

We are working wIth suppllers to modify the lighting System to reduce potentiel safety problems.

Supp 1er

Our Code of Conduct demands that our suppllers uphold the highest standards of human rights.

Suppllers enjoy the freedom of association and collective bargalning.

Supp ier

Supp 1er

Our audit team has been working on the ground In plants of the emerging markets.

Supp 1er

Supp ier

We contribute to the Improvement of working conditions for the employées of our suppllers.
Suppllers have to complété an annual Workpiace Conditions Assessment (WCA).

Supp 1er

Supp ier

Ail colleagues must ensure that vendors understand and comply wIth the Code of Conduct.

We conducted an Ethical Procurement Practices survey wIth our suppllers

Supp 1er

Suppllers are our partners to uphold the same ethical values.

Supplier agreed to our Supplier Code of Conduct and Business Conduct Guldelines.

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Ethical governance wIth suppllers.

Supp 1er

Supp 1er

Screening and removing suppllers or contractors are In violation of human rights compllance.

Sourcing from suppllers that meet the ethical requlrements.

Supp 1er

Suppllers are expected to uphold the human rights of workers.

Selecting suppllers with lower risks of corruption and human rights violations.

Supp ier

Supp 1er

Ensuring ethics and corporate responsibility among suppllers.

Supp ier

Supp 1er

Activities

Procurement Approach

Table 19 Sumniary of Ethics, Huniaii Rights & Safety Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible Procurement Approach

We assess human rights diligence on our vendors.

We seek to educate potentlal suppliers on our human rights expectations before we enter into a relatlonship with them.
We expect our suppllers to uphold our principles of ethical business conduct.

We provide focused tralning and investing to certified suppllers under our Human Rights Policy.
We only deal with suppliers that accept Supplier Code of Conduct.
90% of suppliers received due-diligence screening.
Suppliers are required to report corruption Issues.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

We established safety requirement for our contractors.

We purchased our own devices for avoiding safety Issues.

Following up software guides staff In assessing vendors' rIsks in corruption and human rights violations.
We update our Supplier Code of Conduct to address evolving rIsks and expectations.

Supplier

Supplier

Product

Internai

Internai
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We ensure our suppliers are never harassed.

Suppllers have access to our Ethics Hotline.

We are ensuring the heaith and safety of our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We partner with suppliers to ensure we comply with safety issues.

Supplier

Supplier

We conducted supplier spot check to ensure that they have adhered to Supplier Code of Conduct.
We encourage suppliers to comply with the Code of Ethics/business conduct.

Our human rights policy Includes due diligence for suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We developed human rights program to help our suppliers.
Our human rights policy is applicable to our contractors and suppllers.

We recelved grievances and resolved them for our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We identify suppllers' corruption risks.

Suppliers are asked to minimize heaith and safety impacts.

We Implement vendor onboarding standards for anti-corruption.

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

We improve the human rights requirements to our vendors.

Supplier

Supplier

We have Implemented a Contracter Safety Incentive Program to promote safe practices
We involve our suppllers in Industry-organized safety roundtables.

Supplier

We have a formai grievance process that allows potential suppliers to appeal.
We will implement a new procurement screening process that will identify conflict minerais in our suppliers.
Our Sourcing Group assess slavery actions.

Our vendor onboarding process ensures no corruption and bribery before engaging vendors.

Internai

Internai

Internai

Internai

Internai

We demonstrate avoldance of sourcing from controversial sources.

Général Approach
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We procure locally while meeting ethics standards.

We developed a program to evaluate suppliers who share our safety value.

Internai

We encourage ethical sourcing.

We established a preferred heaith and safety supplier list to minimize safety issues.

Internai

Général Approach

We developed ethical sourcing and supplier labor practices.

Internai

Général Approach

We are including diligence into our Supplier Code of Conduct.

Internai

Our Supplier Code of Conduct addressed anti-corruption issues.

Internai

We have policies and program to restrict the bribery from suppliers.

Our Supplier Code of Conduct addressed forced/chlld labor issues.

Internai

Our human rights policy is supported by Supplier Code of Ethics.

Our procurement staff receive annual procurement tralning.

Internai

Internai

Supplier Standards of Conduct include zero-tolerance policy for corruption.

Internai

Internai

We established applicable policies and standards regarding suppliers in terms of ethics.
Our Supplier Code of Conduct contains non-discrimination issues.

Internai

Internai

We incorporated Supplier Code of Conduct into our CSR annual report.

We have established a cross-functional team including procurement to review our safety issues.

Internai

We developed disclosures to ensure the bargain rights of our suppliers.

We added controls in our centralized procurement process to identify suppliers that sell conflict minerais.

Internai

Internai

Dur Soppier Code of Conduct addresses varlous human rights and ethical issues.

Internai

Internai

Be vigilant to suppliers that operate In countries clted for human rights violations.
We have had a Supplier Code of Conduct.

Internai

Général

Table 20 provides a breakdown of the activities of sustainable procurement in tenus
of Général dimension in firms' CSR reports. As bas been defined in the previous

chapter, Général category can be understood as the management of ail aspects of
purchasing proeess or as général coneern for sustainable purehasing issues but lack
specificity. Translating Général PSR dimension related concepts into procurement

practices bas focused on supplier involvement, internai corporate strategy, général
approaeh, and fmally purehased products. The results indieate that supplier
involvement practices occurred mueh more frequently than other purchasing proeess

practices in this category. Key practices pertaining to suppliers mentioned in the
reports, including:

• Firms partner with suppliers that embraee environmentally and soeially
responsible business activities;

• Firms lead varions mentorship activities including formai mentoring of
certified suppliers and hosting supplier development workshops;
•

Firms conduct materiality/CR issues survey with suppliers;

• Firm's procurement team actively interacts with suppliers;

• Firms commit to being responsible through the value ehain ranging from the
origins of the goods that we buy;

•

Firms have integrated the protocols into their eontract proeess;

•

Firms collaborate with suppliers to leverage sustainability;

• Firms conduct monthly, quarterly and annual supplier reviews;
•

Firms educate their suppliers.

Internai purchasing strategy practices had been discussed second frequently in
Général dimension, which coneern that companies systematically set sustainable

purchasing guidelines, obtain the governance structures and capabilities to
operationally integrate sustainability into sourcing décisions as well as develop
strategy to drive purchasing sustainability. Key practices related to internai strategy
are listed as follows:

•

Firms have introduced responsible sourcing policies;

•

Firm's CR approaeh emphasizes procurement activities;
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•

The procurement and supply team of firms focus on integrating sustainability
into the buying process;

• Managing suppliers' risks is the purchasing team's priority;
•

Firms develop and use tools te audit and monitor suppliers;

•

Supplier sélection is overseen by our SVP, Procurement & Supplier
Management;

•

Responsible procurement is one of our key performance indicators;

•

Firms engage with procurement experts to make sure their reporting is
relevant;

•

Firms update standards to defme the requirements that their employées must
fulfill when entering into commercial relationship with suppliers.

Général approach category practices capture général purchasing process/all aspects of
purchasing process pertaining to sustainability. Key PSR practices are summarized as:
•

Firms ensure that they have a strong sound procurement process/practices;

•

Firms are sourcing responsibly;

•

Firms integrate sustainability into procurement practices;

•

Firms partner with other organizations to promote responsible procurement.

Product category occurred much less frequently compared to the catégories
mentioned above. This category discusses buying environmentally and socially
friendly products. Practices pertaining to products are listed below:
•

Products are responsibly sourced;

•

Firms source certified products;

•

Firms increase the number of purchased products covered by sustainable
criteria.
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We work with suppliers to ensure that they are fully aligned with our standards.

Supplier

Supplier
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We forge relationships with suppliers who have environmental, social and governance factors built into their stratégies.

We monitor our suppliers in terms of sustainability.

Supplier

We ask our suppliers to complété supplier risk assessments as a part of the sélection process.

We collaborate with suppliers to leverage sustainability.

Supplier

We partner with suppliers that share similar value of sustainability.

Our Supplier Code of Conduct asks our suppliers to comply with environmental and social régulations.

Supplier

Supplier

We have launched Supplier Portai to ensure their meeting sustainability criteria.

Supplier

Suppliers are assessed depending on their impacts on society.

Supplier

We have related programs to select and evaluate our potential suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We have integrated the protocols into our contract process.

Supplier

Supplier

We commit to being responsible through the value chain ranging from the origins of the goods that we buy.

We select suppliers to screen based on certain assessment criteria.

Our activities with supplier bave économie, environmental and social Impacts.

Supplier

Supplier

We led various mentorship activities including formai mentoring of certified suppliers and hosting supplier development workshops.

Our suppliers are assessed against our responsible procurement requirements.

Supplier

Supplier

We engage with our suppliers via supplier sélection.

Supplier

Our supplier évaluation criteria include corporate culture and it CSR policies and procédures.

Site visits to supplier factories and offices.

Supplier

Suppliers continue to improve their practices.

Our procurement team interacts with suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

Ask suppliers for RFP and RFI.

Supplier

Supplier

We added sustainable criteria as part of the regular contract-renewai cycle.

We partner with suppliers that embrace environmentally and socially responsible business activities.

Supplier

We seek out suppliers who demonstrate communications to CSR.

Supplier

Supplier

Activities

Procurement Approach

Table 20 Summary of Générai Purchasing Practices Categorized by Responsible Procurement Approach

._

Seafood is sourced from certified third-party to ensure that products meet spécifie environmental, économie and social standards.

We purchase paim tree oil from suppliers compiy with sustainable standards.

Sourcing certified cocoa.

Product

Product

Product
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Products are responsibly sourced.

Focus on where and how our products are sourced.

Product

We committed to sourcing only sustainable seafood.

Product

Product

Ail of our suppliers must adhéré to our requirements regarding safety, security and the environment, as weil as Standards of Business Conduct.

We extend our sustainability responsibilities to our suppliers.

Supplier

We continued implementing a process to screen our suppliers' practices.

We conduct materiality/CR issues survey with suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We hold events and conférences to engage our suppliers.

Supplier

We educate our suppliers.

We engage on environmental practices, human rights and workpiace issues with our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We deepen relatlonships with our suppliers through our CR approach.

Supplier

We conduct meetings and vendor forums as well as manage a better relationship with supplier.

We have ongoing conversations with our suppliers to address social and environmental issues.

Supplier

Supplier

Suppliers are evaluated based on social and environmental criteria.

Supplier

We work with our suppliers to ensure we source sustainable materiais.

We conduct monthly, quarteriy and annual supplier reviews.

Supplier

Supplier

Our goal is to bring our existing vendor System to achieve 100% compiiance with our high-risk vendors.

Supplier

Supplier

Our commitment to responsible mining is supported by suppliers and contractors.

Supplier

Supplier compiiance is part of materiality matrix.

We ask our suppliers to report material issues.

Supplier

Sustainability remains a key criteria for supplier sélection and qualification.

We integrate environmental, social and governance factors into our supplier sélection and relationship management.

Supplier

Supplier

We manage sustainability issues amongst our suppliers.

Supplier

Supplier

We have pre-quaiification program to select suppliers.

Supplier

Sustainable procurement enjoys lower relevance to stakeholders.

We incorporate sustainability into supply chain through the purchasing process.

Internai

Internai
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We enhanced our risk management standards of our contractors.

Our procurement and supply team focus on integrating sustainability into the buying process.

We developed a Supply Management Best Practices Implementation Manual to support supply management teams.

Internai

Internai

Our supply management group's priority is to manage risks.

Internai

Internai

Changes in the location of suppliers, or in relationships with suppliers should be reported.

Internai

The objective of responsible supply management is to ensure that we minimize the impact on people or to the environment.

Before completing supplier sélection, business teams involved in the sourcing activity will evaluate suppliers according to their CSR profile.

Internai

Internai

We executes our responsible procurement policles.

Internai

Internai

We establish guidelines to audit our suppliers.

Our priority is to purchase goods and services responsibly.

Supplier sélection is overseen by our SVP, Procurement & Supplier Management.

Internai

Internai

We developed and use tools to audit and monitor suppliers.

Developing new supplier survey.

Internai

We developed supplier risk management questionnaire to be added to our centralized procurement process.

Internai

Internai

We developed sustainable criteria for products purchased through the centralized procurement group.

Internai

Internai

Responsible procurement is one of our key performance indicators.

We are employing a risk-rating procédure to audit our suppliers.

Implementing sustainable sourcing guidelines for food category management teams.

Internai

Internai

We have Introduced responsible sourcing policles.

Internai

We engage with procurement experts to make sure our reporting is relevant.

The CSR Committee supports sourcing pillar.

Internai

Improving responsible procurement program.

Updating standards to define the requirements that our employées must fulfill when entering into commercial relatlonship wlth suppliers.

Internai

Internai

We continued to implement procurement criteria wild and farmed species.

Product

Internai

Increasing the number of purchased products covered by sustainable criteria.

Product

Général Approacb

We partner witb otber organization to promote responsible procurement.

Général Approacb

Général Approacb
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We assessed our performance on sustainable procurement.

We bave implemented several initiatives witb respect to responsible procurement practices.

Général Approacb

Our stratégie sourcing takes CSR into considérations.

We screened procurement engagements against our responsible procurement requirements.

Sustainable procurement Is our engagement.

Général Approacb

Général Approacb

Intégration of sustainability into procurement practices.

Général Approacb

Sourcing is incorporated in our CSR pillars.

Général Approacb

We are sourcing responsibly.

Introducing guidelines tbat cover procurement and suppliers sélection.

Général Approacb

We ensure tbat we bave a strong sound procurement process/practices.

We aiso plan to integrate environmental and social criteria into our purcbasing babits.

Général Approacb

Our CR approacb puts empbasis on procurement activities.

Internai

Internai

Général Approacb

We founded programs to support suppliers' best practices in terms of sustainability.

Our CSR committee interacts witb suppliers.

Internai

We bave extensive procédures to assess supplier risk and to govern our contracted supplier relationsbips.

Internai

We developed supplier risk assessment processes, supplier governance, and relationship management framework.

Internai

We bave a committee to oversee suppliers' sustainability performance.

Internai

We provide éducation on lands purchase.

We use tool to screen suppller's sustainability.

Internai

Internai

We use a Vendor Audit Program to detect non-compliance and find areas for improvement.

Internai

Internai

Our employées should uphold sustainable value with suppliers.

Internai

Animal Welfare Responsibility

Animal Welfare is a spécial dimension that has been discussed only by companies

that procure animal produets. In our sample, only two companies, Loblaw and Métro,
bave Animal Welfare content in their CSR reports. As has been discussed earlier.

Animal Welfare policies can help companies to leverage its operational efficiency and
brand réputation.

This category involves a remarkably broad spectrum of purchasing activities
including that firms source product that is produeed in a humane way, that firms
souree produets from vendors that comply with animal welfare policies, and that firms

work with suppliers to incorporate animal welfare into their strategy. Neither Général
approach eategory nor Internai category of practices was discussed in this dimension
(See Table 21 below).

Table 21 Summaiw of Animal Welfare Purchasing Practices Categorized by
Responsible Procuremeiit Approach
Procurement Approach

Activities

Supplier

We only source pork from vendors that comply with animai weifare policies.

Suppiier
Product

We work closeiy with suppliers to identify the best practices with respect to farm animais.
Our produets are produeed and sourced in a humane way.

Pbilanthropy Responsibility

Evidence suggests that Philanthropy is not one of the sustainability priorities for many

organizations. In firms' CSR reports, we only found philanthropie purchasing
activities that exclusively focus on supplier involvement, which is: firms work with
suppliers to raise and donate money/goods (See Table 22 below).
Table 22 Summary of Philanthropy Purchasing Practices Categorized by
Responsible Procurement Approach
Procurement Approach

Activities

Suppiier

We raised and donated $64 miiiion with the heip of our suppiiers.

Supplier

We work with our vendors to donate ieftover food.
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4.2 The Importance of Purchasing in CSR

In this chapter, we discuss the importance of purchasing in CSR by examining the
frequency of presence of purchasing activities in firms' CSR reports.

4.2.1 Général Descriptions

Table 23 The Proportion of Companies that Incorporated PSR Practices in the
CSR Reports
PSR Dimensions

Company Presence
Percentage

PSR

Economie

Legai

Environment

Social

Générai

Animai Weifare

35

21

8

28

33

26

2

100%

60%

38%

80%

94%

74%

6%

PSR practices are mentioned in ail the CSR annual reports analyzed. As indicated in
Table 23, among 35 companies, ail companies have elaborately explained their PSR
practices in their CSR reports. Based on the quantitative results, it can be concluded
that purchasing plays a critical rôle in companies' CSR efforts. 33 ont of 35 (94%)

companies stated Social (in tenus of Diversity & Community, Ethics, Human Rights
& Safety, and Philanthropy) procurement practices in their CSR reports; 28

companies (80%) reported Environmental purchasing activities; 26 (74%) companies
used more Général terms to interpret their effort of integrating components of CSR

into purchasing function, such as sustainable sourcing practices; 21 ont of 35 (60%)
set up Economie targets for its purchasing function; eight (38%) implemented
purchasing Légal responsibility, and two (6%) illustrated purchasing Animal Welfare
responsibility in their CSR reports.
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Table 24 Summai-y of Word Count/Frequeiicy of PSR Practices in the CSR
Reports
Company Name

Total

PSR

Frequency

Agnico Ea^e

80099

1422

1.78%

aarrickGold

72811

2595

3.56%

BCE

29944

888

2.97%

BMO

31768

534

1.68%

4.66%

Bombardier

17133

799

CAE

20480

477

2.33%

CamecQ

11796

557

4.72%

Canadian Natural Resourres

0.16%

17264

27

Canadian Tire

7815

156

2%

Canadian Utilities

2486

1

0.04%

Cenovus Energy

23240

581

2.50%

CIBC

20336

744

3.66%

Enbridge

94700

3762

3.97%

Goldcorp

58791

1746

2.97%

Hudbay

34667

1051

3.03%
0.05%

lA insuranoe

3972

2

Imperiai

5190

137

2.64%

intact

9518

15

0.16%

Kïnrass Gold

55718

1951

3.50%

Loblaw

11493

1694

14.74%

Manulife

24107

231

0.96%

Methanex

20141

19

0.09%

Métro

6815

1211

17.77%

National BankotCanada

13584

139

1.02%

RBC

23377

795

3.40%

Rogers

22812

1180

5.17%

Scotiabank

34909

710

2.03%

SNC

13795

854

6.19%
1.75%

Sun life

14520

254

TD

25940

943

3.64%

Teck

67806

2106

3.11%
4.38%

Telus

62129

2719

Thomson Reuters

10668

458

4.29%

Transcanada

44714

609

1.36%
5.04%

West Fraser

7178

362

Average

28621

907

3.47%

Min

2486

1

0.04%

94700

3762

17.77%

1001722

31729

3.17%

Max

Total Wonis

CSR reports from 35 companies include 31,729 words about PSR eut of a total of
1,001,722 words. They averaged 907 words of purchasing disclosures of annual CSR
reports. The results from these 35 companies are listed in Table 24 above. The content
percentage of purchasing practices is in total 3.17% (31,729/1,001,722), measured as
frequency count of the sum of ail the purchasing sustainability constructs in ail
reports. Métro and Loblaw bave the highest percentage of sustainable purchasing
practices with a presence of 17.77% and 14.74% respectively in their CSR reports.

However, purchasing practices only represent 0.04% of the whole CSR report for
Canadian Utilities.
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Although it has been suggested that Economie and Social dimensions of sustainable
procurement are lack of attention of corporate agendas compared to Environmental
aspects, in our study, however, Social procurement disclosures (excluding
Philanthropy) are the most frequently mentioned in firms CSR reports. Table 25 (as
well as Figure 7) provides the frequency of each PSR dimension. Our sampled
companies mainly focus on four dimensions: Diversity & Community (0.86%),
Ethics, Human Rights & Safety (0.73%), Général (0.69%), and Environment (0.51%).
There is a fair amount of dispersion in the frequency of Economie category (0.29%).

Légal Category is represented in the same numbers as Animal Welfare Category (both
0.04%). Philanthropy purchasing disclosures (0.01%) are only mentioned a few times
in the sustainability reports.

Table 25 Suminaiy of Word Count/Frequency of PSR Dimensions
Ethics, HR & Safety Diversity & Community Philanthropy Général Animal Welfare

Total

Economie

Le^l

Environment

Words Count

31729

2923

384

5076

7317

8639

68

6947

370

Ratio

3.17%

0.29%

0.04%

0.51%

0.73%

0.86%

0.01%

0.69%

0.04%

Figure 7 Frequencies of PSR Dimensions
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4.2.2 PSR Dimensions and Responsible Procurement Approach

As indicated in the previous chapter, there are four complementary approaches for

companies to implement sustainability into the purchasing process, including Supplier
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Involvement, Internai Intégration and Governance, Product Procurement and Général
Responsible Approach.

Supplier involvement includes supplier sélection, contract and agreement
negotiations, supplier évaluation and training, and supplier relationship development.
Internai Intégration and Governance category focus on organizational structure

and culture, purchasing stratégies, and purchasing professionals management. It

includes adopting organizational structure and culture, and promoting the pivotai rôle
of individuals in facilitating and embedding sustainability in procurement and in the

entire organization. The rôle of the development of policies, guidelines, and training
on sustainability to encourage procurement to make décisions that encompass
Environmental, Economie and Social éléments is highlighted in the annual reports.

Product category has been defined as "incorporating Economie, Environmental and
Social criteria into products buying décisions." Général approach category

represents the général procurement practices that are too général to be grouped into
any spécifie catégories and/or that involve more than one complementary approach.
In an effort to gain a better understanding of which sustainable responsibilities
companies are seeking to impiement into the purchasing process, combinations of
PSR Dimensions and Responsible Procurement Approach (shortened form:

PSR/Approach) Pairs with the correspondent percentages are shown in Table 26 and
will be discussed in the following section.
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Table 26 Summary of Word Count/Frequency of PSR/Approacli Pair
PSR/Approach

Internai

Général Approach

Product

Supplier

Animal Welfare

0

G

259

111

370

677

383

508

1360

2928

Economie

Total PSR

354

225

2541

1956

5076

2053

364

247

4283

5947

0

38

100

246

384

Diversity & Community

2119

1460

1073

3988

8640

Ethics, HR & Safety

2248

0

79

4990

7317

0

G

G

68

68

7451

2470

4807

17002

31730

PSR/Approach

Internai

Général Approach

Product

Supplier

Total PSR

Animal Welfare

0

0

0.82%

0.35%

1.17%

Economie

2.13%

1.21%

1.60%

4.29%

9.23%

Environment

1.12%

0.71%

8.01%

6.16%

16.00%

Général

6.47%

1.15%

0.78%

13.50%

21.89%

0

0.12%

0.32%

0.78%

1.21%

Diversity & Community

6.68%

4.60%

3.38%

12.57%

27.23%

Ethies, HR & Safety

7.08%

0

0.25%

15.73%

23.06%

0

0

0

0.21%

0.21%

2348%

7.78%

15.15%

53.58%

100%

Environment

Générai

Légal

Philanthropy
Total

Légal

Philanthropy
Total

Diversity & Comniunity /Responsible Procurement Approach

As indicated in Table 26, purchasing activities that have Suppliers' involvement in
Diversity & Community dimension are the most mentioned in the annual reports

(12.57%), followed by Internai governance and strategy purchasing practices (6.68%).
Général sourcing approaches (4.60%) and Product category (3.38%) are addressed
less frequently compared to Supplier involvement and internai governance.

In regard to the PSR/Approach pair of Diversity & Community/Supplier, an

example provided by Agnico Eagle (2015) is that "we buy from indigenous suppliers
to support them." In terms of Internai strategy, Diversity dimension was provided by
Goldcorp (2015) in its CSR report "We adjust our local procurement based on our
organizationai structure." For Product category, Rogers (2015) listed its purchasing
activities as "We were impacting the economy indirectly by procuring goods and
services." Goldcorp (2015) illustrated Diversity & Community/General Approach

dyad as "Our local procurement initiatives bring social and économie benefîts to the
community," in its 2015 CSR report.
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Ethics, Human Rights & Safety/ Responsible Procurement Approach

Supplier involvement has a huge impact on the implementation of sustainable
procurement in terms of Ethics, Human Rights & Safety. Therefore, related activities
are discussed very frequently (15.73%) in CSR reports. Internai purchasing
governance and stratégies regarding this dimension (7.08%) is the next most
commonly discussed in the reports. Product category (0.25%) was mentioned in only
a few reports. Général Approach category has not been addressed in Ethics, Human
Rights & Safety dimension.

An example of combing Human Rights & Safety with Supplier Involvement was

stated by Eoblaw (2015) as "we contribute to the improvement of working conditions
for the employées of our suppliers." In terms of Internai Governance/ Ethics,
Human Rights & Safety dyad, TD (2015) committed to asking its sourcing group to

assess slavery actions of its suppliers (2015). An example of taking ethical standards
into Products buying is that eompanies purchased their own products for avoiding
safety issues (Barrick Gold, 2015).

Général/ Responsible Procurement Approach

Général dimension can be expressed as général purchasing practices without

specifying detailed actions. Among ail the complementary approaches. Supplier
Involvement (13.50%) is considered as the most important tache to incorporate

Général dimension into procurement. Internai intégration category (6.47%) is the
next most eommonly discussed in the reports. Only a few reports mentioned Général

Approach practices (1.15%) and Product Procurement category (0.78%) in their
reports.

An example of General/Supplier pair is listed by TD (2015) as "we work with
suppliers to run a sustainable business." Taking Général responsibility into Internai
strategy can be stated by West Fraser (2015) as "we demonstrate sound procurement

practices." In terms of Général Approach category, an example (Telus, 2015) is that
"we focus on integrating sustainability into the buying process." In regard to
Products buying. Général dimension had been diseussed in Loblaw's CSR report
(2015) as "we commit to sourcing only sustainable seafood."
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Environment/ Responsible Procurement Approach
Environmental dimension is the fourth frequently discussed in the CSR reports.

Product category practices (8.01%) are listed more than other catégories in
Environmental dimension, followed by Supplier Involvement category (6.16%).

Internai Intégration (1.12%) and Général Approach category (0.71%) are
discussed less frequently in the reports.

Examples of taking environmental standards into products buying are that companies

purchased certifled paper (Rogers, 2015). Environmental and Supplier dyad was
listed in Teck (2015)'s CSR report as "We select our suppliers using environmental
assessment questionnaire." In terms of Internai Strategy category, BCE (2015)

developed

environmental

purchasing

guidelines.

An

example

of

Environment/General Approach pair is that "We committed to removing polluted
chemical from sourcing" (Loblaw, 2015).

Economie / Responsible Procurement Approach

Supplier Involvement (4.29%) is predominantly on the Economie élément of PSR.
Internai Strategy practices (2.13%), which addressed the économie direction for
purchasing function, are the next most frequently discussed. This is followed by
Product procurement (1.6%), which addressed what products companies chose to
purchase. Practices in regard to Général Approach category is less commonly listed
in this dimension.

Economie responsibility in purchasing represented buying goods or services at the

best possible price taking into considérations of quality, quantity, time and location of
the goods for company to function (Van Weele et al., 2009). An example of
Economie/Supplier pair. Bombardier (2015) claimed in its reports as "We
collaborate with suppliers to ensure they can provide us with cost benefîts." In terms
of Economie/Internai Intégration dyad, buying firm improves its procurement

System to leverage its supply chain efficiency. An example of buying goods
(Economic/Product) that measuring économie criteria is that we procured
operational equipment for our daily production (Kinross Gold, 2015). In regard to
Economic/General Approach pair, Agnico Eagle (2015) stated in its CSR report as
"We improve our effieiency through procurement."
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Légal / Respoiisible Procurement Approach

Only a few companies listed Légal responsibility purchasing activities in their reports.
Supplier Involvement bas relatively important impact on the implementation of the
Légal responsibility. Therefore, related activities bave been discussed more frequently
(0.78%) in CSR reports. Practices in Product procurement category (0.32%) are
discussed next frequently followed by Général Approach category (0.12%) in tbis
dimension. Surprisingly, practices in Internai Intégration and Governance are not
discussed in tbe reports.

As mentioned earlier, Légal responsibility in purcbasing represented purcbasing
fonction fulfîlls économie mission witbin tbe boundaries of tbe law. An example of

Legal/Supplier pair, CAE (2015) listed in its reports as "we encourage suppliers to
eomply witb laws and régulations." In regard to Legal/Product pair, SNC (2015)
illustrated in its CSR report as "We provide procurement activities under law."
Animal Welfare / Responsible Procurement Approach

In général, tbere are fewer companies reporting Animal Welfare disclosures, for it is
limited to certain industries, sucb as food companies.

Animal Welfare bas been seen as a standalone category in our study, wbicb can be

defîned as purcbasing fonction taking animal wellbeing into considération. It targeted
areas sucb as Supplier and Product sélection geared to Animal Welfare. In regard to
tbe of Animal Welfare/Supplier pair, an example provided by Loblaw (2015) is tbat

"we only source products from vendors tbat comply witb animal welfare policies."
Product category practice is also provided by Loblaw (2015) in tbis dimension as
"We source our products in a bumane way."

Philanthropy / Responsible Procurement Approach

Altbougb général philanthropie issues were frequently discussed in firms' CSR
reports, tbis category is tbe least discussed in tbe CSR reports. Only two companies
(Rogers and Loblaw) mentioned tbat purcbasing function bad philanthropie
responsibility.
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Philanthropy regarding purchasing can be expressed as: fïrm's purchasing function
engages in voluntary activities that are not expected by the society. Only Supplier

Involvement was found to be addressed in this dimension. Loblaw (2015) illustrated
an example of Philanthropy/Snpplier pair in ils report as "We raised and donated
millions of dollars with the help of suppliers."
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5. Analysis

In the previous chapter we have identified the différent PSR practiees mentioned in
firms' CSR reports. Figure 8 groups these dimensions into the core and non-core
dimensions according the percentage of their presence in the reports. Buying

organizations focus their resources on the core dimensions: Environment, Ethics,
Human Rights & Safety, Diversity & Community, and Général, and pay less attention
to the non-core dimensions. We will discuss possible reasons why companies

prioritize their purchasing activities in such pattern in the later chapter. In order to do
so, we grouped those 35 companies into ten groups based on their industries and
explored the pattern according to their industrial catégories.
Figure 8 Core PSR Dimensions and Non-Core PSR Dimensions
PSR

Environment

Légal

Ethics, Human

Diversrty &

Rights & Safet

Communit

Economie

Animai Welfare

Général

Philanthropy

Core dimensions

Non-core dimensions

5.1 Comparison Between Industrial Sectors

In this section, we evaluate the purchasing social responsibility (PSR) activities by
industry. We believe that firms in différent industries have implemented PSR
differently. The purpose of this section is to analyze how industrial sectors differ in
their implementation of PSR.

5.1. 1 PSR and Industrial Sectors

In Table 27 below (as well as Figure 9), the companies have been separated into ten

groups based on their industry as categorized by the Global Industry Classification

Standard (GICS). As we can see from the table, the results show that the companies
disclosing the most PSR information were those in the Food and Staples Retailing
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industry with a total percentage of 15.87% (2,905 words of 18,308 words). Media,
Télécommunication Services, and Capital Goods obtained similar share following
Food and Staples Retailing Industry with a percentage of 4.29%, 4.17% and 4.14%

separately. Companies in Energy (2.88%), Materials (2.83%), Banking (2.58%) and
Retailing (2%) industries disclosed fewer PSR practices in their CSR reports. The
frequency of praetices mentioned in Insurance (0.96%) sector was quite a bit lower
than in other sectors. With a score of 0.04% of the words. Utilities industry made the
least disclosures.

Table 27 PSR Word Couiit/Frequeiicy by Sector
Sectors

Banks

Capital Goods
Energy

Total Words

PSR

149914

3865

PSR Ratio
2.58%

51414

2130

4.14%

196904

5673

2.88%

Food & Staples Retailing

183C8

2905

15.87%

insurance

52117

502

0.96%

Materials

397211

11252

2.83%

Media

10668

458

4.29%

Retailing
Télécommunication Service
Utilities

7815

156

2.00%

114885

4787

4.17%
0.04%

2486

1

Mean

100172

3173

3.98%

Std.dev.

123716

3487

4.40%

1001722

31729

3.17%

Total
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Figure 9 PSR Word Count/Frequency by Sector
18.00%

16.00%
14.00%
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6.00%
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4.00%
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After having a général understanding of the extent of PSR presented in each industry,
we wiil discuss the degree of presence of each PSR construct per sector to sec which
PSR dimension(s) is/are most/least important on an industrial basis. Table 28 (as well

as Figure 10) suggests the word count per dimension of purchasing disclosures in the
annual reports.

Table 28 Word Count/Frequency per PSR Dimension
PSR

PSR

Word! Count

Freriuencv

PtillaniTiropr

58

PtillanclirQpy

Animol Welfare

370

Animal Welfare

0.21%
1.17%

le«al

1.21%

Economie

292S

Economie

Environment

5076

Environment

16.00%

Général

6M7

Général

21.89%

ElhlCi, HR and Salety
Diversîty and Comtnunlty

7317
8600

Ethica^ HR and Salety
DIversKy and Communlty

23.05%
27.13%

Mean

3956

Mean

11.50%

Std.dev.

3489

Std.dev.

Total

Total

31730
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9.23%

ii.ca%
103.00%

Figure 10 Word Count/Frequeiicy per PSR Dimension
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23.065é
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16.00%
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Leual

1.21K
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1.17«
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To better understand the pressure and practices of the industry that appears te be the
most advanced regarding PSR practices, these ten industries (Banks, Capital Goods,
Energy, Food & Staples Retailing, Insurance, Materials, Media, Retaiiing,
Télécommunication Services, and Utilities) are reviewed in greater depth. Table 29

(as well as Figure 11) above shows the extent to which each PSR dimension was
incorporated per industrial sector. Again, it can be concluded that companies put more
emphasis on Environment, Diversity & Community, Général, and Ethics, Eluman
Rights & Safety purchasing catégories than on other dimensions. Interest in Légal and
Economie aspects of PSR is significantly less pronounced in firms' CSR reports
probably because these two are the base for other voluntary PSR dimensions. CSR

reports tend to focus more on the social and discretionary dimensions, as there is a
unanimous need to meet économie and légal dimensions of business. The least

practices had been observed in Philanthropy category. The standard déviation
indicates that there is a larger variation among industries in terms of the frequency of
Environment and Diversity & Community purchasing practices compared to other
PSR activities.
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Table 29 Word Count/Frequency of per PSR Dimension by Sector
Sectort

Ec^tiflilc

Animal Wdfare

PSR

1116

G

38ES

0

229

0

2130

0

2051

0

5674

647

19

733

370

2905

342

Q

669

169

1092

1701

280

44

Ofpiial GDûdS

486

173

404

Er-Êt^y

424

0

405

338

25

366

402

£ Suplei R&tâiii<i^

Général

Légal Envir^meiit EEhie&> HR£SafeÈv Dlversity £ CorranunlBY Phllanthretpy

Bârki

1110

373

li^ur^ce

Q

Q

148

47

112

0

195

0

502

Mâtécials

938

142

1398

3403

4018

Q

1353

0

11252

Media

a

0

197

177

2

0

82

0

458

ReuMing

0

0

156

a

0

û

0

0

1^

462

0

891

1154

1048

49

1183

0

4787

Q

0

0

0

1

0

G

0

1

2913

38

509

732

864

7

695

37

3273

305J4

64.90

465.53

1029.16

1248.03

15.93

705.94

mm

3487.09

2928

384

5076

7317

8640

68

6947

370

31730

îÊteCÉJitifYrunica'^n Services
UlrlitiÊS
Mean
Std.dâv-

Totâl

Econcmic

Légal

Envir^ment

Général

Animal WeKare

PSR Peitentage

Barks

7.24%

1.14%

28.72%

9.65%

24.37%

0

28.87%

G

12.18%

Capital GoDds

22.82%

8.12%

18.97%

31.41%

7.93%

G

10.75%

0

6.71%

Eféfgy
FOûd £ Suplesi Retaillslg

7.47%

0

7.16%

19.25%

29.98%

0

36.15%

0

17.88%

U.64%

0.86%

12.60%

13.84%

22.27%

0.65%

25,40%

12.74%

9.16%

29.48%

9.36%

22.31%

Q

38.84%

0

1.58%
35.46%

Sectors

It^f^CÉ

0

-

Ethhrs, HR&Sâfetv Divershy £ Cûitienunlcy Ptillandirâfay

£34%

1.26%

12.42%

30.24%

35.71%

0

12.02%

0

Med^

0

0

43.01%

38.65%

0.44%

0

17.90%

0

1.44%

Ret^ling

Q

0

100%

0

0

0

0

0

0.49%

9.65%

Q

18.61%

24.11%

21.89%

1.02%

24.71%

0

i5.ra%

0

0

Q

Q

100.00%

Q

0

0

0.003%

Ti^Cdmmuiiicâtiéh Services
Utiffties
Mean

6.72%

1.26%

27.10%

17.65%

26.49%

0.17%

19.47%

1.27%

10.00%

S^.dev.

7.27%

2.63%

28.43%

13.35%

28.45%

G.36%

13.73%

4.03%

10,£9%
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Figure 11 Word Count/Frequencies of per PSR Dimension by Sector
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To specify, purchasing information had a larger share in Général (28.87% for Banks;
38.84% for Insurance) and Environmental dimensions (28.72% for Banks; 29.48% for
Insurance) followed by Diversity & Community (24.37% for Banks; 22.31% for
Insurance) responsibility and Ethics, Human Rights & Safety (9.65% for Banks;
9.36% for Insurance) responsibility for the Banks and Insurance catégories. Neither
of them mentioned Philanthropy nor Animal Welfare purchasing issues in their CSR
reports. Unlike the manufacturmg sector, the Bankrng and Insurance sectors do not
necessarily cause direct émissions. Banks and Insurance companies spend significant
money each year on goods and services. For instance, the office supplies they buy to

run the business. Therefore, integrating social and environmental standards into their
procurement process makes the whole différence for banking and insurance firms.

In the Capital Goods group, there is a greater emphasis on purchasing disclosure of
Ethics, Human Rights & Safety dimension (31.41%) followed by Economie (22.82%)
and Environment dimension (18.97%); Diversity & Community (7.93%) purchasing

practices occurred much less frequently in Capital Goods sector. In terms of Animal
Welfare and Philanthropy responsibility, no purchasing activities were stated in the
reports. Ethics, Human Rights & Safety practices were disclosed most frequently may

imply Capital Goods companies rely heavily on human capital. This sector is related
to the manufacture or distribution of products and thus contains manufacture

machinery to create capital goods, engineering and construction projects and
aerospace equipment. Projects in this sector are usually long-term, capital intensive

and high-value/cost. This means organizations in this group are investing more and
more in people development. Therefore, leveraging long-term relationships with
suppliers and being able to deal with supply assurance and compliance issues around
ethics and législation are the main focus of procurement in this sector (CIPS, 2017).
Also, the fact that the main customers of this industry are mainly businesses instead of

individual consumers suggests that it is less pronouneed with respect to the Diversity
& Community category (Holder-Webb et al., 2009).

Général (36.15%) and Diversity & Community (29.98%) dimensions are the most
frequently indicated PSR dimensions followed Ethics, Human Rights & Safety

(19.25%) in the Energy industry. Economie (7.47%) and Environment

(7.16%)

activities were observed less frequently with similar frequencies. There is no Légal,
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Philanthropy or Animal Welfare activities mentioned in this sectorial group. The
results could indicate that there are signifîcant social issues like worker health and
safety, bribery and corruption, and community and Aboriginal relations in Energy
industrial group. In addition, Energy companies are major emitters of greenhouse gas
(GHG) and other pollutants that contribute to global environmental problems
(Mcleans, 2012).

Food & Staples Retailing was the only sector that disclosed PSR information of ail
types, which could be explained by the fact that this sector has close ties with the
consumers and the community and thus try to make the most intensive efforts to

increase sustainability presence of ail aspects to leverage its image. Général (25.40%)
and Diversity & Community (22.27%) purchasing practices were discussed more

frequently in the CSR reports followed by Ethics, Human Rights & Safety (13.84%).
It was also found that Procurement activities pertaining to Environment (12.60%) and

Animal Welfare (12.74%) had a similar extent of presence. Economie (11.64%)
dimension was listed in the reports. Finally, Légal (0.86%) and Philanthropy (0.65%)

procurement issues were less revealed in this sector. As the main customers for this
sector are mainly individual consumers, many purchasing issues should be considered
including quality and price value, environmental and social concerns, animal welfare
and food safety. Economie dimension was discussed less frequently probably because
its businesses are less sensitive to économie cycles.

With regard to Materials industry, companies portrayed Diversity & Community
(35.71%) and Ethics, Human Rights & Safety (30.24%) as most important PSR

aspects in their CSR reports. Environment (12.42%) and Général (12.02%)
disclosures accounted for similar proportion in the reports. Economie (8.34%)

responsibility was less concerned. Légal responsibility (1.26%) was barely
mentioned. Philanthropy and Animal Welfare responsibilities remained vacant in this

sector. As defmed by GICS, the Material sector includes companies that manufacture
chemicals, construction materials, glass, paper, forest products and related packaging

products, and metals, minerais, and mining companies. Similar to Capital Goods
sector, the manufacturer heavily relies on human capital, and therefore the related
issues focus more on ethical and community perspectives. And as companies in this
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sector may source from Africa, guidelines related to sourcing conflict minerais were
discussed in the CSR reports under Ethics, Human Rights & Safety category.

For Media, the most discussed practices in their CSR reports fell into the
Environment (43.01%) followed by Ethics, Human Rights & Safety (38.65%)
purchasing disclosures. Général (17.9%) practices were also disclosed in the CSR
reports. The percentage of Diversity & Community (0.44%) responsibility within PSR

practices was relatively low. In this industrial sector, our sample companies in the
média sector had no focus on Economie, légal, Philanthropy or Animal Welfare

purchasing perspectives in their reports. Both Environment and Social aspects of PSR

were frequently disclosed in this sector, perhaps could be explained by the fact that
the média has a critical rôle in educating people and shaping the society, in both
environmental and social manner.

Retaillng industries entirely focused on environmental disclosures (100%). For most

retailers, the most important thing is the frontline relationship with customers. The
way that retailers deal with social and environmental issues can have a direct impact
on companies' réputation in this industry (Macleans, 2012). However, our resuit was
not in accordance with the expectations (no social procurement presence) perhaps
because only one company represented the whole industry.

For companies in Télécommunication Services, Général (24.71%) and Ethics,
Human Rights & Safety (24.11%) purchasing practices were discussed more
frequently than any other procurement activities.

The frequency of practices in

Diversity & Community (21.89%) was slightly higher than that of Environment
(18.61%) dimension. Economie (9.65%) practices were discussed less frequently.
Surprisingly, Philanthropy (1.02%) purchasing practices were mentioned in
companies in this industrial sector. No Animal Welfare purchasing activities were
mentioned due to its industrial nature. The results perhaps could be explained by the

social impacts looming large for this group, most importantly the working conditions

of employées of suppliers as well as the responsible sourcing of conflict minerais.
Energy efficient product might be in high demand in this sector which has contributed
to the presence of the environmental purchasing dimension.
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Companies in Utilities industry devoted ail its percentage of words to Diversity &
Community (100%). As defined by GICS, the Utilities sector comprises utility
companies such as electric, gas and water utilities. To our surprise, there is no
environmental purchasing issues were disclosed as the industry could generate a

significant portion of GHG émissions. Lack of other purchasing information in this
industrial category probably suggests the limited number of our sample firms in this
industry.

The results above suggest that différent industries bave implemented PSR at différent
levels and emphasized in varions aspects. In général, companies disclosing the most

PSR practices were those in the Food & Staples Retailing group. Utilities sector made
the least disclosures. Five (Energy, Banks, Food & Staples Retailing, Insurance, and
Télécommunication Services) ont of ten industries had the highest levels of PSR

pénétration in Général practice category. Retailing companies in our sample had
entirely focused on Environment PSR practices and Utilities Company only disclosed
purchasing activities related to Diversity & Community. The companies in our study
considered the Philanthropy the lowest priority in relation to PSR implementation in

purchasing as we predicted in the literature: only two industries talked about
Philanthropy, they are Food & Staples Retailing industry (0.65%) and
Télécommunication Services industry (1.02%). Although only the Food & Staples

Retailing sector discussed Animal Welfare (12.74%) PSR practices in their reports, its
frequency is relatively high. Compared to other dimensions, the extent of presence
related to Légal and Economie purchasing disclosures was lower except for Capital
Goods sector. This probably because sustainability criteria are voluntary which go
beyond légal and économie requirements.

5.1.2 PSR and Responsible Procurement Approach

In the previous section, we have already investigated to see if firms with différent
industrial nature have the différent preference in assuming PSR. The results suggest

industry-driven différences in PSR disclosure behavior. In this section, we give
practical how-to advice and support to implement sustainable procurement in sectors
whose PSR ratio are lower than industrial mean (3.98%), namely, companies in the

Utilities (0.04%), Insurance (0.96%), Retailing (2%), Banking (2.58%), Materials
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(2.83%) and Energy (2.88%) sectors. More specifically, we look into each purchasing
social responsibility and responsible procurement approach (PSR/Approach) pair to
identify how companies can increase their PSR présence into the purchasing process.
It also informs practitioners how to include sustainable procurement factors into the
decision-making process.

Utilities

Table 30 Sunimaiy of Word Count/Frequeneies of FSR/Procurement Approach
Pair of Utilities Sector
^duct

Internai

Général Appr&ach

Total PSR

Supfdier

PTOduct

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSt

0

0

0

100%

0

100%

Econoinic

0

0

0

Ethics, HR&Safety

0

0

0

Gênerai

0

0

0

Légal

0

Q

0

Animal Welfare

Q

0

0

F^ilantKfO|>y

0

Q

0

Utilities

SuftpliËr

Environment

0

D^versrty & Community

1

Ec^omlc

Q

Ethics, HR & Safety

D

Général

0

U^al

0

Animal Welfare

0

Philanthrope

0

Utilities

Environment

E^versity & Community

For Utilities sector in our sample, Diversity & Community-related purchasing issues

are the only concern (Sec Table 30). Such issue was discussed in the sustainahility

report through the involvement of suppliers as "We contrihuted to the community hy

payment to suppliers." The reason that Utilities sector had more focus on suppliers
prohahly hecause its opérations were outsourced to suppliers which imply that its PSR
impact dépends on the PSR impacts of the memhers of its supply chain.
As Utilities sector is the largest contrihutor of C02 (Shim, 2015) and customers have
increased their focus on sustainable energy efficiency solutions, Environmental aspect
should also he addressed. To facilitate environmental impacts of purchasing activities,

companies in this sector can implement green éléments in their purchasing
procédures, such as that they can set up internai goals and guidelines for green
purchasing; consider the environmental performance of suppliers; encourage
purchasing the green and renewahle product.
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Purchasing function in Utilities companies is also responsible for social concerns such

as labor conditions and human rights issues at the supplicrs' side. Purchasing
profcssionals should recognize the need to comply with cthical rulcs such as
following anti-bribery policics and abiding by the transparent procédure for awarding
contracts.

Insurance

Table 31 Summary- ofWord Couiit/Frequeiicy of PSR/ Procuremeiit Approach
Pair of Insurance Sector
Supplier

Fkoduct

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSR

30

116

0

2

14fi

D^versity & Community

B

26

57

21

112

Eccmomic

0

a

0

G

0

Ethks,HR& Safety

26

0

21

0

47

Général

195

Insurance
Environ merrt

195

0

0

0

Uga)

0

0

0

0

G

Animal Wetfare

a

0

0

0

G

^llanthropy

0

G

0

G

G

Supfirfier

Product

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSR

20.27%

78.3S%

G

1.35%

10G%

7.14%

23.21%

50.8^

18.75%

1DG%

0

0

G

G

G

55.32%

0

44.68%

0

10G%

Insurance

Environment

Dlversity & Community
Economie

Ethtcs,MR& Safety
Général

100%

0

G

G

10G%

Légal

0

0

G

0

G

Animal Welfare

0

G

G

0

G

Philanthropy

0

G

G

0

G

Unlike manufacturing companies, the Insurance sector has différent requirements for

the rôle of purchasing. There are several aspects to which PSR can be implemented,
such as Facilities Maintenance (Elevators, Food Service, Security, etc.), IT Services

and Software Licensing, Office Supplies and Equipment, and Marketing and
Advertising (Sourceoneinc, 2017).

The results (See Table 31) show that Général practices that suggested concern for
PSR issues but lack specifîcity were most commonly mentioned within this industrial
category. An example in the report was expressed as " we ask our supplicrs to be

sustainably responsible." The results also suggest that there was a lack of Economie,
Légal, and Ethics, Human Rights & Safety focus.

Purchasing practices pertaining to Economie dimension include internai purchasing
cost réduction and resource optimization; and économie impacts resulting from the
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behavior of the suppliers, such as negotiating with favorable supplier contracts that

improve product quality and serviee levels. These issues can be addressed by
selecting suppliers with the best price and establishing corporate sourcing guidelines
based on cost efficiency. For Ethics, Human Rights & Safety category, Insurance

companies can incorporate sustainability criteria for ail suppliers; develop product
spécifié guidelines; monitor and conduct regular audits and assessments against
Human Rights at suppliers.

Banks

Table 32 Summarj' of Word Count/Frequency of PSR/ Procurement Approach
Pair of Banks Sector

Supj^ief

FN-educt

internai

Général Appr&ach

Total PSR

ErtvtornËinerlt

244

806

42

13

1110

EMverSïty & Comfnuïllty

303

123

399

117

942

E^riOiïiîc

212

23

4S

0

2BÙ

Ethks, HR & Safety

217

23

ÎSfî

0

396

Général

614

0

413

89

1115

L^al

44

0

0

0

44

Animal Weffare

0

0

0

0

0

PhllârtthropY

5

?

^

0

0

Baiiks

Supplier

Product

Internai

Général Approach

Tdtal 9SR

Enviornemant

21.98%

72.51%

3.7E%

1.62%

lOC^

Divarsity & Cnmmunlty

32.17%

13.06%

42.36%

12.42%

iwm

Economie

75.71%

B.21%

16.07%

0

lom

Ethics, HR&Safety

54.80%

5.81%

39.39%

0

1(M)%

Général

55.02%

0

37.01%

7.97%

100%

1(K»6

0

0

0

0

Animal welfâre

0

0

0

0

0

Millanthropy

0

0

0

0

0

Banks

L^al

Purchasing spend is a major cost to any organization including banking sector. If it is
managed properly, fmancial performance can be leveraged. The objective of
procurement is to ensure opérations and competitiveness (Mjomba, 2016). Banks
strive to improve procurement processes and policies to reduce eosts.

As the results suggest (Sec Table 32), the banking sector bas issues with respect to the
need to focus more on Légal, Ethics, Human Rights & Safety catégories. The items

involved in banking procurement range from simple office supplies to large

commercial projects, such as the development of infrastructure. Current Légal
purchasing activities have only focused on Supplier Involvement. However, corporate

Internai support eau also help to enhance the regulatory compliance. The banking
industry also needs to take into account social and ethical aspects over the whole
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sourced product or service lifecycle. For instance, companies can introduce ethical

standards into supplier sélection process. Also, banks can hold a regular training
session to increase moral awareness of their procurement professionals.

Retailing

Table 33 Summary of Word Coiint/Frequency of PSR/ Procurement Approach
Pair of Retailing Sector
SuppliM'

Produit

hiternal

Général Approach

Total PSR

ise

0

0

0

ISE

Diversitv 8l Community

0

0

a

0

0

Economie

0

0

0

a

0

Ethics, HR & Safety

0

0

0

0

D

Cenerai

0

0

0

0

0

Légal

a

0

0

0

0

Animal Welfare

0

0

0

0

0

Philanthropy

c

0

0

0

€

Supplier

Product

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSR

100%

0

a

0

103%

Dîverstty & Commun'rty

□

0

0

0

0

Economie

0

0

a

0

0
0

Retailing
Environment

Retailing
Environment

Ethics, HR& Safety

a

0

0

0

Général

0

□

0

0

0

Légal

□

0

0

0

0

Animal Welfare

0

0

0

0

0

Philanthropy

□

0

0

0

0

It is universally recognized that supplier-related activities are of importance in the
Retailing industry. Today, retailers must focus not only on customers but also on
suppliers. Therefore, the procurement teams in the retailing industry need to be more
involved with suppliers. This probably could explain why our sample bas only
focused on the Involvement of Suppliers.

In our sample (See Table 33), the Retailing sector disclosed entirely on
Environmental issues. It is insufficient for purchasing fimction to only focus on
Environmental issues. Lower retail prices pushed down by customers, pressures on ail
parts of the business to increase sustainability, and global outsourcing supply
network, ail lead to a more efficient procurement process. Therefore, it is important to

improve the quality of procured products while reducing costs, maintain good
relationships with key suppliers and leverage sustainable réputation.

In terms of the Economie dimension of PSR, retailers can cooperate with suppliers

who can meet the safety, quality and cost requirements in order to realize fmancial
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savings. Incorporating social responsibilities into procurement is also expected by
customers to retailers. Therefore, Internai procurement structure that in favor of social
issues can be first established to guide spécifie sourcing actions. Since the behavior of

suppliers impacts the image of buying companies, retail procurement organizations
should maintain close relationships with their suppliers, for example, they can include
social and labor standards into vendor assessment model.

Materials

: 34 Suinmary of Word Count/Frequency of PSR/ Procurement Appt
Pair of Materials Sector
Supi^iËr

Product

Internai

Général Appreach

Total PSR

432

824

99

43

1398

1182

494

1104

1238

4018

309

213

184

232

938

2468

213

856

0

3537

966

0

339

48

1353

42

100

0

0
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Animal Welfare

a

0

0

0

0

PhîlanthropY

0

0

0

0

0

Materiâb
Enrvironment

[Kversity & Community
Econoitilc

Ethics,HR& Safety
Generâl

Légal

Supplier

Prpduct

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSR

Environment

30.9036

58.9436

7.08%

3.08%

100%

DIverSfty & Community

29.4236

12.29%

27.48%

30.81%

100%

Economie

32.9436

22.71%

19.62%

24.73%

100%

Materials

Ethics, HR filSafety

69.78%

6.02%

24.20%

0

100%

Général

71.40%

0

25.06%

3.55%

100%

Légal

29.58%

70.42%

0

0

100%

Anima) welfare

0

0

0

0

0

Phllanthropy

0

0

0

0

0

Similar to Capital Goods sector as mentioned in the previous section, projects in
Materials sector are capital intensive, high-cost and often long-term, thus requiring

procurement function to invest more in supplier relationships including supply
assurance and compliance as well as procurement expertise development to maximize
performance efficiency (CIPS, 2017). And this can probably explain why materials
sector had more emphasis on Supplier Involvement. For instance, it is important for

procurement people to ask their suppliers to comply with ethical and safety standards
to reduce the risk of accidents. Also, this sector also faces huge Environmental issues,

which can be addressed by implementing sustainability standards into its procurement
process.

Materials companies less frequently disclosed Légal and Economie purchasing issues

in their CSR reports. We can conclude from the table above (See Table 34) that the
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Materials sector can emphasize Légal dimension through the procurement process

including Procurement and Internai process in order to increase the Légal presence of
its purchasing activities, such as the management level establishing related laws and
régulations. This industry is characterized by fluctuating demand, placing a large
emphasis on supply chain sustainability and cost effectiveness to drive performance
(OECD et al., 2014). Therefore, it is important to address the Economie responsibility
in Materials sector. It can be more engaged by stratégie fmancial planning for
purchasing function. Ensuring a fïnancially sound sourcing governance helps to

encourage économie savings in buying products and building cost-effective supplier
relationships.

Energy

Table 35 Summary of Word Count/Frequency of PSR/ Procurement Approach
Pair of Energy Sector
Supplier

Product

Internai

Général Approach

226

163

0

17

406

1353

2461

53

55

1701

Economie

267

47

110

0

424

Ethtcs, HR&Sâfety

375

47

717

0

1139
2051

Energy
Environment

EMversity & C^mmunlty

Général

Total PSR

1164

0

885

2

Légal

0

C

0

0

0

Animai Wel^re

0

a

0

0

0

Phîtànthropy

0

0

0

0

0

Supplier

Product

Internai

Général Approach

Total PSR

Environment

55.67%

40.1%

0

4.19%

100%

[Kversity & Communlty

79.54%

14.1%

3.12%

3.23%

100%

Economie

62.97%

11.1%

25.94%

0

100%

Ethics, HR&Safety

32.92%

4.1%

62.95%

0

100%

Général

56.75%

0

43.15%

0.1%

100%

Légal

0

0

0

0

0

Animal Welfare

0

0

0

0

0

Philanthropy

0

0

0

0

0

Energy

As shown in the table above, Internai Intégration and Governance played a
significantly important rôle in implementing PSR in this industrial sector. According
to a survey from KPMG (2013), in this sector, procurement had moved into a

stratégie rôle within organizations: many organizations in this group have an
operating model and strategy for procurement. Chartered Institute of Procurement &
Supply (CIPS) also confirmed the importance of ensuring good and stratégie
governance for procurement function due to the ever-more compétitive and volatile
market. And the enforcement of Internai Governance of procurement is likely a resuit
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of specialized procurement functions operating in foreign markets to secure scarce
resources.

Légal purchasing activities had been discussed less frequently in the Energy sector.
This eould be consistent with Carroirs CSR pyramid (1991), as the Légal requirement
is not voluntary but mandatory. Thus Légal category was limited in the CSR reports.
However, for Energy companies, it is important to maintain its business green as

Energy sector has the most impact on public wellness and environmental stability

(Shim, 2015). Général internai strategy and policy pertaining to environment soureing
should be established to guide product soureing and supplier management. Companies

operating in the Energy sector should understand the environmental impaets they
created by their operational and soureing activities, like scarcity of the resource,

climate change, and pollution. Programs that underline the issues encountered by

energy procurement staff, such as educating to source products using life cycle
assessment, encouraging ethical and résilient practices, and maintaining cost-effective
supplier relationships, should be developed to optimize the performanee of
procurement professionals.

In général, the objeetive of this seetion is to identify and analyze the gap in

implementing sustainability into the purchasing process from an industry point of
view. We provide a matrix or a cheeklist for companies in différent sectors to

systemically implement CSR into the purchasing process according to the industry
average. Based on our conceptual framework, organizations need Internai
Strnctures and Governance to identify and bridge the gap in the process of

implementing PSR. Also, leveraging relationships with Suppliers helps to increase
performance efficiency and protect against market volatilify. Purehasing socially and
environmentally préférable Products is also one approach to incorporate
sustainability into the procurement proeess. Finally, Général mention of sustainable

procurement practices in the CSR reports can serve as a good start to systematically
implement sustainability into purchasing process later on. These four approaches are
interconnected and interrelated, which means the change of one approach will have an
impact on the other approaches.
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6. Conclusion

This thesis provides an insight into the rôle of purchasing in CSR by examining
purchasing praetiees mentioned in the CSR reports of 35 Canadian companies listed
in the DJSI Worid of 2015. By using content analysis, the spécifie purchasing
activities in the CSR reports have been identified and classified. A PSR

implementation matrix has been provided by combining modified PSR model with the
responsible procurement approach. We came up with eight critical PSR dimensions

(Economie, Légal, Diversity & Comraunity, Ethics, Human Rights & Safety,
Environment, Général, Animal Welfare and Philanthropy) and four responsible

procurement approaches (Product, Supplier, Internai Management, and Général
Approach) in our matrix. The frequency of purchasing activities in the CSR reports
has been calculated and analyzed to show the degree of importance of purchasing
function within organization's CSR. Industrial types have an impact on the extent of
the presence of purchasing activities in the CSR reports. This thesis fïlls the void in

académie research pertaining to the rôle of purchasing in the company's CSR, and
provides a systematic framework for companies to implement sustainability into the
procurement process.

6.1 Implications

The concept of CSR has gained immense importance in ail industries. However, little
is known about the rôle of purchasing in organizations' CSR. In this study, we

provide the fîrst systematic and comprehensive insight into the status quo of the
importance of purchasing in organizations' CSR in private sector organizations in
Canada. The contribution of this paper addresses the gap in the current knowledge to
inform sustainable procurement policy development at the organizational level.

6.1.2 Académie Implications

This study modified and extended the model of CSR in purchasing by Carter et al.
(2005). It is also the first study to empirically examine the dimensions and came up an
implementation matrix. This contributes to developing the knowledge in the PSR
field.
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As mentioned in the Methodology Chapter, the method we used in this study is
content analysis. We used qualitative content analysis to investigate sustainable

procurement practices and quantitative content analysis to obtain some statistical
results (frequencies) to serve sectorial analysis. This combination of the qualitative

and quantitative method allows us not only to understand the content of procurement
practices in the CSR reports but also to analyze the importance of purchasing function
in the CSR. This method is relatively rare because most studies in the PSR fïeld use

case study, survey, or interviews. Since the method can be replicated, the
implementation matrix can be used over time.

6.1.3 Practical Implications

Given the early stages of PSR practice and research development, there is a
significant opportunity in this area to influence practitioner behavior. The paper
identifies what are the sustainable purchasing practices in the CSR reports and its

importance in différent companies by Computing the frequency of purchasing

practices mentioned in the reports. For companies who look for ways to increase their
purchasing importance in CSR, our study gives insights on how sustainable
purchasing policies and practices can vary across industries. This provides purchasing
professionals and practitioners insights into identitying the facilitators and practices to
effectively implement PSR in the purchasing process. More specifically, it helps to

answer such questions like what PSR practices should the company initiate and at
which step in the purchasing process to improve their sustainability footprint. In

summary, the matrix displayed in Table 36, purchasing professionals and practitioners
can identify the gap and develop their own sustainable purchasing practices by
referring to our matrix.

The empirical results obtained from our studies also address the coopération among
différent departments and the support of top management. It also underlines the need
for companies to transfer purchasing away from traditional operational rôle to a
corporate stratégie rôle. Also, this study is applicable to the Canadian environment.

Table 36 PSR Practices Implementation Matrix
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PSR/Approach

Internai

Product

Supplier

Général Approach

Economie

Légal
DIversIty & Communlty

Ethics, HR & Safety
Environment

Général

Phllanthropy
Animal Welfare

6.2 Limitations and Future Research

This thesis has its limitations. First, the sélection of the sample is open to being

criticized. Ail the companies in our sample are sustainability leaders in their industry
and in the private sector, the status quo of other companies who are not in the DJSI
Universe list. Second, not ail the industries are represented in our sample. Only ten
industrial sectors are covered and categorized by GICs. Also, due to the time limit, we

only examined reports from 2015. Since our study only investigated the purchasing
disclosures of Canadian fïrms, the cultural and geographical aspects could not be

generalized to represent that of other countries. Further, the industrial classification
and associated number of companies are subject to limitations, as some industrial
sectors are represented by only one or two firms. Finally, sustainability or CSR

reports should not be the only source to analyze. Sustainable procurement information
from corporate websites and newsletters, third-party reports, and interviews with
purchasing professionals are other sources that should be considered. In addition to
the limitations mentioned previously, multiple coders are encouraged to be used to
increase the reliability of using such method.

There are opportunities for future studies. First, future research could investigate
public sector purchasing, because the emphasis may differ from that of the private
sector. Second, the rôle of purchasing in CSR reports should also be studied in small
and médium enterprises as well to add more depth on the current analysis. Third,

although our archétype of PSR and research propositions have been validated by
using 35 CSR reports, we can test our framework by using a larger-scale sample by
analyzing the importance of purchasing in CSR implementation in longer time frame,
which might offer more significant results. Fourth, it would be valuable to combine
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our secondary data with primary data, such as surveys or interviews with purchasing

professionals to obtain a more comprehensive picture. Also, statistical method could
be employed to supplément the quantitative analysis in order to improve the reliabiiity
of the results of this study. For instance, chi-square test can be appiied to examine if
there is a signiflcant relationship between PSR frequencies and industriai sector.

Finally, although Canada was the only country we used, and it could be extended to
other contexts to yield insight to provide a basis for other research.
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organizations

No preferred suppliers, suppliers should not have to pay to
be included on an approved supplier list

Suppliers should be selected based on fair criteria

Buying products/materiai that
have Reparability/Upgradabiiity

Purchasing/uses articles that are
safety for users
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Provide products and services of the highest quaiity in the
eyes of the internai/externai customers

No practice of reciprocity is ailowed

Organizations have policies on ethicai buying/seiiing

Companies source from
Aboriginai businesses

NGOs

social businesses and

enterprises
Companies source from

disabied-owned

Companies source from
socialiy and economicaliy
disadvantaged businesses
Companies source from
local enterprises
Companies source from

small businesses

including émissions and waste
Buying products/materials that
use recyciabie, easily returnabie
or no packaging
Purchases packaging that is of
lighter weight
Buying products/materiai that
have long-term durability

Companies source from

Personaiities are not ailowed to influence buying/seiiing
transactions

(MWBEs)

Companies source from
minority/women-owned
business enterprises

Companies monitor suppliers
compliance with these codes

empioyment
Suppliers have iimits on hours of
work, workpiace heaith and
safety provision
Companies faciiitate suppliers to
enforce minimum wages

Prohibition of discrimination in

labor

Prohibition of forced and child

Enhancing anti-sweatshop
purchasing policies

Policies require suppliers to
guarantee the labor rights, such
as unionization and bargain

local charities

poiicy
FIrms enforce employer
compliance with these codes

Buying from suppliers
have phllanthropy
program, in any forms

charities

involvement at local

Buying from suppliers
who has voiuntary

function donates to

Current purchasing

function voiunteers at

"Code of Conduct" or an ethicai

program

Phllanthropy
Current purchasing

philanthropie

Human RIghts and Safety
Suppiiers/Buying firms adopt a

Companies foiiow formai
supplier diverslty
purchase program
Companies monitorthe
process and
impiementatlon of such

Diverslty

Buying products that are taking

Buyers must not toierate corruption in any form

vice versa

Exaggerating a buyer's or a supplier's probiem to achieve a
desired action is prohibited
Not gift/meais/trips is ailowed from suppliers to buyers or

Ethics

Appendix 1 PSR Practices

into account the environment

trucks

as using rail and boat instead of

Using envlronmenta!
transportation means to buy
products/materlal/services, such

Short distance buying such as
Local buying

reusable

recyclable, non-poliuting,

Purchase materlals that

Environment

7. Appendix

it is not ethicai to reveai confidentiel bids and to aliow

suppliers to re-quote by the purchasers

Exaggerations of situations to get better deal by purchasers

Buying products/materials that

have compatiblilty with
equipment/user habits

Participâtes in the design of
products for recyciing or reuse

procurement process

recyclable and easily disposai

suppliers
Asks suppliers to commit to
waste réduction goais

Organizations audit/review their

Uses a iife cycle anaiysis to
evaiuate the environmental
friendiiness of products and
packaging
Firms have a proactive posture
towards environmental sourcing
régulations

Aii suppliers shouid be treated fairiy at ali stages of the

Uses/buying products that are
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Firms purchase from suppliers who follow the code of ethics

payment terms

Firms shouid reach agreement with suppliers about the

foiiow régulations

Buyers shouid discourage the arbitrary/unfair use of
purchasing power or influence, suppiy relations shouid

Companies foiiow the fair trade codes

Uses/buying products that have
re-use potentiai

are not aliowed

Companies shouid facilitate suppliers to provide prompt,
honest responses to customer inquiries and requests

Buying products that have low
energy requirements
commodities

zones and inner-cities

underutiiized business

Buying companies shouid
facilitate supplier sustainabie

within the law of their country

In suppliers, working conditions
are safe and hygienic: buyers
shouid work with suppliers to
introduce appropriate heaith and
safety poiicies
Suppliers shouid aiways work

suppliers treat their employées
harshiy and inhumaneiy

Under no circumstances shouid

basis

national law and good practice
Working house shouid aiso
compiy with national iaws or
industry benchmarks, and
overtime shouid be voiuntary and
not be demanded on reguiar

that in accordance with their

contracts with their employées

Suppliers shouid have iegai

after reasonabie notice is served

suppliers' employées are free to
choose to work for the suppliers
and free to ieave the supplier

code, UN Déclaration on Fluman
Rights, SAI ...
Buyers shouid ensure that

Companies cooperate with
suppliers who foiiow human
rights program, such as ETI base

Companies cooperate with
suppliers adopting fair trade to
guarantee minimum price of

businesses iocated In

Companies source from

supplier sélection criteria

environmental criteria into

supplier code of conduct
Buying firms should incorporate

environmental issues into a

Companies have environmental
policies towards their suppliers
Current purchasing fonction asks
suppliers to commit to waste
réduction goals
Buying firms incorporate

Companies facilitate supplier
green/education program

as IS014001 and IS026000

Choosing supplier follow
régulations and standards, such
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labor

Current purchasing fonction visits
suppliers' plants to ensure that
they are not using sweatshop

facilities

Current purchasing fonction
ensures the safe, incoming
movement of product to our

training program

Number of Companies

Company Name

GICS

Linamar Corp

Automobiles & Components

2

Magna international inc
6

Bank of Montréal

Banks

Bank of Nova Scotia Halifax

Canadian impérial Bank of Commerce
National Bank of Canada

Royal Bank of Canada
Toronto-Dominion Bank
CAE Inc

Capital Goods

2

SNC - Lavalin Group Inc

Progressive Waste Solutions Ltd.

Commercial & Professionai Services

2

Ritchie Bros Auctioneers Inc
Giidan Activewear Inc A

Consumer Durables & Apparei

Restaurant Brands International inc.

Consumer Services

Ci Financiai Corp

Diversified Financiais

1
1

3

Elément Financiai Corp.
Onex Corp Subvtg
AitaGas Ltd.
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Energy

ARC Resources Ltd.

Cameco Corp
Canadian Naturai Resources

Canadian Oil Sands Limited

Cenovus Energy Inc
Crescent Point Energy Corp

Enbrldge Inc
EnCana Corp

Husky Energy Inc

Impérial 011 Ltd
Inter Pipeline Ltd.
Keyera Corp.

Pembina Pipeline Corporation

Peyto Exploration & Development Corp.
PrairieSky Royaity Ltd.
Suncor Energy Inc

Tourmaline Cil Corp
TransCanada Corp

Vermillon Energy inc.
Alimentation Couche Tard inc. Class B SV

Food & Stapies Retailing

Empire Company Limited
George \Weston Ltd
Lobiaw Companies Ltd
Métro Inc.

Saputo inc

Food, Beverage & Tobacco

Fairfax Financiai Floldings Limited

Insurance
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Great-West Lifeco Inc
Industrial Alliance Insurance

Intact Financial Corporation

Manulife Financial Corp
Power Corporation of Canada

Power Financial Corp
Sun LIfe Financial Serv Canada

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited

Materials

13

Agrium inc
Barrick Gold Corp
CCI industries Inc. Class B NV

First Quantum Minerais Ltd

Franco-Nevada Corp

Goldcorp Inc
Methanex Corp
Potash Corp of Saskatchewan
Silver Wheaton

Teck Resources Limited Class B SV

Turquoise Fllll Resources Ltd
West Fraser TImber Co Ltd
Shaw Communications Inc B

2

Media

Thomson Reuters Corporation
1

Valeant Pharmaceuticals International
Inc.

Pharmaceuticals, Biotechnology & Life Sciences

Brookfield Asset Management Inc

Real Estate

2

RioCan Real Estate Invmt Trust

Canadian Tire Corporation Limited NV

Retailing

2

Dollarama Inc

CGI Group Inc. Class A SV

Software & Services

4

Constellation Software Inc.

DFI Corporation
Open Text Corp
BlackBerry Limited

Technology Flardware & Equipment

BCEinc

Télécommunication Services

1

3

Rogers Communications Inc B NV
TELUS Corp

Canadian National Raiiways

Transportation

2

Canadian Pacifie Raiiway Ltd
Canadian Utilities Ltd A NV

3

Utilities

Emera Inc
Fortis Inc
84

Grand Total

Source: DJSI Invited Universe 2016, listed companies as of 31.12.2015
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Appendix 3 Sustainable Purchasing Activities by Company
Agnico Eagle
PSR Dimension

Supplier
Supplier

Dlverslty & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

Internai

Economie

Product

Supplier
Product

We spent S5 million on the procurement of local goods.
We investcommunities by the payment to suppliers.

We support the community from procurement of local goods.
We benefit the community from the support to indigenous suppliers.
4056 of our local purchases go to Inuit companies.
Our suppiy management has iow impacts on business.
We improve our efficiencies through procurement.

Général Approach

Economie

Product

Environment

Supplier
Supplier

Environment

Environment

Suppliers are scanned using environmental criteria.

Supplier

Environment

Our Supplier Code of Conduct addressed the way that suppliers manage the environment.

Internai

Ethics, HR & and Safety We incorporated Supplier Code of Conduct into our CSR annuai report.
Ethics, HR & and Safety Our Code of Conduct demands that our suppliers uphold the highest standards of human rights.

Supplier
Supplier

Our indirect GHG is from purchased eiectricity.
We took into account the energy use of our suppliers.

Interna!

Ethics, HR & and Safety Our suppliers do not empioy child/forced la hors.
Ethics, HR & and Safety We have adopted Supplier Code of Conduct.

Supplier

Générai

Suppliers are assessed depending on their impacts on society.

Barrlck Gold

PfMurement Approach PSR Dimension

injrchising mactlce

Général App'oach
Incernai

Duerity & Comraunity We purchascd 51.2 billion in gocOsand services fron local suppliées.
Diversité & Community Wecommit to assessing ways to impcove the local procurenent standards.

Internai
Général Approach

OiverMy & Community
Diversity S Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity& Community
Diversity & Community
Dlversity & Community

Général Approach
Internai
Internai
product
InternaI
Incernai
Supplier

we bave the framework that outhnes local procurement program.
Grievances fram local sourcing were addressed.
We contribute to social and économie development through buying locally.
We launched local procurement guide.
Our local content ensures stable suppiy base,
WepurchaselocÉproductswhenever possible.
We bave local procurement program integrating suppllers to tbe System.

Diversty & Community We bave a local content framework to support our procurement teams.
Diversty & Community Ibe payment to suppliers and its employées generates économie Impact.

Gênerai Approach

Olvers.tv & Community through local procurement, 'Ae directiy help nost communities and individuels enjoy tbe rights to work, to food and property.

Supplier
Internai
Supplier
Générai Approach

Diversty È Community
Dlversity & Community
Drversty & Community
Economie

Webelpoursuppliersoiversity.
We developed mte.mal targets for local purchases.
We assess our supplie's based on their impacts on society.
We procure products from suppliers for opérations.

Internai
Product
Product

Economie
Environment
Environment

To improve suppiy cbain erïioency, we improve our procurement System.
The electricity we purchased produced émissions.
17.6* of our electrica ! power was sourced from renewables.

Product

Environment

We purcbased brological products.

Product

Environment

Our elect'iclty was purchased from national/regonal gnd.

Product
Supplier
Supplier
Internai

Environment
Environment
Ethics, HR & and Safety
Ethics, KR & and Safety

Our consumahles are bought new and are not able to he recyclahle.
Suppliers are asked to minlmiie environmental impacts.
We improve the humai rights requ: rements to our vendors.
We bave poldes and program to restnct the hrlhery from suppliers.

Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR & and Safety We mpleroent vendor onhoarding standards for ami-corruption.
Ethics, HR& and Safety We identiiy suppTers'corruption nsks.

Product
Internai
Supplier

Ethics, HRiand Safety We purcbased our own dewces for avoiOing safety issues.
Ethics, HR & and Safety We estahlished a hotline for suppliers to report code violations.

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR & and Safety
Ethics, HR & and Safety
Ethics, HR & and Safety
Ethics, HR & and Safety

Supplier
Internai
Supplier
Internai

Ethics, H R & and Safety
Ethics, KR & and Safety
Ethics, HR & and Safety
Ethics, HR & and Safety

Supplier

Ethics, H R & and Safety We seek to educate potential suppliers on our human nghts expectations before we enter into a nelaaonshlp with them.

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR & and Safety We expert our suwliers to uphold our princlpies of ethical business conduct.
Ethics, HR & and Safety We provide focused traming and Investing to certifieo supphers under our Human Rights Policy.
Ethics, HR & and Safety We only deai wlth suppliers that accept Supplier Code of Conouct.
Ethics, HR & and Safety SCKof suppliers receiveo due-diigence screemng.
Général
We ask our supphers to report materval Issues.
Général
Our commitment to responsihle mining is supported by suppliers and contractors.

Internai

Général

Supaiier

ggrierai

Suppliers are asked to minlmiae heaith and safety Impacts,
We recelved grievances and resolved tnem for our suppliera.
We developed human nghts prc^ram to help our suppi lers.
Our human ri^ts policy is applicable to our contractors and suppliera
Our human ri^ts poiicy incliides due diligence lot suppI lera
Our human nghts poiicy is supported hy Supplier Code of Ethics.
We assess human nghts diligence on ojr vendors.
We are including diligence into our Supplier Code of Conduct.

We provide éducation on lands purchases.

Our goa! is tp bnne our exlsting vendor System to achteve lOOX camgitance with our high-risk vendors.
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Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Purchasing Practlce

Diversitv & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Economie

Our procurement group incorpcrated supplier diversity into our corporate diversity and inclusion strategy.
Beil's billions of dollars ofpurchasesfromthousandsofsuppliers are criticaltothe community.
We spent $8 billion buying goods and services.
Purciiase of goods and services can generate économie, social or environmental Impacts.
Bel! centralized sourcing process enabling to better maintain relationships wltb suppllers.

Product

Environment

Generating GHG émissions associated with the consumption of purchased electricity.

Internai

Environment
Environment

Be vigilant to suppliers that operate in countries cited for environmental violations.
We developed packaging guidelines.

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Be vigilant to suppliers that operate in countries cited for human rights violations.
We have had a Supplier Code of Conduct.

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Suppliers are expected to uphold the human rights of workers.
Beli's Supplier Code of Conduct addresses various human rights and ethical issues.
We added controls in our centralized procurement process to Identify suppliers that sell conflict minerais.
We have established a cross-functional team including procurement to revIew our safety issues.

Ethics, HR & Safety
Général
Général

We ask our major suppliers to Implement controls oî using conflict minerais.
Improvîng responsîfale procurement program.
We engage with procurement experts to make sure our reporting is relevant

Général
Générai

Responsibie procurement is one of our key performance indicators.
Increasing the number of purchased products covered by sustainable criteria.

Internai

Généra!
Général

We developed sustainable criteria for products purchased throughthe centralized procurement group.
We developed supplier risk management questionnaire to be added to our centralized procurement process.

Internai

Général

Bell develops and uses tools to audit and monitor suppliers.

Supplier
Supplier

Général

We seek out suppliers who demonstrate communications to C5R.

Général

We added sustainable criteria as part of the regular contract-renewal cycle.

Internai

Supplier
Product

Product
Iriternal

Internai
Internai

Internai

Supplier
Internai
Internai
Internai

Supplier
Internai
internai
Internai

Product
Internai

BMO

Procurement Approach
Product
Général Approach
Product
Product

PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Environment
Environment

Purchaslng Practice
We support the économie prosperlty in our communities through the purchase of goods and services.
We purchased S4.7 billion worth of goods and services from 16,000 suppliers.
We purchased renewable energy.
We purchased high-quaiityyoluntarY carton creditsto offset anyremalning émissions.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

We have a Code of Conduct that outlines our ethical expectations for suppliers.

Bombardief

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Purcha^rv Practlce

Internai

Economie

We centralire procurement to reduce the overlap in spendir^,

Irtternal

Economie

Internai

Economie

Général Approach

Economie

Irkernal

Economie

Supplier

Economie

Irkemal

Economie

We hire CPO to initlate better procurement practkes.
We devebped a global procurement strategy to consolidate our supplier base to reduce costs.
We icverage procurement process to reduce costs.
We have embedded our engir^ers in our procurement teams to scale up r^r suppty chain capacity.
We coilaborate with our suppliers to ensure they can ;xovide us with cost benefits.
We have sdid pian to reduce procurement costs.

Supplier

Economie

6y woridng witii suppllers who incorporate sustainabity Into their practices, we are able to keep compHance costs down and satisfy customers with sustainahiity requirements.

IrAemal

Supplier
Supi^ier

Our transformation initiatives impact procurement costs.
Ethics, HR & Safety We conducted supplier spot check to ensure tfial they have adhered to Supplier Code of Conduct.
Général
We have ongoing conversations with our suppliers to address social and environrrsental issues.
Général
Supplier compliance Is part of the materiailty matrix.
Général
Sustainabillty remains key criteria for supplier sélection and qualification.

Internai

Général

We founded programs to support suppliers' best practice in terms of sustainabifity.

Supplier

Légal

We work with suppliers to help them comply with régulations and législations.

Supplier

Supplier

Economie
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Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Purchasing Practice

Supplier
Supplier

Diversitv Si Community
Diversitv & Community
Diversitv & Community
Diversitv & Community
Diversitv & Community
Diversitv Si Community

We work with more than 7,000 suppliers from around the world.

Général Approach
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

We invest in communities by mentoring suppliers.

We support local suppliers by sourcing local products and services to support our business.
We contribute to communities by die paymwit to suppliers.
We mentor and train our suppliers.

Economie

We set up procurement budget for local suppliers.
We partner with suppliers to ensure we comply with opérating efficiency.

internai

Economie

We open a global sourcing program.

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Economie

Environment

Product

Environment

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Internai

Général

Our CSR committee interacts with suppliers.

Supplier
Supplier

Général

We work with our suppliers to ensure we source sustainable materials.
We encourage suppliers to comply with laws and régulations.

internai

We work with suppliers to rcduce the quantity of materials required in our production.
We partner with suppliers to ensure we compiy with environmental standards.
We work with suppliers to tackie environmental challenges.
We source renewabîe energy where technically and economically feasible.
We informed our suppliers of conforming to conflict materials requirements.
We encourage suppliers to comply with the Code of Ethics/business conduct.
We partner with suppliers to ensure we comply with safety issues.

Environment

We are ensuring the health and safety of our suppliers.

We established a preferred health and safety supplier list to minimize safety Issues.
Wc ensure our suppliers are never harassed.

Legai

Cameco

Purchaslng Practîce

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Général Approach

Diversitv & Community We purchased services from local suppllers.

Product

Diversitv & Community We purchase electricity from local utilities in the régions v^here we operate.

Canadian Natural Resources

Purchasing Practice

Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Supplier

Diversitv & Community We hire suppliers to create employment to society.

Product

Diversitv & Community We creoted économie contributions by buying SlO billion worth of goods and services.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

We established safety requirement for our contractors.

Canadian Tire

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension Purchasing Practîce
Environment
We partner with our vendors to reaiize annual energy and waste save,
Supplier
The electricity we purchased generated GHG.
Environment
Product
Product

Environment

We measure the energy use and GHG émissions from transporting product from vendors.

Canadian Utilities

Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Purchaslr^ Practice

Supplier

Diversitv Se Community

We contributed $1.S92 million by payment to suppliers.
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Cenovus
Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Purchasing Practlce

Général Approach
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Economie

We procure goods and services from local providers whenever possible.
We work hard to maintain relatlonships with local Aboriginal businesses.
We Invest In our suppliers.
We work dosely with our suppliers to help them Improve their performance.
We select suppliers based on theIr capabllities and qualifications before initiating a contract.

Internai

Environment

We plan water sourcing to minimize our impact on the environment.

Internai

Ethics, HR SiSafcty

We developed a program to evaluate suppliers whoshare our safety value.

Supplier

Général

We conduct meetings and vendor forums as well as manage a better relatlonship with suppliers.

CIBC

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community
Product
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Economie
Supplier
Environment
Supplier
Environment

Internai

Purchasing Practlce
We initiate supplier diversity program.
We support économie ^owth and prosperity by purchasing local goods and services.
We focus on supplier governance and relatlonship management to run our business.
We have enviornmental requlrements in procurement aetivities for our suppliers.
We w'Il only engage with suppliers who meet or exceed the requirements including environmental care

internai

Environment

Our procurement standards describe the procurement of goods and services that may have adverse environmental impacts.

Supplier

Environment

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

internai

Supplier

Ethics, HR Stand Safety
Ethics, HR& and Safety
Ethics, HR Si and Safety
Ethics, HR Stand Safety

We sed( suppliers who can demonstrate energy efficiency and an environmental management systcm.
We use Forest Stewardship Councll (FSC)-certified paper stock.
We take environmental criteria into considération when purchasing technology equipment
We purchase green power.
We developed ethical sourcing and supplier labor practlces.
Our suppliers must abide by ourglobal Supplier Code of Conduct.
We developed Supplier Code of Conduct.
Suppliers are required to report corruption issues.

Internai

Général

We developed supplier risk assessment processes, suppiier governance, and relatlonship management framework.

Supplier

Général

Supplier

Général

Internai

Général

We conduct monthly. quarterlyand annual supplier reviews.
Suppiiers are evaluated based on social and environmental criteria.
We have extensive procédures to assess supplier risk and to govern our contracted supplier relationships.

Supplier
Internai

Enbrldge
Procurement Approach PSR DImeftsIon
Product
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Général Approach
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Economie
Supplier
Economie
Supplier
Economie
Supplier
Economie

Purchasing Practlce
We iocally sourced pipe.

We provide économie opportunities to Aboriginal contractors and suppliers.
We are helping local business comply with our vendor Systems.
We work with suppliers to contribute to the overall economy.

We spent $63 million In Canada on procuring goods and services from Native American.
We continue to generate and distribute économie impacts to suppllen.
We create positive économie impacts that beneflt our suppliers.

Supplier économie hedging program is part of our business model.
We are working with our suppliers to pian for emergencies to guarantee our opérations.

Général Approach

We belleve working with local suppliers can help to gain social trust.
We use scorecards focused on financial and non-financial criteria in some of our supplier contracts.
Environment
The eiectricity we buy generated scope 2 émissions.
Environment
We ask our suppliers to provide vehicles that use greener fuel.
Environment
We partner with suppliers on investment in new energy-effîcient technology.
Environment
We have projects to build relationships with suppliers to expand our interests in green power.
Environment
Most of the steel we purchased were recyclable.
Ethics. HR & and Safety We have impiemented a Contracter Safety Incentive Program to promote safe practlces
Ethics, HR & and Safety We involve our suppliers in industry-organized safety roundtables.
Général
We assessed our performance on sustainable procurement.

Internai

Général

Internai

Général

Product

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Product

Supplier
Supplier

Sustainable procurement enjoys lower relevance to stakeholders.
We incorporate sustainability Into suppiy chain through the purchasing process.

Internai

Générai

Our employées should uphold sustainable value with suppliers.

Supplier

Général

We work with suppliers to ensure that they are fully aligned with our standards.
We use a Vendor Audit Program to detect non-compliance and fînd areas for improvement.
We have pre-qualiflcation program te select suppiiers.

Internai

Généra!

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Général
Général

We manage sustainability issues amongst our suppliers.

Général

Weintegrate environmental, social and governance factors into our supplier sélection and relatlonship management.

Internai

Général

We use tool to screen supplier's sustainability.

Internai

Général

We have a committee te oversee suppliers' sustainability performance.
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Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Pufchasing Prartlte

Supplier

Dlversity & Community Manage contract wiîh suppliers ranging from multinationals to small businesses.

Supplier
Supplier

Diversity & Community Encouraging dtversity of gender, âges, cultures, backgrounds and sidlls throughout suppliers.
Diversity & Community Payments to suppliers for goods and services generate benefiîs for communiîies.

Supplier

Diversity & Community In selecting vendors, we have a prlmaryfocus on errsuring that the service provider has a diverse team that supports ourwork.

Supplier

Diversity & Community Proportion of spending on locaily based suppliers.

Produa
Général Approach
Général Approach

Diversity & Community Purchases of goods and services in local community.
Diversity & Community Local procurement
Diversity & Community Building local capacity through procurement.

Général Approach

Diversity & Community Local procurement generates sustainable econorrvc growth.

Général Af^roach

Diversity & Community Economie impacts are defivered via procurement

Général Approach

Diversity & Community Local procurement initiatives bring social and économie benefits to community.

Général Approad)

Diversity & Community Local procurement from régional and national sources accounts fw more than $1 billion of spending.

Internai
internai
&jppljer

Diversity & Community Adjust local procurement based on our organizational structure.
Diversity & Community Our représentatives meet local stakeholders to initiate local procurement programs.
Economie
Selecting suppliers with the lowest price,

&jpp|jer
Supplier

Economie
Economie

Every vendor rclationship must meet the économie, logistical and sustainability standards.
Ensure that vendors must be capable to reliabty delivw the top-quality suppliers or services.
Sourcing from suppliers tliat meet minimum safety, quaiity and cost requirements.

^pplier

Economie

Supplier

Economie

Engaging with suppliers to understand forecasted resource shortage that could impact the minir^ actMties.

Produa

Econome

Elearicity is purchased from provincial or fédéral utilities.

Internai

Economie

Supply chain management team ensures each Item is safely and responsibly sourced cost-effectively on time.

Internai
Produa
Produa
Produa

Ecor^omic
Environment
Environrrwnt
Environment

Automating procurerrsent processcsto mitigate supply shortiges.
Recycledmaterials are sourced internally.
556 of energy is sourced from renewaWe sources.
Sourced the power consumption from clean and renewable sources.

Général Approach
Supplier

Environment
Ethics, HR & Safety

Managing the sourcing ofwater including recycling and tailing management.
Ensurirtg ethics and corporate responsibility among suppliers.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Ethical ojrporate culture must extend le the chain of vendors and suppliers.

Supplier

Ethics. HR & Safety

Selecting suppliers with low/er risks of corruption and human ri^ts violations.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Sourcing from suppliers that meet the ethical requirements.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Screening and remowng suppliers or contractorsare in wolation of human rights compfiance.

Supplier

EUtics, HR & Safety

Suppliers have the right to exercise freedom of association and collective barplning.

internai

Ethics, HR & Safety

Following up software guides staff in assessing vendors' risks In corruption and human rights vfdatiortt.

Général Approach

Général

Introducir^ guidelines that cover procurement and suppliers sélection.

Internai

Général

Updating standards to define the requirements that our employées must fulfill when entering Into a commercial relatfonship with suppliers.

Hudbay

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension

Purchaslng Practice

Product
internai
Supplier
Product
Supplier
Supplier
Général Approach
Supplier
Internai

Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

We contribute to local development îhrough the goods and services we purchase from local businesses.
One of our priorities is to focus on local procurement
We focus on our local suppliers.
Buying products créâtes économie impacts.
Our top 50 supfrfiers represented 75% of our spending in 2015.
We support and encourage local suppliers in fulfilling îheir social responsibiiities.
We spent $25.9 million in goods purchased from local businesses.
We spent $17.7 million from suppliers.
We finalized our Local Procurement and Employment Standard.

Product
Général Approach

Diversity & Community Spending on local goods and services is one of the ways in which we contribute to the sustainability of our host communitles.
Diversity & Community Local purchaslng can lower costs in the long run and contribute to our social licence to operate.

Internai

Diversity & Community Our local purchaslng is guided by several principles.

Supplier
Internai
Produa
internai
Internai
Général Approach
Supplier

Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Economie
Economie

We help our local suppliers to fulfill social and environmental responsibiiities.
We work with local community development committees to support local suppliers.
Our catering buys from the local bakery.
We developed local procurement standards.
We completed gap analysis for local procurement
We assess the économie performance of our procurement practices.
Our supplier base relates to produalon opérations and capital projects.

Produa

Economie

Our two main products are from purchased zin.

Internai
Supplier
Internai
Supplier
Internai

Economie
Environment
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

We created an online contraaor and vendor management System to ailow our suppliers to identify their capabilities for future work.
We tracked environmental incidents related to transporîaîion between our operating locations and suppliers.
Our vendor onboarding process ensures no corruption and bribery before engaging vendors.
We are working with suppliers to modify the lighting System to reduce potential safety problems.
We developed dlsciosures to ensure the bargain rights of our suppliers.
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jA
Proeurement Approaeh PSR Dlmenîlen Purchasltiig Practice
Internai

Imperfa!
Procurtment Approach

Environment

Wc havc grecn procurement polkles.

Product

PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

Pureliasing Practiie
We spent S1.5 billion with indigenous suppliers over the past five yeait.
We provide économie support to our local communities including supplier devclopment.
We dealt with more than 7,000 suppliers ranging from large national companies to locally based businesses.
We spent S9.5 bilBon on the purchase of goods and services.

Supplier

Général

Ail of our suppliers must adhéré to our requirements regarding safety, security and the environment, as vrell as Standards of Business Conduct

Supplier

Supplier
Supplier

Intact

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension
Général Approach
Diversity & Community

Purchasing Practlce

We economically contributed to the Society by purchasing goods and services from suppliers.

Kînross 6old

Procurement Approach
Général Approach
Général Approach
Général Approach

Purchasing Practlce

Supplier

PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

Supplier

Economie

Local suppliers have to meetour standards.

Internai

Supplier
Supplier
Internai
Internai

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

We faciiltated local procurement to create économie value.
We hâve contributed S4.8 billion to économies of our host countries via procurement
Local sourcing heips to maximizc économie opportunities.

Our cost cutting sîrategy reduced local procurement.
We help our local suppliers to be more compétitive.

We spent Sl.9 billion from 9,000 suppliers.
We have programs to facilitate local procurement.
Our local procurement program is managed by our suppiy chain représentative.

We evaluated local su^liers based on their record of safety and their capability.
We engage work with indigenous peopie as our suppliers.
We increase our procurement from qualrfied local suppliers.

We make efforts te reduce the Impact of supplier contracts after a mine doses.
We use local suppliers to make an Impact in the community.

Prodiict

Economie

Product

Environment

We purchased more elecîricity for opérations.
We purchase electriclty from external suppliers.

Supplier

Environment

We are working closely with our suppliers to find a chance to reduce our energy intensiîy through the use of technology.

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

Supplier

Général Approach

Ethics, Hfl & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

We purchased renewable energy to reduce GHG émissions.
Our indirect émissions are from the purchased lime.
Our safety and ethics standards are extended to suppliers.
We procure locally while meeting ethics standards.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Supplier Standards of Conduct areformaiized as contractual obligations in contracts.

Supplier

We Introduced additional guldellnes on human rights of suppliers.

Internai

Ethics, HR8i Safety
Ethics, HR8i Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR Si Safety
Ethics, HR 8t Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HRSi Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR8i Safety

Supplier

Général

We have launched Supplier Portai to cnsure their meeting sustainability criteria.

Internai

Général

We enhanced our risk management standards of our contractors,

Internai
Internai
Internai

Supplier
Supplier
internai

Supplier
Supplier

We established applicable polides and standards regarding suppliers in terms of ethics.
Our Supplier Code of Conduct conialns non-discrimination issues.

Supplier Standards of Conduct înciude a zero-tolerance policy for corruption.

We want to do business with suppliers that share our commitment to corporate responsibillty and ethical conduct
Suppliers must sign up and adhéré to our Supplier Code of Conduct.
Our procuerment staff receives annual procurement training.

Human rights and safety are our number one priorities among suppliers.
Contractors must be pre-qualified in terms of safety to do work.

Supplier Standards of Conduct Is one of our policies.
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Our free-run eggs are produced and sourced in a humane way.

Product

Animal Wetfare

Supplier
Internat

Animal Welfare
We only source porlc from vendors that comply wrth anirrsal welfare policles.
Diversity & Community We conduct consumer survey about the importance of local sourdng to them.
Diversity & Community Our vendor developmwit managers support local growers across Canada.

Irrternal

Product

Diversity & Community We give prlority to local and régional fresh products.

Supplier
Général Approach

Environment

We committed to removing chemicals of concems from sourdng.

Product

Environment

Sourcing paperfrom the certified forest.

Internai

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Our PC free from products are raised without the use of antlbiotics or hormones.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

M colleagues must ensure that vendors understand and comply with the Code of Conduct.

Supplier

Suppliers are our partners to uphold the same ethical values.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR8i Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Our audit team has been working on the ground in plants of theemerging markets.

Supplier
Général Approach

Ethics, HR & Safety

Identify products that contain chemicals and ingrédients of concern tbrough a vendor audit.

Général

Général Approach

Généra!

Sourcing is incorporated in our CSR pillars.
We are sourcing responsibly.

Internai

Général

The CSR Committee support sourcing plUar.

Product

Supplier
Supplier

Diversity & Community Supporting Canadian suppliers.

We update our Supplier Code of Conduct to address evolving risks and expectatkjns.

We contribute to the improvement of working conditions for the employées of our suppliers.
Suppliers have to complété an annual Workplace Conditions Assessment (WCA).

Internai

Général

We have Introduced responsible sourcing polldes.

Internai

Général

We are employing a risk-raUng procédure to audit our suppliers.

Internai

Général

Impîementing sustainable sourcing guidelines for food category management teams.

Product

Général

Product

Général

We committed to sourcing only sustainable seafood.
Products are responsibly sourced.

Product

Général

Focus on where and how our products are sourced.

Product

Général

Seafood is sourced from certified third-party to ensure that products meet spécifie environmental, économie and social standards.

Product

Générai

We purchase palm tree oil from suppliers comply wifri sustainable standards.

Product

Général

Sourcing certified cocoa.

Supplier
Supplier

Légat
Philanthropy

We raised and donated $64 million with the help of our suppliers.

We enforce légal standards to our suppliers.

Manulife

Internai

Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HRSi Safety

Général Approach
Général Approach
Supplier

Purchasing Practlce
Procurement brings économie Impacts to communities.

We spent Sl.8 billion In goods and services purchascd from suppliers.
We establlshed guldance to look way to Increase the amount of goods we purchase from diverse suppliers.
We train our procurement manage on engaging diverse suppliers.
We purchased renewabic energy.
We purchased paper that contained recycied content.
Suppliers have access to our Ethics Hotline.
We have Vendor Code of Conduct which appiiesto ail suppliers.

Methanex

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension
Product

Supplier

Purchasing Practice

Diversitv & Community We contribuîe to the countries, régions, and communities by purchasing local goods and services.
Général
We educate our suppliers.

Métro

PSR Dimension
Internai
Internai

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Purchasing Practice

We included animal welfare Info our purchasing practices.
Diversity & Community We carrled out local purchasing policy.
Diversity & Community We invest in our communities by supporting local suppliers.

Animai Welfare

Générai Approach

Générai

We ask our suppliers to be certified according to Global Food Safety Initiatives.
Our teams reguiarly monitor suppliers who have not obtalned certification.
We consider traditional criteria such as quality, freshness and produn avaiiabiiity in the purchaang process.
We encourage our suppliers to use envircnmentally friendiy packaging materiai
Our CR approach puts emphasis on procurement activities.
We have impicmented several initiatives with respect to responsible procurement practices.

Product

Générai

We continued to implement procurement criteria wild and farmed species.

Internai

Générai

We aiso plan to intégrale environmental and social criteria Into our purchasing habits.

Général Approach

Economie
Economie

Economie

Supplier

Environment

Internai

Générai
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Purchasing Practlce

Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Producî

Diversitv & Communitv We spent Si billion on goods ar>d services.

ProdiKî

Environment

We purchased certified carbon crédits.

Supplier

Général

Général Approach

Général

We continued implementing a process to screen our suppllers' practices.
We partner with oîher organization to promote responsible procurement.

Supplier

Légal

We seek to promote discussion with suppliers in keeping with applicable iegislation.

RBC

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension
Général Approach
Diverslty & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Proluct
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Internai
Diversity & Community
internai
Diversity & Community
Irfternal
Diversity & Community
Internai
Diversity & Community
Internai
Diwrsity & Community

Purchasing Practlce

Responsible procurement générâtes économie impact
We have a positive social impact through the suppliers we buy from.

We create économie Impact from the value of goods and services we purchased globatly.
We pay our suppliers for goods and services which generates économie value.
We compleîed and formalized our Supplier Diversity program.
We worked with différent organlzations to facllitaie Supplier Diversity program.

We embedded supplier diversity processes into Procurement staff annual performance objectives.
We developed performance meîrics to evaluate the success of our Supplier Diversity Program.
Ail Procurement Managers v^ll partidpate In responsible procurement trainIng sessions.

Producl

Economie

Our purchasing breakdown indudes purchased goods and sennces in marketingarvl IT & Teiecommunkations, etc.

Product

Divironment

Product

Environment

We are of\e of the largest purchased of renewable energy.
We achleve GHG réductions from green power purchases.

Product

Environment

We purchased Ecology-certified green electricity.

Product

Environment

We sourced our paper from certified suppliers.

Supplier

Ethics.HRiSafety

Our suppliers adhéré to Supplier Code of Cor>duct.

Internai

EMs, HR & Safety

We will imf^ment a new procurement screening process thatwill identify conflict minerais In our suppliers.

Général Approach

Général

Internai

Général

Général Approach

Général

We screened procurement engagements ^ainst RBCs responsible procurement rectuiremerts.
Our phority is to purchase goods and services responsibiy.
Intégration of sustainability into procurement practices.

Supplier
Supplier

Général

We led various mentorship activities Including formai mentoring of certified suppliers and hostlng supplier development workshops.

Général

We partner with suppliers that embrace environmentaily and socially responsible business activities,

R(«ers

Procurement Approacli1 PSR Dimension
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Product
Diversity & Community
Supplier
Diversity & Community
Supplier

Purchasing Practlce

We sourced locaily from small and mid-size producers.
We are impacting the economy indirectiy by procuring goods and services.
Our investment in our facillties was directiy dlstributed te our suppliers.

Diversity & Community We have a lot of suppliers who are Canadian or have significant opérations in Canada.
We procure goods and services to operate our business effecti\«fy.

Product

Economie

Supplier
Supplier

Environment

Supplier responsibilities on energy use and climate change.

Environment

Internai

Environment

Product

Environment

Paper réduction and waste/recyciing aî suppliers side.
We are mindfui of environmental considérations when we make décisions about our purchasing.
Electricity purchases left carbon footprints.

internai

Environment

Our Paper Réduction and Sourcingsub-committee oversee our paper performance and responsible paper-sourdng initiatives.

internai

Environment

Our Publishing Paper Procurement Practices aise guide our purchasing décisions for paper used for publlshing.

Product

Environment

Supplier

Environment

The paper we purchased Is certlHed.
We monitor waste through our waste management vendors.

Supplier

Environment

We collaborate with our food vendors to use environmentaily responsible containers.

Général Approach
Supplier

EthicSj HR & Safety

We encourage ethical sourcing.
Ethicalgovernance with suppliers,

Supplier

Ethlcs,HR&Safetv
Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Internai

Ethics, HR & Safety

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Général

Général

Site visits to supplier factorles and ofhces.

Internai

Généra!

Dev^ioping new supplier survey.

We engage wth our suppliers via supplier sélection.
We ensure that we have a strong sound procurement process.
Supplier seleaion is overseen by our SVP, Procurement & Supplier Management.

Supplier

Général

Supplier agreed to our Supplier Code of Conduct and Business Conduct Guldellnes,

We ensure that our suppliers adhéré to both our Contracta' Code of Conduct and Rogers Business Conduct.
We have a formai grievance process that allows potential suppliers to appeal.
We conducted an Ethical Procurement Practices survey with our suppliers
Ask suppliers for RFP and RFI.
Our procurement team interacts with suppliers.

Supplier

Général

Général Approach

Général

Internai

Général

Internai

Général

We establishguidelines to audit our suppliers.

Supplier

Philanthropv

We work with our vendors to donate leftover food.
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Purehasit^ Practlce

Supplier

Oiversity & CommunitY
Diversity & Cormnunity
Drversity & Cotnmifliity
Diversity & Community

Supplier

Economie

Irternal

Pfoduct

Supf^ier
Product

Providing économie o^iortunities throrgh procuring gooJs.
One of oitr GRID fcpects is Supi^ier Asseîsment for In^pacts on Society.

We provide économie opportunities and development through procuring ^kxJs vid services.

Economie

We haw a certair) proportion of spending on local suppiiers.
The bank has relationships wth approximatety 2,000 suppiiers around the globe.
Our stratège sourcing can be divided into five catégories to support our opérations.

Supplier

Economie

Our supplier évaluation criteria Include supirfier strength, riieir servcc capabllitfes, finandal anskleration^ quailty, t«iin(A>gy and process improvement

Internai

Environment

We implemenî sound environmental practices In our sourcing décisions.

Général Approach
Supplier

Enwronment

We have environmental procurement policy.

tovironment

Général Approach

ùJVironment

We consider the environmental performance of suppiiers and contractors.
We consider riie environmental impacts of products and serwces in our procurement process.

Prwiuct

Environment

The fuel we purchased générâtes GHG.

Product

Environment

Our indirect GHG émissions produced from electricity arvl steam purchases.

Supplier
Généra! Approach

Ethlcs,MR&5afety

Ail Scotia bank suppiiers and third-party are expected to uphold the principles set out in the Banks' Guidefines for Business Cortduct and the ^ti Corruption PoScy,

Général

Sustainable procurement isour enpgement.

Internai

^eral

Before ccm^eîing supplier sélection, business teans invdved In the soiffcing atîivity wBi evahjate suf^Bers accordirç tt thelr CSR profile.

Supplier

Général

Dur supplier évaluation criteria inciude corporate culture and it CSR policies and procédures.

Général Approach

Général

Our stratégie sourcing takes CSR into considérations.

Supplier

Légal

Supplier

Pufchasing Practlce
PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community We have diversity requlrements for our suppiiers.

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

We only purchase paper thatcontains recycled content.
We incorporaîe the émissions with respect to electricity purchases into our CSR report.

Supplier
Supplier

Environment

We are committed to using paper from suppiiers certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).

Etfiics, HR 8l Safety

We ask our suppiiers to adhéré to Code of Conduct.

SuDDlier

Général

We extend our sustainability responsibiiitiesto our suppiiers.

SNC

Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Purchasing Practlce

Product

Economie

Product

Environment

Parts of our products are purchased from vendors for opérations.
We purchased hydro electricity.

Product

Environment

CXjr purchases involved GHG.

Supplier
Supplier

Environment

We have supplier environmental assessment.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & and Safety

Supplier

Ethics,HR8i and Safety

Supplier
Supplier

Ethics, HR&and Safety

Supplier

Général

Internai

Général

Changes in the location of suppiiers, or in relationships with suppiiers shouid be reported.

Général Approach

Légal

The Company provldes procurement activities under the law.

Environment

Ethics, HR&and Safety

A certain percentage of our new suppiiers that were screened using environmental criteria.
Suppiiers enjoy the frecdom of association and collective bargaining.
Suppiiers are required for not using child labor.
No forced or compulsory labor is aliowed at suppiiers' plants.
Suppiiers are screened by our human rights pollcy.
CXjt activities with supplier have économie, environmental and social impacts.
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Procurement Approach

PSR Dimension

Supplier
Supplier

Diversitv & Community We distributed S6 billion m procurement to our suppliers.
Diversity & Community We influence our suppliers to use responsible practices to strengthen our communities.

Purchasing Practlce

Internai

Internai

DIversIty & Community
Diversity & Community
DIversIty & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community
Diversity & Community

Internai

Economie

Product

Environment

Internai

Environment

We increase accessibilityfor diverse suppliers.
We compensate our suppliers and support local small business.
Our responsible procurement contributes to community.
TD is a member of diverse supplier organizations.
TD's Supplier Diversity program received several awards.
We educate our employées to raise awareness of our Supplier Diversity Program.
Our mentcrship program helps our diverse suppliers to develop their business.
We build the website and email to Interact with our suppliers.
TD Stratégie Sourcing Group Works to ensure that we have qualifîed suppliers.
TD will help to manage the envlronmental Impact of our suppliers.
We purchase RECs and Offsets équivalent to TD's electricity use and GHG émissions.
TD has developed Eco-strategic sourcing.

Produrt

Environment

We purchase renewable energy crédits.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

Internai

Internai

Ethics, HR & Safety
Ethics, HR & Safety

Supplier

Général

Supplier

Général

Internai

Général

Supplier

Général

We ask our suppliers to report conflict minerais.
TD has Supplier Code of Conduct which provides further transparency.
TD Sourcing Group assesses slavery actions.
Our suppliers are assessed against TD's responsible procurement requirements.
TD work with suppliers to run a sustainable business.
TD executes its responsible procurement policles.
TD suppliers must complété surveys.

Supplier

Général

Suppliers continue to Improve their practices.

Supplier

Légal

We increase regulatory scrutlny over third-party relationships.

Supplier

Général Approach
Internai
Internai
Internai

Internai

Economie

Supplier

Environment

Teck

Procurement Approach PSR Dimeniîo n

Supplier
Supplier

Purchaiîng Practice
Diversity & Community We spend Sl-8 btilion on suppiiers {Inciuding fuel and encrgy. operatlng supplies, maintenanceand repair supplies).
Divcrsity & Community Ouf oommunltics of intercst Indude suppliers and contractors.

Supplier

Divcrsity 8i Commumty Payments to supplicfs, cor^tractors, and service provide support local communlty économie devclopmcnt.

Général Approach

Oiversiiy & Community We contribute economlcally via local pn^rcment.

Supplier
Supplier
Général Approacti

DIvcrsity & Commumty %ofspendine on locallybased suppliers.
Oiversity & Commumty Millions of dollars spending in procurement from indigcnous suppliers.
DIvcrsity & Commumty We have Incrcascd engagement with local communiti^ through local procurement

Général Approach

DIversity & Community Local procurement m turn ensures our procurement sustalnability.

Générai Approach
Internai

Dlversity & Commumty Sourdng locally will help to build our capacitles and enhancc our local knowlcdge.
DIversity & Commumty Ûne of our 2015 goals was for opérations to enhance local procurement opportunîties.

Général Approach
Internai

Diversity & Commumty We established criteria for local procurement.
Dlversity & Commumty We used a différent approach to track local procurement.

Internai

DIvcrsity & Commumty Increascs and decrcascs m local procurement arc Infiuertced by the avaiiability of suppliers In the local area.

Général Approach
Internai
Supplier
Supplier
Général Approach
Internai

Dlversity & Communrty
Divcrsity & Community
Olvcrsity & Commumty
Dlversity & Commumty
Divcrsiry & Commumty
Divcrsity & Commumty

Our persistent low commodity prîtes impact our local procurement
Closurc of an opération Icads to the décline m local procurement
We engage with suppliers to mltigate social nsks.
We connccted with vendors to continue generating benefits.
We procured from Indigcnous sources.
We developed tools to incrcase local supplies.

Internai

DIversiry & Commumty A lower proportion of our total spending on indigenous suppliers due to the challenging market conditions,

internai
Général Approach
Supplier

Divcrsity & Commumty Réductions In capital spending Impact bcâl procurement
Diversity & Commumty We maximize local weli-belng through local procurement.
Ecor^omic
We rely on suppliers to provide the products and goods needcd to support our opérations.

Supplier

Economie

We outsource many operaLional activitics to thlrd-parties due to their cost-effcctivcness or techmcal capadties.

Supplier
Product
Supplier
Supplier

Economie
Economie
Economie
Environment

Supplier belongs to our business capital inputs to run the business.
We procure goods and services that support largc-scaie mining and reflmng opérations.
Our suppliers mustmect our faasicrequiremcnts.
Our overall environment management includes supplier environment assessments.

Product
Product

Environment
Environment

We procure alternative source with fewer pollutions.
We produced GHG from our purchascd electnclty.

Product

Environment

We purchascd scedsto help biodlversiîy.

Supplier

Ethics. HR & Safety

We conduct a risk-bascd screcmng of our transportation providers based on the volume and commodity transportcd.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & Safety

We expect suppliers to adhéré commitment ^or human nghts.

Supplier
Internai
Internai
Supplier

Général
Général
Général
Général

We commit to being rcsponslble through the value chain ranging from the origins of the goods that we buy.
The objective of responsible supply management is to ensure that we minlmttc the Impact on people or to the environment.
Our supply management group's priorlty is to manage rlsks.
We have integrated the protocols Into our contract proccss.

Supplier
Supplier

Général
Général

We have rciated programs to select and evaluate our potentlal suppliers.
We select suppliers to screcn based on certain assessment criteria.

Internai

Général

We developed a Supply Management Best Practices implemcntatlon Manual to support supply management teams.

Supplier

Légal

We expect our suppliers aligned with cnvironmcntal and labor législation.
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Telus

Supplier
Supplier

Purchasing Practice
PSR Dimension
Diversity & Community We have established supplier diversity program.
Diversity & Communrty We extended our outreach to engage our suppliers to give back to the community.
Diversity & Community We established économie growth for suppliers.
Diversity & Community We choose local suppliers.
Diversity Si Community We help to strengthen Canada's economy through our purchase of goods for our opérations.
Diversity &. Community Our payment to vendons créâtes value to the soclety.
Diversity &. Community We co-hosted supplier diversity workshop.

Internai

Economie

Général Approach

Economie

A customer checklist »nll be embedded Into our purchasing process.

Internai

Economie

Procurement Approach
Internai

Supplier
Supplier

Supplier
Produrt

We create a proactive sourcing strategy to attract candidates to lower our turnover rates.

Internai

Environment

Product

Environment

Supplier

Environment

Supplier

Environment

Supplier

Environment

Product

Environment

Product

Environment

Gênerai Approach

Environment

We help to strengthen supplier governance practices to lower ourcosts.
We sedt mutually bénéficiai relatlonships with our suppliers.
We make efforts to reduce our paper purchases.
Responsibllltles for managing environmental footprint Is shared by leaders In procurement.
We purchase renewable energy.
We prioritized suppliers to work with our environmental program.
We partnered with suppliers to determine environmental impacts.
We seek out opportunities to educate our suppliers to rcduce émissions.
We purchase paper that contains recyclable components.
We defined our grcen supply chaIn management Including materlal sourcing and sélection.
We re^englneered the supply process to improve green traceability.

Product

Environment

We reduced the number of cardboard boxes purchased.

Supplier

Ethics, HR & and Safety

We ask our suppliers to have policles onconflict minerais and do not support unethical authorities.

Internai

Ethics, HRSi and Safety Our Supplier Code of Conduct addressed forced/child labor Issues,
Ethics, HR & and Safety Our Supplier Code of Conduct add ressed anti-corruption issues.

Supplier

Economie

Product

Environment

Internai

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Général

Internai

Général

Interna!

Général

Supplier

Général

Our Supplier Code of Conduct asks our suppliers to ccmply with environmental and social régulations.

Général

We colla borate with suppliers to leverage sustainabllity.
We ask our suppliers to complété supplier risk assessments as an apart of the sélection process.
We partner with suppliers that share similar value of sustainabllity.

Général

Généra!

We forge relatlonships with suppliers who have environmental, social and governance factors built into their stratégies.
Our procurement and supply team focus on intcgrating sustainability into the buying prtrcess.

Général

We conduct supplier risk workshop.
We raonitor our suppliers in terms of sustainabllity.

Thomson Reuters

Procurement Approach P5R DImerwIon

Purchasing Practice

Supplier
Supplier
Supplier

Environment
Environment
Ethics, HR & Safety
Général
Général

We analyzed oursuppliers based on their environmental impact and disclosures.
We use approved vendors to dispose of or recycle electronic equipment responsibly.
We ask our supplîers to comply with Supply Chain Ethical Code.
We deepen relatlonships with our suppliers through our CR approach.
We engage In environmental practices, human rights and workpiace Issues with our suppliers.

Supplier

Général

We hold events and conférences to engage our suppliers.

Supplier

Gênerai

We conduct materlalIty/CR Issues survey with suppliers.

Supplier
Supplier

Transcanatfa

Procurement Approach PSR Dimension
Supplier

Purchasing Practice

DiversitY & Community We provide town residents with supplier opportunities.

Supplier

Diversity & Community We engaged more than 1,579 suppliers and generated CAOSS.l billion In business for our suppliers.

irYternai

Diversity & Community We developed Supplier Diversity and Local Participation program.

Supplier

Economie

We endeavor to do business with suppliers who share our expectations for quaiity management and continuous improvement

Supplier
Supplier

Economie

We aim to identify and work with high-quaiity vendon.

Environment

Ourwastecontraaofs are managed throi^h a rigorous procurement, fui! life cycie management process.

West Fraser

Procurement Approach PSR Dimcrtflon
Supplier

Purchasing Practice

Diversity & Community We help our suppliers and contraaors to maintain the stable community presence.

Product

Economie

Our purchased equlpmentis undergoing an audit.

Product

Environment

We reduce our purchased energy intensity.

Product

Environment
Ethics, HR Si Safety
Général

We purchased energy with bîoenergy from wood waste.
We demonstrate avoidance of sourcing from controversiai sources.
We demonstrate sound procurement practices.

Général Approach
Générai Approach
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